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Abstract
Passive underwater sensor networks are often used to monitor a general area of the ocean,
a port or military installation, or to detect underwater vehicles near a high value unit at
sea, such as a fuel ship or aircraft carrier. Deploying an underwater sensor network
across a large area of interest (AOI), for military surveillance purposes, is a significant
challenge due to the inherent difficulties posed by the underwater channel in terms of
sensing and communications between sensors. Moreover, monetary constraints, arising
from the high cost of these sensors and their deployment, limit the number of available
sensors. As a result, sensor deployment must be done as efficiently as possible. The
objective of this work is to develop a deployment strategy for passive underwater sensors
in an area clearance scenario, where there is no apparent target for an adversary to
gravitate towards, such as a ship or a port, while considering all factors pertinent to
underwater sensor deployment. These factors include sensing range, communications
range, monetary costs, link redundancy, range dependence, and probabilistic visitation.
A complete treatment of the underwater sensor deployment problem is presented in this
work from determining the purpose of the sensor field to physically deploying the
sensors. Assuming a field designer is given a suboptimal number of sensors, they must
be methodically allocated across an AOI. The Game Theory Field Design (GTFD)
model, proposed in this work, is able to accomplish this task by evaluating the acoustic
characteristics across the AOI and allocating sensors accordingly. Since GTFD considers
only circular sensing coverage regions, an extension is proposed to consider irregularly
shaped regions. Sensor deployment locations are planned using a proposed evolutionary
approach, called the Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm, which
utilizes two suitable network topologies, mesh and cluster. The effects of these
topologies, and a sensor’s communications range, on the sensing capabilities of a sensor
field, are also investigated. Lastly, the impact of deployment imprecision on the
connectivity of an underwater sensor field, using a mesh topology, is analyzed, for cases
where sensor locations after deployment do not exactly coincide with planned sensor
locations.

xiii

1 Introduction
Passive underwater acoustic sensor networks are used to monitor a general area of the
ocean, a port or military installation, or to detect underwater vehicles near a high value
unit at sea, such as a fuel ship or aircraft carrier. Any suspicious activity is reported by
the sensors via a floating surface station to a central location, for example, a surface ship
or a command station on land. Based on the reports, decisions are made on how to
proceed against the threat [1]. Rather than alert enemies to the presence of the sensors by
using active sonar, which involves sending out loud “pings” into the ocean, passive
sensors are strategically preferred, as they are covert and simply listen for sound emitted
by underwater adversaries [2].
Deploying passive underwater acoustic sensors for military surveillance purposes poses
several challenges. A comprehensive deployment strategy that takes into account some
of the more significant challenges, including 1) the impact of the underwater channel on
the sensors in terms of sensing and communication capabilities and 2) a limited number
of sensors available to the field designer due to high costs of such sensors and the
associated costs for their deployment, is important for an efficient underwater sensor
network [3]. Additionally, because the above factors are correlated, an understanding of
the impact of such correlations is vital to the deployment of underwater sensors. The
major contribution of this dissertation is an identification of factors relevant to
underwater sensor deployment, and their correlations, and the design of a comprehensive
deployment strategy, based upon this analysis, which can be easily applied by a field
designer.
This work focuses on acoustic sensors because acoustic communications is currently the
only viable form of underwater communications that can be used over appreciable
distances [1]. Furthermore, acoustic sensing is preferable for surveillance since the entire
water column becomes insonified by a moving adversary, as opposed to magnetic, where
an adversary must be at approximately the same depth as the sensor to be detected [2].
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Since both sensing and communication are done acoustically, each is affected by the
peculiarities of the underwater channel, meaning that the first challenge is of paramount
importance. The underwater channel introduces signal attenuation, due to geometric
spreading and frequency-dependent absorption by the medium. Multipath and man-made
and ambient noise causes significant interference [1,3,4]. As a result, sensing and
communications ranges, bandwidth, and data rates are severely constrained [3]. Also,
extremely high propagation delays occur because the propagation speed of the acoustic
signal in water is 5 orders of magnitude lower than in the terrestrial channel [3]. Such
high delays severely limit channel utilization and throughput. In addition, the speed of
sound in water, and therefore delays, is range dependent, meaning that it varies by
geographic location [2,5]. Sound speed is also dependent upon water temperature, depth,
salinity, and time of year [2]. For these reasons, representative acoustic models must be
used in any study conducted for deploying underwater acoustic sensors.
Permanent losses of connectivity between sensors may occur due to the existence of
shadow zones that cannot be accounted for a priori, making sensor communications, and
hence, data collection from sensors, difficult. Bubble clouds, caused by crashing waves,
can cause intermittent disruptions in communications and thus, connectivity [3].
Underwater sensor costs are currently prohibitive, on the order of thousands of dollars,
therefore limiting the number of sensors available to a field designer [3]. Besides
requiring a hydrophone for sensing purposes, an expensive acoustic modem is needed for
transmitting and receiving data. A waterproof housing is also needed on the sensor to
prevent corrosion and failure of the modem, processing units, and the power-limited
battery, which cannot be recharged by conventional means such as solar energy, if at all
[3]. Further costs are incurred for the deployment of the sensors themselves, which is
typically done by dropping the sensors into the water from an airplane or helicopter or
shot out of a gun from the deck of a surface ship [4].
In light of these challenges, an efficient underwater sensor deployment strategy for
military surveillance must directly address six main factors, which include sensing range,
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communications range, cost of sensors and their deployment, link redundancy, range
dependence, and probabilistic visitation. Each of these factors will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 2. It should be noted that, to date, no deployment strategy in the
literature considers all of these factors, as is done in this work. As will be proven
through analytical studies and simulation, by not considering all factors, and their
correlated effects, it is highly probable that the sensor deployment will be ineffective.
Thus far, it has been emphasized that the problem of underwater sensor deployment is
extremely complex and therefore requires a deep understanding of the workflow of a
field designer. A series of steps that should be followed by a field designer for designing
and implementing an underwater sensor deployment is suggested below. The collection
of these steps is referred to as a deployment strategy.
Step 1: Determine the type of sensing coverage required
Step 2: Determine the number of available sensors
Step 3: Execute a sensor allocation scheme
Step 4: Execute a sensor deployment scheme
Step 5: Physically deploy the sensors
For Step 1, three main types of sensing coverage exist in the literature [6]. These include
barrier coverage, point coverage, and area clearance, each of which is geared towards a
specific purpose. In a barrier coverage scenario, there is a clear target that an adversary
would gravitate towards, such as a port or ship. To prevent the target from being
reached, a field designer must deploy sensors such that the probability of detecting an
adversary heading towards the target is maximized. Instead of preventing traversal
towards a single target, in point coverage scenarios, multiple points of interest must be
protected. Therefore, sensors are deployed in the vicinity of these points of interest,
while the remainder of the area remains relatively void of sensors [6].
Area clearance scenarios consist of a general area of the ocean being covered by a field of
sensors [6]. In an area clearance scenario, the sensor field’s purpose may range from
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preventing enemies from deploying mines to averting illegal traversal and surveillance of
a restricted water space. Deploying sensors for an area clearance scenario is quite
difficult since there are no obvious targets that an adversary would gravitate towards,
such as a port. Thus, the field designer is left to make an intelligent guess as to how to
optimally deploy the limited number of available sensors. Clearly, area clearance
scenarios are relatively more complex than barrier and point coverage scenarios,
especially when there is a limited availability of sensors. As will be discussed in Chapter
2, the sensor deployment literature for area clearance scenarios assumes that sufficient
sensors exist to completely cover an area in terms of sensing, which is not assumed in
this work due to the cost of underwater sensors, thus making the contribution of this work
unique.
Once the purpose of the sensor field and a type of sensing coverage has been determined,
Step 2 is undertaken, where the field designer must establish the number of available
sensors, which is dependent upon sensor and deployment costs, as well as the relative
importance of the mission.
Given the available number of sensors, Step 3 is the sensor allocation step, which
determines how sensors should be allocated throughout an area of interest (AOI). For
area clearance scenarios, there are no obvious points of interest that an adversary may
gravitate towards, making sensor allocation a challenging problem. Since the underwater
environment exhibits range dependence [2,5], meaning that a sensor’s sensing
capabilities vary depending upon its physical location, it is advisable to subdivide an AOI
into regions of relatively uniform acoustic characteristics, or sectors, and decide upon the
number of sensors to allocate to each sector. Sensor allocation, if based on an
adversary’s probability of visiting a sector, which is dependent upon the geographic size
and acoustic characteristics of each sector and the strategy employed by the adversary,
would require an intelligent allocation scheme. A game theoretic approach to calculate
the probabilistic visitation of an adversary to each sector within an AOI is proposed in
Chapter 3. Such an approach was used because game theory affords the ability to
properly capture the complexities introduced by considering range dependence in a large
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AOI. This approach is the first sensor allocation scheme of its kind proposed for an area
clearance scenario.
Sensor locations must then be planned in Step 4 after each sector has been allocated a
certain number of sensors from the total available sensors, with a goal of optimizing the
sensing capabilities of the sensor field for detecting underwater adversaries. Given that
an underwater sensor deployment strategy, and therefore the sensor deployment scheme,
should consider six factors simultaneously, an evolutionary approach, called the
Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm (USDEA), is proposed in
Chapter 5. An evolutionary approach is used because this approach is inherently flexible,
allowing for a relaxation of assumptions, and can easily consider many factors
simultaneously, which is highly desirable for an underwater sensor deployment scheme.
The USDEA is the first documented evolutionary sensor deployment scheme of its kind
in the literature.
Finally, in Step 5, the sensors are physically deployed to the planned sensor locations
determined by the sensor deployment scheme. However, when the sensors are deployed,
their actual location may not coincide with their respective planned locations. Such
inaccuracies in sensor deployment are typically caused by the method of sensor
deployment used and the trajectory the sensor takes as it sinks to the ocean floor [4]. A
methodology for determining the effects of deployment imprecision on the
communications within an underwater sensor network is presented in Chapter 7.
Overall, the objective of this dissertation is to provide underwater sensor field designers
with an intelligent passive underwater acoustic sensor deployment strategy for an area
clearance scenario that faithfully captures the limitations imposed by the underwater
channel and the cost of sensors and their deployment. Specifically, four goals must be
accomplished towards achieving this objective.
Goal 1: Develop a sensor allocation scheme for an area clearance scenario.
Goal 2: Consider realistic sensing coverage regions in a sensor allocation scheme.
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Goal 3: Develop a sensor deployment scheme that considers the six main factors.
Goal 4: Develop a methodology for measuring the impact of sensor deployment
imprecision on the connectivity of a sensor network.
Due to azimuthally dependent bathymetric phenomena, such as slopes and shelves, and
other irregularities, a sensor allocation scheme must consider that the sensing coverage of
a sensor is unlikely to be circular [2], hence the need for Goals 1 and 2 to be integrated
into a single sensor allocation scheme. Once these two goals have been accomplished,
the third goal, a sensor deployment scheme, is necessary to plan sensor locations. As
such, there is a dependency of the sensor deployment scheme on Goal 4 because the
possibility of imprecise deployments can have an impact on the connectivity of the sensor
network. Therefore, it is necessary to determine an effective communications range with
which to plan sensor locations that is likely to be less than the actual communications
range, via the methodology prescribed by Goal 4, so that the sensor deployments exhibit
robust connectivity despite imprecision in deployment.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review
of the existing sensor deployment literature. Directions that will be taken in the
underwater sensor deployment strategy developed in this work are also presented. A
game theoretic approach to underwater sensor allocation, the Game Theory Field Design
model, is proposed in Chapter 3 to address Goal 1 and an extension of the model to
consider irregularly shaped sensing coverage regions is presented in Chapter 4 to achieve
Goal 2. The Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm that accomplishes
Goal 3 is proposed in Chapter 5 and is used in Chapter 6 to determine the effects of a
sensor network’s topology and the communications range of a sensor on the sensing
capabilities of a sensor field. Sensor deployment imprecision and its impact on
communications within an underwater sensor network is discussed in Chapter 7 to
achieve Goal 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8.
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2 Literature Review of Sensor Deployment Strategies
The objective of any sensor network is twofold, to be able to sufficiently cover an area of
interest in terms of sensing, so that data can be collected from an entire area, or sufficient
portion of the area, and that the sensors can communicate with each other. This
communication consists of exchanging data between sensors and relaying it to a sink
node for further processing and decision-making [6,7].

Figure 2.1 - An Example of a Wireless Sensor Network

Figure 2.1 depicts a sensor network consisting of a number of sensors, represented by
circles, and local sinks, the black triangles. As sensors collect data about a phenomenon,
such as temperature, they send the data to the local sinks, which will aggregate the data
and forward it to a central location for further analysis. Sinks tend to be nodes that have
relatively larger storage capacity, longer battery life, and more processing power than
standard sensor nodes, as they are bottlenecks in the network and carry a great deal of
responsibility towards achieving successful operation of the network. However, sinks
may also be regular sensor nodes with the responsibility of acting as a sink shared among
the nodes, in order to save energy [6,7].
Depending upon the objective of the sensor network and other factors, such as cost and
the environment the sensors will operate in, a deployment strategy is needed to optimally
deploy the sensors such that the network will successfully meet its objectives. In this
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chapter, a series of sensor deployment strategies, both terrestrial [8-27] and underwater
[4,31], are assessed in light of their utility for a passive underwater acoustic sensor
network for military surveillance. Due to the significant cost of underwater sensors, on
the order of several thousands of dollars per sensor [3], it is assumed that the availability
of sensors will not simply be less than optimal, but scarce. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the sensors considered throughout this work are tethered to the ocean floor and
elevated to an operating depth via a pump mechanism, similar to the sensors described in
[4], and are therefore immobile.
For clarity, four categories of sensor deployment strategies are considered, based upon
the method in which the sensor fields are created, including computational geometry,
spatial geometry, grid-based, and evolutionary. Each deployment strategy is evaluated in
terms of 9 factors that are, or should be, considered in the literature. As will be
discussed, only a subset of these factors is pertinent to passive underwater sensor
deployment for military surveillance and it is pivotal that all of these factors are
considered simultaneously, resulting in a highly complex problem. Ultimately, it is
shown that an evolutionary approach is ideal since such an approach can sufficiently
capture the complexity of the deployment problem through its inherent flexibility. In
addition, evolutionary approaches possess the ability to allow for numerous constraints to
be applied simultaneously, thus limiting the number of assumptions that need to be made
[8].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces the 9 sensor
deployment factors. Next, Sections 2.2 to 2.5 will evaluate sensor deployment works
from each of the four categories, respectively, in terms of their deployment factors
considered. Section 2.6 then provides a summary of the limitations in the literature with
respect to the problem at hand and discusses the factors pertinent to underwater sensor
networks. In light of this analysis, Section 2.7 suggests directions that should be taken in
solving the underwater sensor deployment problem. A summary of the chapter is given
in Section 2.8.
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2.1 Sensor Deployment Strategy Factors
A number of factors are considered in the sensor deployment strategy literature, with
some more commonly occurring than others.
These factors are as follows:
•

Sensing range

•

Communications range

•

Monetary costs

•

Node redundancy (k-coverage)

•

Link redundancy (k-connectedness)

•

Energy-awareness

•

Obstacle-awareness

•

Probabilistic visitation

•

Range dependence

Given that the purpose of a sensor network is not only to collect data, but also, to transmit
it, a deployment strategy must consider both sensing and communications ranges of
sensors simultaneously. Sensing range is the range (distance) out to which a sensor is
able to sense a particular phenomenon, while the communications range is the maximum
allowable range two sensors can be apart from each other and still communicate. Each
respective range defines the sensing and communications coverage regions of a sensor.
If sensors are not deployed within communications range of each other, there will be no
way to transmit data between sensors and/or sinks. Also, sensing and communications
ranges are likely to be different from each other since these two activities performed by
the sensor are mutually exclusive [8]. That is, a device used for communication, such as
a wireless transmitter, typically does not also perform sensing operations. On the other
hand, a sensing device, such as a strain gauge, is unlikely to be able to transmit data
itself, thus it would be expected that the respective ranges would not be the same.
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Since these ranges are different, either the sensing or the communications range will be a
limiting factor of the other, which may cause the need to deploy more sensors to
overcome this limitation. Take, for example, the case where the communications range is
significantly shorter than the sensing range. In this case, sensors will have overlapping
sensing coverage since they must be deployed closer together than the sensing range
dictates, in order to communicate. To achieve sufficient sensing coverage in spite of a
shorter communications range, one of two scenarios is likely to occur. Either additional
sensors will need to be added to the sensor field or sensors that can achieve longer
communications ranges will be used. Regardless of the scenario, a further monetary cost
will be incurred by the field designer for the purchase and deployment of additional
sensors or for improvements in communications hardware used, respectively.
Monetary costs include the cost of a sensor itself and its deployment and are a driving
force in many sensor networks, as money is often a scarce commodity. Dedicated sink
nodes with more capabilities will cost significantly more than regular sensors, thus they
will be deployed in relatively limited quantities. There will also be a limit on an
affordable number of regular sensors and an associated cost for deploying them. The
method of deploying the sensors also has an effect on cost since it will typically be more
expensive to deterministically deploy sensors to specific locations than randomly deploy
them, as the amount of effort required in the former far exceeds the latter [4].
Node redundancy, also referred to as k-coverage, is the degree to which a region within
an area of interest (AOI) is covered by one or more sensors, where k is the number of
sensors providing sensing coverage of that particular region [14]. When k sensors have
an overlap in coverage, the region in which the overlap occurs is said to be k-covered.
Node redundancy is ideal for collecting accurate and correlated sensed data since
multiple sensors can sense the same phenomenon simultaneously by overlapping their
sensing coverage [14]. Achieving node redundancy is of course at a cost to the field
designer since numerous additional sensors are needed to achieve k-coverage at a
particular location, rather than 1-coverage. Node redundancy also offers significant
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energy savings, as described below. However, node redundancy is not always possible
when the number of available sensors is limited due to cost constraints.
Link redundancy, or k-connectedness, is the degree to which multiple communication
paths exist for a sensor, where k is the number of sensors within a given sensor’s
communications range [32]. Link redundancy is especially important for applications
where communication paths are intermittent or can permanently disappear without prior
warning, such as from the occurrence of bubble clouds and shadow zones, respectively,
under water. In situations where communication paths are known to be volatile, a single
point of failure in the network should be avoided. When using link redundancy, if one
link becomes unavailable, there are still other paths that can be taken through the network
and bottlenecks are avoided.
One way to measure link redundancy is by calculating the minimum cut set size of a
network [32]. The minimum cut set size refers to the number of links that must become
disconnected in order to segment a network [33]. In effect, a segmented network occurs
when one or more nodes become isolated from the rest of the network. A major
disadvantage of link redundancy, however, is that in order to increase the minimum cut
set size, nodes must be deployed closer together, to allow for multiple communication
paths. As a result, the sensing coverage of the field may be reduced due to sensing
coverage overlaps [32].
Energy-awareness includes any attempt on the part of the deployment strategy to save
energy in a sensor network and is often considered in sensor deployment strategies, such
as [8,14,17,18,25]. All of these works achieve energy savings through some form of
node redundancy. Using node redundancy affords energy efficiency in two ways. The
first is through sleep scheduling that results from having k sensors able to cover the same
region at the same time. One sensor covers the region for a specified period of time,
while the other sensors that provide redundant coverage of that same region go into a low
power sleep mode. When the time period is over, another sensor wakes up and the
previously awake sensor goes to sleep [14]. Over time, energy is saved since each sensor
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only has to operate at full power for a percentage of the time. Secondly, through node
redundancy, sensors deployments are dense, meaning that sensors are deployed rather
close together. As discussed in [34], energy savings from sensors transmitting over the
resulting short paths will be realized since less transmission power is required for
communication in comparison with a sparse deployment, where sensors are deployed
farther apart and have to use more transmission power to communicate.
Obstacle-awareness is the notion that the deployment of sensors must be modified such
that obstacles that can prevent sensing and/or communications between sensors are
avoided. In some applications, obstacles are an important consideration in that they
typically represent regions where no sensing can be done or they obstruct the view of a
sensor from sensing a particular point or region [23]. If such potentially detrimental
obstacles exist in an AOI, it is important to model this when designing a sensor field
since there will be inconsistencies in actual field performance without having previously
taken the obstacles into account [23].
The final two metrics for sensor field deployment are both fundamental, yet difficult to
quantify, probabilistic visitation and range dependence. As will be shown, the former is
often times represented as an assumption in the literature [16,18,22,23,25,28,31], while
the latter is essentially not considered, except in [18,28,31].
Probabilistic visitation is the probability that a phenomenon will occur in a particular
region of an AOI [5]. If it can be determined a priori that some regions of an AOI will
experience a phenomenon relatively often, while other regions will not, sensors should be
allocated to each region in a manner that reflects this probability distribution. The
concept of probabilistic visitation is well suited to intrusion and target motion detection
applications where knowing the path a particular target is likely to take, or a hot spot that
targets tend to gravitate towards, can profoundly impact sensor deployment
[16,22,23,25,31]. However, the concept still holds for other sensing applications outside
of the target detection realm, such as water quality monitoring. For example, [28] uses
remote sensing to determine the amount of contamination in a lake due to pollution. The
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remote sensing data informs a deployment algorithm that regions of the lake with
significant contamination should be allocated a substantial number of sensors since these
regions must be monitored more carefully for water quality. On the other hand, regions
with little or no contamination are allocated far fewer sensors.
Finally, range dependence is the non-negligible effect sensor location may have on
sensing and communications coverage. Complimentary to the notion of probabilistic
visitation, range dependence considers that the location of a sensor can have a nonnegligible effect on sensing range, communications range, or both [2]. In an underwater
sensor-networking scenario, an AOI could consist of regions where the water is deep,
others that are on a slope, and then regions of shallow water on top of the slopes. The
sensing and communications coverage of the sensors in these locations will change due to
the change in environment, in the form of transmission loss and noise levels [2]. Thus,
sensors will perform differently in deep, sloped, and shallow water, which must be taken
into account when determining what the sensing and communications coverage will be in
those distinct regions. The only viable way to consider range dependence is to
incorporate accurate and representative historical or in situ environmental data into
sensor deployment strategies.
Certainly, not all of these metrics need to be considered in a passive underwater sensor
network. Section 2.6.2 discusses which metrics should be considered and notes how the
remaining metrics can be implicitly included, avoided, or mitigated.

2.2 Computational Geometry Deployment Strategies
Computational geometry approaches in [9,12,13,19] use two geometric constructs, the
Voronoi Diagram and the Delaunay Triangulation, in order to determine the worst and
best-case coverage, respectively, of a field of randomly deployed sensors whose purpose
is barrier coverage. Recall that barrier coverage has a goal of preventing the successful
traversal of a target across an AOI between a given starting and ending point.
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In these works, it is assumed that a field of sensors is initially deployed at random
because the AOI under consideration contains a harsh and unknown environment. Once
the sensors report their locations, the worst-case sensing coverage of the field is
calculated using a Voronoi diagram. The worst-case sensing coverage can then be
improved by deterministically deploying additional sensors. [9] and [19] first showed
that the worst case sensing coverage of a field of randomly deployed sensors can be
determined by finding the maximal breach path, which is a non-unique minimal weight
path between a given pair of points in an AOI. This path resides along the line segments
of the Voronoi diagram since each segment is equidistant from the two closest sensors.
Therefore, the probability of a target being detected by a sensor (which is the weight of
each line), while traversing any line segment in the diagram, is at a minimum. [19]
mentions that since the maximal breach path is not unique, only the line segment with the
lowest weight that is common among all of the maximal support paths needs to be
considered. Thus, additional sensors should be placed along the minimal weight line
segment in order to improve the sensing coverage of the field, which ultimately
introduces a new maximal breach path that must be calculated.
From the Voronoi diagram, a Delaunay triangulation can be constructed by drawing a
series of triangles between sensor locations. Along the line segments of the triangles are
paths that will take a target closest to the sensors and thus from this computational
geometric construct, a maximal support path can be derived using a method similar to the
maximal breach path [9]. As opposed to the maximal breach path, the maximal support
path represents the best-case coverage of the sensor network, which can be improved by
placing sensors along the line segment with the highest weight on the path.
Two points of interest come out of [9] and [19]. First, the notion of a “quality of service”
of sensing capabilities provided by the sensor field and second, the idea that both the
maximal breach and support paths exhibit asymptotic behavior in terms of their
improvement of the field’s sensing capabilities. That is, as more sensors are added to the
field, both the maximal support and breach paths’ sensing coverage can only improve up
to a certain point, at which time, adding more sensors to the field provides little to no
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additional utility. From this asymptotic behavior, it can also be assumed that even if
sensors are deployed inaccurately, a certain quality of service can be expected from a
sensor field consisting of a given number of sensors [9,19].
From the previous two works, [12] and [13] are derived, wherein [12] provides a proof of
correctness for the maximal support path, while [13] introduces obstacles. Both [9] and
[19] assume a binary detection model, where a target is detected with a probability of 1 if
it comes within a sensor’s coverage region and cannot be detected if it always remains
outside of that region. Instead, [12] uses a probabilistic detection model, where the
probability of detection of a sensor decreases as the distance from the sensor increases, in
order to provide a proof of the maximal support path’s correctness that the authors felt
was lacking in the two previous works. While an intriguing proof is offered, the
motivation of this is somewhat suspect, as the maximal support path merely provides the
best-case sensing coverage of a sensor field, which is not nearly as important as
determining how to improve the worst-case coverage of the field.
In [13], obstacles are added to the deployment problem. A few sensors are initially
deployed at random and locations of obstacles are known, wherein no sensing is possible
where these obstacles reside. Thus, a two-step process is used to improve the sensing
coverage of the field. First, a series of dots is placed around the perimeter of the AOI and
then around each of the obstacles. From these dots, a Delaunay triangulation is
constructed. In the second step, circles are drawn that contain any three points, the
largest circle of which is known as the largest empty circle. A sensor is deployed to the
center of the largest empty circle, as it will provide the most additional sensing coverage
possible [13]. The second step is continually executed until the field provides a certain
acceptable level of sensing coverage. As in [12], a probabilistic detection model is used
as opposed to binary.
Absent from this category of deployment strategies are two major factors,
communications range and range dependence. First, it should be noted that these fields
are sensor networks, and therefore, the communications range must also be taken into
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account since there is no guarantee that data can ever be aggregated and collected from
the network without doing so. There may be an implied assumption that the sensing and
communication ranges are the same in these works, but this is never specifically
mentioned.
Second, one of the motivations for initially deploying sensors at random is an assumption
that the areas in which the sensors will be deployed contain harsh and unknown
environments, or are difficult to reach. This assumption contradicts the implied
assumption in these works that the sensing coverage of each sensor at its deployed
location can be accurately predicted. Certainly, not considering range dependence is
insufficient since, as stated in these works, the terrain where the sensors are being
deployed is assumed to be unknown. Therefore, simply knowing the reported location of
a sensor, does not guarantee the ability to calculate its sensing capabilities and
furthermore, the sensor’s location may influence its sensing and communications
coverage.

2.3 Spatial Geometry Deployment Strategies
Spatial geometric deployment strategies can be divided into two subcategories, terrestrial
[11,14,18,20,26] and underwater [4,28,31]. Each deploy sensors using patterns
constructed based upon well-behaved geometric shapes such as circles, triangles,
rectangles, and hexagons, so that an entire AOI is covered by at least one sensor. They
also assume that the sensing and communications coverage of each sensor is circular.

2.3.1 Terrestrial Deployment Strategies
The first four works discussed in this section are not deployment strategies per se, but are
included because they are complementary to deployment strategies in that they do
provide methodologies for evaluating the sensing coverage of a deployed sensor field.
As a result of the evaluation, a deployment strategy can improve the sensing coverage of
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the field further. The categories of sensing coverage evaluation methodologies used in
this section include k-coverage [18], connected-coverage [14,20], and homology [11]. A
deployment strategy that uses a concept called axial coverage [26] to strategically deploy
sensors in a covert manner is also included in this section.
In [18], an algorithm is presented that efficiently calculates the node redundancy, or kcoverage, of a randomly deployed sensor field, given the locations of the sensors and the
sensing range of each sensor. Recall that k-coverage is the degree to which a region in an
AOI is covered in terms of sensing, where k is the number of sensors that provide
overlapping sensing coverage of that region. The resulting calculation is used to
determine if the field provides sufficient redundancy in coverage of at least k, as specified
by a field designer, across the entire AOI and in any hot spots. Hot spots are regions of
particular importance that may need to be redundantly covered by a different number of
sensors than the rest of an area. Such regions are considered as hot spots if it is known a
priori that targets tend to gravitate towards these regions. In addition, [18] offers a
scheduling algorithm that will allow redundant sensors to be turned off periodically in
order to save energy. Unfortunately, [18] does not offer any mechanism for improving
the node redundancy of the field to an acceptable level if the desired k-coverage is not
met.
Complementary to k-coverage is connected-coverage, where an entire AOI must be not
only k-covered, but also, each sensor must be in the communications range of least one
other sensor [14,20]. The purpose of connected-coverage is to be able to develop a sleep
schedule for densely deployed sensors such that as sensors are rotated in and out of sleep
mode, the entire AOI is at least 1-covered and each sensor is in the communications
range of at least one other sensor, at all times. In [14] and [20], the sensing and
communications ranges are assumed to be the same, however [14] claims that the sleep
schedule can still be determined even when the ranges are different by slightly tweaking
the scheduling algorithm. [14] uses a hexagonal sensor deployment method to achieve
connected-coverage, while [20] uses a strip deployment, where strips of sensors, whose
sensing coverage is overlapping, are placed next to and on top of one another. As in the
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case of [18], there is no mechanism for deploying additional sensors to the field if it does
not achieve connected-coverage. Another major drawback of all of the above approaches
is the assumption that hundreds, even thousands, of sensors must be available, which may
not always be cost feasible.
An algebraic construct, known as homology, is used in [11] to determine the sensing
coverage provided by randomly deployed robots that do not know their locations. These
robots are only able to determine the distance between themselves and other robots
through received signal strength of a transmission from another robot. Using only the
distance between robots, homology is used to find out where sensing coverage holes exist
in the field. However, there is no notion provided of how these holes in sensing coverage
may be alleviated.
Finally, [26] presents an axial, or “snowflake”, deployment of sensors, where each sensor
provides the same sensing coverage and at the center of this snowflake is a high value
unit (HVU), such as a painting in an art museum, that must be protected from intruders.
Rather than deploy a square-shaped or circular perimeter of sensors around the HVU that
can become predictable to an intruder, a more strategic axial deployment is used, to
prevent straight-line intrusions.

Figure 2.2 - Curved Snowflake Deployment [26]
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A curved version of the snowflake design is shown in Figure 2.2, along with a potential
straight-line path taken by an intruder. If a simple square or circular perimeter is used to
detect an intruder, a series of decoys can be used to set off an alarm after being detected
by one or more sensors, which may make it obvious where the other sensors are located.
However, in the axial approach, where sensors protrude out from the center of the field, a
number of “levels” of sensors are created and if a straight line is taken towards the HVU
(pictured in black), a number of sensors will be set off, whose positions are more difficult
to determine by the intruder [26].
While there is merely a common sense justification as to why the snowflake design is
used in [26], it is worth noting the practicality of the construct and that using nonstandard shaped sensor deployments can be promising for intrusion detection applications
where deception is often necessary. Also, [26] points out that such strategic designs tend
to require fewer sensors than a standard square-shaped or circular sensor deployment.
Unlike the computational geometry deployment strategies, these strategies all consider
communications range in addition to sensing range. Albeit, the communications range
tends to be an assumption, such as twice the sensing range, as in [26]. Even though the
“network” portion of the term sensor network is considered, there appears to be no
consideration for multiple communication paths, which can be problematic if the sensors
are in a harsh environment.

2.3.2 Underwater Sensor Deployment Strategies
Three underwater sensor deployment strategies that precede this study are discussed
below, where each assumes circular sensing coverage regions. [4] presents a 2dimensional deployment algorithm for optimally deploying underwater acoustic sensors
with minimal sensing overlap, using a triangular pattern, so that the entire AOI is covered
in terms of sensing by at least one sensor. A purely geometric approach is used to
determine the minimum number of sensors necessary to provide the desired sensing
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coverage. However, this minimum number of sensors is shown to be on the order of
hundreds, or even thousands, of sensors, which is not likely to be cost feasible in the near
future for most underwater sensor networks [3]. Communications range is discussed
between sensors and underwater gateways that are used to aggregate sensing data and
forward it to surface stations. However, sensors are not specifically deployed such that
they are able to communicate with one another, which becomes problematic if every
sensor is not within communications range of a gateway. Finally, this work includes a
discussion of the effects the deployment method used and the trajectory of the sensor as it
sinks into the water on the ability to accurately deploy an underwater sensor, which
provides motivation for the deployment imprecision study presented in Chapter 7.
Underwater sensor deployment for water quality management in lakes is discussed in
[28], where remote sensing is used to determine levels of pollution due to the presence of
toxins. Since a lake is essentially a closed off area, toxins will tend to stay within a
concentrated region. Thus, the remote sensing data provides the sensor field designer
with hot spots where relatively more sensors should be allocated to monitor the quality of
the water. To determine hot spots and regions of the lake that do not require as many
sensors, a mesh of triangles or rectangles is created, where the more dense the mesh
becomes, the more sensors should be allocated. Sensors, whose sensing range is
governed by a probabilistic sensing model, are deployed in a weighted fashion,
depending on the geometric density of the mesh. As expected, fewer sensors are
deployed where the density is less, and more sensors are deployed in higher density
regions. Unfortunately, there is no discussion of communication between sensors in [28],
so it can only be assumed that the sensors must be retrieved from the water in order to get
readings from them. Additionally, the sensor fields presented call for thousands of
sensors, which would not be cost feasible for military surveillance applications.
Lastly, [31] presents a deployment strategy for magnetic sensors that are used to detect
divers in an estuary. Historical data of currents in the Hudson River is used to determine
where a diver may attempt to swim and where it may not be feasible or desirable. For
example, a diver will likely want to follow a current that is flowing in the direction of
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travel, however, if the current is going too fast, this will be too dangerous and the diver
will avoid it. At the same time, a diver will want to avoid currents flowing in the
opposite direction of travel, as they will be difficult to overcome. Using this data, a
probability density function (pdf) is constructed showing the likely places where a diver
would and would not go. Based upon this pdf, a strip of overlapping sensors is deployed
across the length of a portion of the river that is to be monitored for divers. More sensors
are deployed to sections of the river where the diver is likely to go and fewer sensors
where the likelihood is less.
As will be discussed in detail in Section 2.7.1, it is vital for an underwater sensor
deployment strategy to calculate sensing coverage using appropriate sensing models, as is
done in [28] and [31], so that the theoretical sensing coverage of the field closely
coincides with the practical. However, in [4], a binary sensor detection model is used for
an acoustic sensor, which as will be shown, can result in an inaccurate calculation of
sensing coverage by the sensor. Instead, in the case of an acoustic sensor, the Sonar
Equation, in conjunction with historical or in situ environmental data, must be used to
obtain the most accurate estimate of sensing coverage [2], as described later in this
chapter. Also, Section 7.1 presents a method for calculating the acoustic communications
range of an underwater sensor using the Sonar Equation, as a design check.

2.4 Grid-Based Deployment Strategies
This category consists of three subcategories. The first, grid assisted, divides an AOI into
grid cells in order to calculate sensor deployment locations [10,17,21,30]. Next, point
coverage strategies, are works that assume a set of points of interest is to be covered,
which drives sensor deployment [15,22-24]. Finally, the notion of virtual forces is used
to deploy sensors for point coverage purposes [16,25].
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2.4.1 Grid Assisted Deployment Strategies
A barrier coverage deployment strategy is presented in [10], which subdivides the AOI
into equally sized square grid cells with weights assigned to each squares’ edges, based
on the location of a set of randomly deployed sensors. The closer the sensor is to an
edge, the higher the weight, while the farther away, the lower the weight. Similar to
computational deployment strategies, [9] and [19], a number of sensors are initially
deployed at random and then report their locations, as the environment in which they are
deployed is harsh or unknown. Analogous to the computation of the maximal breach
path from these works, [10] computes a path of minimum exposure, which is once again a
non-unique minimal weight path. The path is computed between two given points, where
the starting point is always along the left edge of the AOI and the ending point is always
along the right edge. Once the path of minimum exposure has been calculated, additional
sensors are deployed along the edge in the path with the lowest weight and a new
minimum exposure path is calculated until an acceptable level of sensing coverage is
reached. Similar to the computational geometry works, there is no discussion of
communications between sensors.
Exposure in a sensor field is also considered in [21] as an extension to Meguerdichian et
al’s work in [9] and [19], where the path of minimum exposure is calculating by dividing
the AOI into fine square grid cells. It turns out that given a randomly deployed field of
sensors, the path of minimum exposure is different than the maximal breach path derived
from a Voronoi diagram. Rather than only determining the path of minimum exposure
from a given starting and ending point, a more generalized solution is offered that does
not assume any starting or ending point. As in [10], weights are applied to the edges of
the grid cells depending on the locations of the deployed sensors. From this grid, the
Floyd-Warshall algorithm is used to determine the path of minimum exposure, based
upon all possible starting and ending points. There is also a provision for finding the path
of minimum exposure between two selected starting and ending points, which is
calculated using Djikstra’s shortest path algorithm.
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Sensors are deployed in a square or hexagonal grid in [17] to provide 1-coverage in terms
of sensing of an entire AOI. A reliability block diagram (RBD) is used to determine a
survivability function for the sensor field that measures the expected lifetime of the
sensor network. Network lifetime is defined in [17] as the point at which the network
loses 1-coverage or 1-connectedness among all sensors, meaning that either a hole in
sensing coverage appears in the AOI or at least one sensor is out of communications
range of all other sensors in the field, respectively. Probability distribution functions
generated from the RBDs are shown to be representative of the lifetime of simulated
sensor networks. It is important to note that the sensing and communications ranges are
assumed to be the same in this work and that the formulation of the reliability block
diagrams relies on the sensors being deployed in a grid structure, which may not be
representative of actual sensor deployments.
A 3D deployment strategy for a multipurpose underwater sensor network is presented in
[30], where a bundle of sensors are attached to a buoy and is then lowered to any desired
operating depth in the water column. A bundle includes acoustic, magnetic, radiation,
and mechanical sensors in order to detect a variety of underwater entities such as
submarines, mines, divers, and sea life. In this work, an AOI is divided into cubes where
layers of cubes are stacked on top of one another. Sensor bundles are deployed such that
the entire water column is covered in terms of sensing, meaning that the sensors must
collectively sense all of the layers sufficiently. Results show that such intensive sensing
coverage requirements required hundreds of sensors. To combat the cost, the sensors
under consideration in this work are assumed to be low cost and as such, will have a short
communications range. Unfortunately, there is no discussion of if the sensors are
deployed such that they are within communications range of one another.

2.4.2 Point Coverage Deployment Strategies
In a point coverage scenario, a number of points of particular importance are determined
within an AOI, which must be covered in terms of sensing. These points could represent
the locations of a port, a ship, or a known hot spot that targets tend to gravitate towards.
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All of the works in this section assume that sensors may only be deployed to the locations
of these grid points, thus simplifying the deployment strategy, and do not consider the
communications range of sensors.
Point coverage was first considered in [24], where sensors of varying cost were used.
With an increase in cost comes an increase in the sensing coverage of a sensor. An
integer linear programming (ILP) is proposed that provides k-coverage of a grid of
points, using a minimum of number of sensors, thus minimizing the cost of the sensor
field. It was found that as the number of grid points in the AOI increased, the run time of
the ILP increases dramatically. Specifically, with a “very large” number of grid points of
approximately 50, the runtime of the ILP becomes unmanageable. In most applications,
however, the number of possible sensor locations is unlikely to be limited to only 50.
Thus, an ILP-based approach is not scalable enough for general use, even if the divide
and conquer technique specified in [24] is used when there are more than 50 points.
A different approach to the point coverage problem is provided in [22] and [23]. Both
works utilize a minimalistic approach to sensor deployment where as few sensors as
possible are deployed to achieve the desired sensing coverage of a grid of points. A
probabilistic detection model is used for sensing and sensors are deployed one at a time
until a specified sensing coverage threshold is met for each point. Some points may be
more strategically important than others, thus this is taken into account by increasing the
sensing coverage threshold value for those points.
The sensing coverage of each point is calculated as a miss rate, or one minus the
probability of detection, based upon the probability of detection each sensor has for that
point. Before deploying a sensor to a point, the MAX_AVG_COV algorithm determines
the sensor location that will provide the most additional decrease in the value of all the
miss rates collectively across all of the points in the AOI [22]. Another algorithm,
MAX_MIN_COV, proposed in [23], simply deploys a sensor to the point with the
highest miss rate. Once the miss rates for each point have reached their specified
threshold value, no more sensors need to be deployed. In [23], a number of case studies
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are presented showing that in some cases MAX_AVG_COV needed the fewest number
of sensors to meet a desired sensing coverage, and at other times, MAX_MIN_COV
required fewer sensors. However, there was no apparent trend that was discussed for
determining the situations when one algorithm is more suitable over the other.
As will be discussed, using a miss rate, or probability of detection, as a measure of
effectiveness of a field’s sensing coverage merely provides an average probability of
detection for the field, but it is missing a temporal aspect. The goal of a sensor field for
surveillance purposes is to detect targets over time, while the probability of detection
values described in these works is merely instantaneous, or stationary. Use of Monte
Carlo simulation, which is described in Chapters 3 through 6, allows for a more realistic
evaluation of the effectiveness of a sensor field. One such metric that can be derived
from a Monte Carlo simulation is the average number of detections made by a given
sensor field over a specified period of time. This is a much more plausible indication of
the sensing performance of a sensor field than the average probability of detection across
the entire field, as detection over time is considered, which is how an actual sensor field’s
performance is measured [32].
Finally, [15] uses simulated annealing and the concept of a “power vector” to minimize
the number of sensors required to cover each point in a grid of points within an AOI in
terms of sensing and completely discriminate the area. An area is considered
discriminated when all points in the area have a unique power vector. According to the
authors, discrimination implies that the number of sensors in the field is at a minimum for
achieving the required sensing coverage, but this is not proven. Each point in the area
contains a power vector whose size is equal to the number of sensors currently deployed
in the AOI. Elements of the vector are considered a “1” if there is a sensor that can cover
it in terms of sensing, and “0” otherwise, meaning that a binary detection model is
assumed.
The simulated annealing approach described in [15] initially populates all of the points in
the AOI with a sensor and randomly removes one at a time at random, until a cost
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constraint is reached. Afterwards, sensors are moved to other grid points randomly, one
at a time, until the power vector at each point is unique, which implies that the area is
completely covered in terms of sensing and discriminated.

2.4.3 Virtual Forces Deployment Strategies
The notion of virtual forces, introduced in [25], is taken from the concept of magnetism.
In this work, overlapping sensing coverage is considered undesirable, thus when sensors
are close together, virtual repulsive forces cause them to move apart. On the other hand,
when sensors are too far apart, they move closer together through attractive forces.
Obstacles where no sensing is possible also cause repulsion of sensors so that their
sensing capabilities are not wasted, while regions of strategic importance are to be
preferentially sensed, thus producing an attractive force. Only in the regions that need to
be preferentially sensed is overlapping of sensing coverage allowed.
In [25], sensors are initially randomly deployed to points and after the virtual forces
algorithm is run, which minimizes energy consumption by finding new sensor positions
as close as possible to their current position, while maximizing sensing coverage, the
sensors move to their newly determined locations. This virtual forces algorithm is
promising for applications involving mobile sensors. It could also work for stationary
sensors if the algorithm is run offline before any deployment is done. A deterministic
sensor deployment can then be executed, based upon the sensor locations calculated by
the algorithm. As in all of the previous point coverage works, communications range is
not considered. However, it could be integrated into the algorithm as an additional force.
An extension to [25], called the Target Aware Virtual Forces Algorithm, is given in [16]
that takes into account all the aspects of [25] and includes the possibility of known hot
spots, stationary target locations, and known paths that targets tend to take. As expected,
more sensors are needed in hot spots, locations where stationary targets exist, and along
paths that targets tend to take. It is a reasonable assumption that hot spots can be
determined a priori. However, known stationary target locations are quite unlikely to be
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known ahead of time since targets are unlikely to stay stationary for long, as is the ability
to know with certainty exact paths that targets will take through a field if they are at all
intelligent.

2.5 Evolutionary Deployment Strategies
Evolutionary algorithms, first introduced by Holland in [35], have a history of being used
as a method for solving complex optimization problems in the area of networking,
including, but not limited to, optimizing communication paths in heterogeneous sensor
networks [36], optimizing cell coverage in cellular networks [37,38], and minimizing the
power consumption of a wireless sensor network [39]. A category of evolutionary
algorithms, the genetic algorithm (GA), popularized by Goldberg in [40], has recently
been utilized for the purposes of sensor deployment in [8,27,29] with some promising
results shown.
A multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) is proposed in [8] that optimizes two
competing objectives, sensing coverage and network lifetime, for a sensor field with a
given number of available sensors. Ideally, when the number of sensors is limited,
sensors should be deployed as far apart as possible in order to reduce the amount of
sensing coverage overlap. However, communications between sensors will require more
energy when they are deployed farther apart. Thus, in order to conserve energy, sensors
should be deployed closer together.
The MOGA considers both the sensing and communications range of a sensor when
calculating deployment locations for the sensor field. At the same time, a somewhat
limiting assumption is used by the MOGA where a high-energy communications node
must be deployed at the center of the sensor field, through which all sensor data
aggregation occurs. It turns out that this node, as well as the ratio of the communications
range to the sensing range, has a profound effect on the manner in which sensors are
deployed. When the communications range is twice the sensing range, a beehive sensor
topology occurs. However, when the communications range is less than the sensing
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range, a hub and spoke topology results [8]. One interesting observation is the authors’
rationalization for their choice to use a genetic algorithm, which is its ability to easily
optimize non-linear objective functions.
An underwater sensor deployment GA is presented in [29] where sensors are deployed in
the Hudson River with the intention of maximizing the probability of detection of, and
time to detect, underwater vehicles. Its sensor field deployments outperformed, in terms
of these two metrics, two more traditional deployments, square-shaped and circular
perimeters. Additionally, the author points out a similar notion to the axial deployment in
[26] that the GA produces sensor fields exhibiting spatial irregularity in comparison with
perimeter-based deployments. Such irregularities will hinder the use of decoys to attempt
to discover the locations of the sensors in the AOI, making the sensor field strategically
superior to a typical perimeter deployment. The GA in [29] is still rather preliminary,
however, as it makes the assumption that a sensor’s probability of detection is
proportional to 1/r2, where r is the distance a target is from the sensor, which is quite
simplistic. It also does not consider the communications range of a sensor. But it is
motivational to our work that the author concedes that a more realistic environmental
model for sensing coverage is required for underwater sensor deployment strategies.
In [27], a genetic algorithm is used to optimally deploy sensors in a diagnosis system to
achieve a specified quality of diagnosis. A series of different types of sensors, and
locations where they may be placed in the system, is given. The GA measures the quality
of diagnosis that can be achieved for a series of random sensor types and locations and
compares this quality of diagnosis with the cost of the sensors. A combination of elitism,
where the best individuals go to the next generation automatically, and selection via
binary tournament, were used to determine the survivors to the next generation. The
binary tournament is used to slow convergence of the GA since not just the top n sensor
arrangements make it to the next generation. Instead, two members of the population are
chosen at random and the one with the highest fitness survives. This is done until a
desired population size is reached. The GA’s stopping condition is when the difference
between the fittest and least fit individual is smaller than a threshold value set by the user.
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Table 2.1 – Factors Considered in Currently Existing Sensor Deployment Strategies
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2.6 Analysis and Discussion
Table 2.1, above, provides a high-level overview of all of the sensor deployment
strategies discussed in the previous four sections. To create the table, each work was
evaluated for its inclusion of the nine factors for sensor deployment that were discussed
in Section 2.1. A checkmark in a column indicates that a sensor deployment strategy
either implicitly or explicitly contains provisions for the factor. For example, if a work
directly uses sensing range in order to determine sensor deployment locations, a
checkmark is needed for that metric. At the same time, if a work minimizes the number
of sensors used to provide a specified amount of sensing coverage, it is implicitly
reducing cost, even though it may not be using an objective function where cost is stated
explicitly.
In this section, Table 2.1 is analyzed to identify possible areas for improvement in the
literature. Next, a discussion of why the 6 factors displayed in the table in italics are
necessary for passive underwater acoustic sensor network deployment strategies for
military surveillance. This discussion also includes a rationale for why the remaining
factors are not pertinent to the application at hand or can be accounted for implicitly.

2.6.1 Literature Evaluation
A number of trends can be seen in Table 2.1, beginning with a lack of consideration for
link redundancy. It should also be noted that there is a low incidence of considering
range dependence and a high incidence of considering only sensing range and not
communications range. Finally, while a number of works consider probabilistic
visitation, the models being used for it are sometimes difficult to justify.
Link redundancy is completely ignored in the literature, although it can be made a reality,
even when few sensors are available to the field designer, by deploying sensors closer
together so that they are in the communications range of more sensors. Communication
paths in harsh and unknown environments undoubtedly will fail intermittently, and even
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permanently, causing the need for k-connectedness of sensors [32]. Ultimately,
employing link redundancy will reduce the distance between sensors and could therefore
reduce the overall sensing coverage of the field. However, if sensors have high priority
data that must be sent out quickly, the failure of single or even multiple links will not
prevent data from reaching a sink, which is of the utmost importance for time sensitive
applications, such as surveillance of any kind.
Range dependence of sensors is not often seen in the literature, which is likely due to an
inability to deploy actual sensor fields in order to validate the approaches due to cost or
technological constraints. By not deploying actual sensor fields, it is difficult for a pure
theorist to realize all of the nuances of a sensor field in practice. This, however, should
not prevent deployment strategies from attempting to faithfully mimic the environment in
which a sensor field will be deployed. For terrestrial sensor networks, representative path
loss models should be considered. While in the case of underwater sensor fields, the use
of historical or in situ environmental data is pivotal for generating deployments that have
a chance of being effective in reality to the degree with which the theory claims [41]. A
study comparing the use of the Sonar Equation and two other commonly used sensor
detection models, binary and probabilistic, for calculating sensing coverage under water
is presented in Section 2.7.1. Also, by using environmental data, it may turn out that the
sensing coverage region of a sensor is not necessarily circular, but an irregular shape, as
discussed further in Chapter 4. If this is the case, nearly all of the works presented in this
chapter may fail to generate any useful deployments, as they make the assumption of a
circular sensing coverage region.
Simultaneous consideration of sensing and communications range should be
implemented in any deployment strategy without fail. While there may be times that the
sensing and communications ranges are the same for a particular sensor, as assumed in
some works, this will most likely not be the case. As shown in Table 2.1, sensing range
is always considered, but by not also considering communications range, the notion of a
network is ignored entirely. These sensors must not only be able to sense phenomena,
but also, transmit data to sinks and answer queries. Note that taking the communications
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range into account may result in sensor fields where the sensors are unable to
communicate with each other and, just as importantly, with the outside world.
Many works in Table 2.1 consider probabilistic visitation of targets to strategically
important regions within an AOI that come in the form of hot spots where targets are
known to gravitate towards, known stationary target locations, and known target
trajectories. In these regions, more sensors are deployed than in other regions, due to
their strategic importance. What none of these works provide, with the exception of [28],
which uses remote sensing satellites to provide locations of toxins in a lake, is a way of
determining how these hot spots become known or why they might occur. Furthermore,
the existence of stationary targets and a priori knowledge of a path a target will take is
highly unlikely. Surely, if there is a port that is being defended, a hot spot can be
assumed for that region, since that will likely be the point of attack for a target to head
towards.
Area clearance scenarios, where there are no apparent hot spots, which have an objective
of keeping an area free of adversaries, require a more realistic treatment of probabilistic
visitation. Chapter 4 discusses a game theoretic approach for calculating probabilistic
visitation of an intelligent underwater adversary to regions of relatively uniform acoustic
characteristics within a large water space. Once the probabilistic visitation is calculated,
a sensor allocation scheme can be derived, where more sensors are allocated to regions
where an adversary is more likely to go and fewer where the probability of visitation is
lower. Any sensor deployment strategy should consider this factor, as it can increase the
utility of each sensor and allow the field designer to know that certain regions of an AOI
are actually less important than others and exploit that knowledge.

2.6.2 Factors Pertinent to Underwater Sensor Deployment
Of the nine factors each sensor deployment was evaluated for, only six of them should be
considered as pertinent for passive underwater acoustic sensor deployment for military
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surveillance. These six factors include sensing range, communications range, monetary
costs, link redundancy, probabilistic visitation, and range dependence.
Sensing and communications range go hand in hand with range dependence since they
can both be calculated using historical or in situ environmental data, based upon the
location of the sensor within an AOI. Range dependence can be accounted for by
incorporating environmental data into a deployed strategy. Conveniently, both sensing
and communications ranges can be calculated using Urick’s classical Passive Sonar
Equation [2].
(2.1)

SE = SL ! TL + DI ! DT ! NL

where
-

SE = Signal excess at a given location within an AOI with respect to the locations
of the deployed sensors.

-

SL = Source level is the intensity of the sound emitted by an underwater adversary
(sensing range) or by the transmitting device, typically an acoustic modem
(communications range).

-

TL = Transmission loss is signal loss with distance, as a result of propagation
through the water, and is representative of the acoustic characteristics of an AOI.
This loss is a result of both frequency-based absorption by the medium and
geometric spreading [2].

-

DI = Directivity index is a gain based upon how well the sensor (sensing range) or
acoustic modem’s receiver (communications range) can determine the direction
from which a signal was received.

-

DT = Detection threshold is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required by the sensor
to differentiate an adversary from the medium (sensing range). For calculating a
communications range, as discussed in Section 7.1, detection threshold is instead
referred to as a per bit SNR, or Eb/N0, which is indicative of the bit error rate
desired by the field designer for a given modulation scheme being used for
communications.
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-

NL = Noise Level is indicative of the water depth, shipping level, and wind speed
in an AOI [2].

It should be noted that each term in Equation 2.1 is in dB re µPa (read 1 micro Pascal of
pressure). This 1 µPa reference value is equivalent to 0.67 x 10-22 Watts/cm2 [2]. A
signal excess of 0, in terms of sensing, implies that the instantaneous, or stationary,
probability of detecting an adversary at that exact location is 0.50. As the signal excess
becomes more positive, the stationary probability of detection increases [2]. The
probability is called stationary as it is an average detection probability by the sensors in
the field with respect to a given location and is not a temporal measure of detection.
With respect to communications range, signal excess of 0 or above indicates that the SNR
per bit desired by the field designer has been met. The interpretation of positive signal
excess is therefore that an expected bit error rate in communications will at least be met
and decreases as the signal excess increases above zero. For negative signal excess, the
bit error rate will be greater than desired and becomes larger as the signal excess
decreases.
Monetary costs are a concern due to the fact that underwater acoustic sensors remain
prohibitively expensive [3], thus only a relatively limited number of sensors will be
available for deployment. If dedicated sink nodes, often in the form of cluster heads [4],
are used in an underwater sensor network, these particular nodes will be even more
expensive due to the need for a larger battery, more processing power, and more memory,
making them even more expensive, and therefore, more scarcely available. Thus, an
underwater sensor deployment must be informed of the exact number of available sensors
and sinks.
The notion of link redundancy is pivotal in underwater sensor networks due to the
intermittency, and possibly permanent loss, of links in the underwater channel [32]. On
the rare occasions that an underwater adversary is in the vicinity of a sensor, detection
data must immediately be forwarded to a sink and sent back to a command post for
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further processing and decision-making. Due to the delay-sensitive nature of the data,
multiple communication paths must be available for every sensor in the network in order
to overcome the existence of shadow zones, bubble clouds, and any other phenomena that
may disrupt connectivity between two sensors permanently or temporarily. Link
redundancy can be achieved by imposing a minimum cut set size constraint upon the
deployment of sensors such that all sensors must be within communications range of at
least n sensors, where n is the minimum cut set size of the network [32].
Due to the scarce availability of underwater sensors and sinks, underwater sensor
deployment strategies must consider probabilistic visitation of adversaries whenever
possible in order to intelligently allocate sensors to regions of relatively uniform
acoustics, or sectors. Doing so will allow for the best possible use of the sensors since
more sensors will be allocated to regions where targets probabilistically will visit more
often and fewer to regions of lower probabilistic visitation. The Game Theory Field
Design model, presented in the next chapter, can be used for area clearance scenarios to
properly allocate sensors to sectors of varying acoustics. In barrier and point coverage
scenarios, heuristic sensor allocation models should be used so that regions of particular
strategic importance are assured of being allocated an appropriate number of sensors
proportional to their relative importance.
In contrast to the previously discussed factors, node redundancy, energy-awareness, and
obstacle-awareness are not necessarily pertinent to underwater sensor deployment
strategies, as described below. Energy-awareness through sensing overlap, as a result of
using node redundancy, is a luxury that is not likely to be afforded to an underwater
sensor field due to the exorbitant cost of sensors, sinks, and their deployment. Sensors
will be sparsely deployed, allowing little opportunity for sensing coverage overlap and
thus energy saving sleep schedules cannot be used. Additionally, sensors will be
deployed relatively far apart from each other in comparison with a dense deployment,
thus significant amounts of energy will be consumed through higher transmit power.
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However, in military surveillance applications, the incidence of adversaries entering an
AOI will be relatively low, with sensors spending much of their time in low-power
listening modes. Therefore energy-awareness may be mitigated from the deployment
strategy to the protocol design used in the network. The literature is rich with underwater
medium access control (MAC) [42-54] and routing [55-66] protocols, most of which are
energy-aware and are designed to handle the long transmission delays experienced under
water. Using a cross layer approach, as outlined in [1,34] appears to be a promising
solution for underwater networking since the MAC layer can adjust the transmit power
used by the acoustic modem, at the physical layer, proportionally to the distance between
sensors. Furthermore, the routing layer can find the most energy efficient route available
using information from the MAC layer and offer energy savings in that regard. Cross
layering must be done carefully, as noted in [67], since compatibility between the MAC
and routing protocols is extremely important. If these protocols are not complimentary to
one another, it is possible that a cross layering approach will be ineffective and
potentially detrimental to network performance.
Lastly, obstacle-awareness can be addressed implicitly through the use of historical or in
situ acoustic data, which indicates the presence of underwater obstacles, such as shelves
or reefs, via significantly large transmission losses where the obstacles reside. For
example, if a sensor is deployed at the bottom of a shelf that slopes up to the west and the
depth is constant in all other directions, the sensing range of the sensor will be severely
attenuated towards the west, in comparison with the remaining directions.

2.7 Suggested Directions for Underwater Sensor Deployment
As stated, a passive underwater acoustic sensor deployment strategy should consider
sensing range, communications range, monetary costs, link redundancy, probabilistic
visitation, and range dependence, thus making underwater sensor deployment a complex
problem. For solving this problem, a series of three suggested directions are presented in
this section, which will consequently be used in this work. The first direction indicates
the need to consider a representative sensor detection model when calculating the sensing
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coverage of a sensor, which ultimately will have a profound effect on how sensors are
allocated and deployed. Second, for sensor allocation in area clearance scenarios, which
are the focus of this work, a game theoretic approach is advocated. Lastly, a rationale is
given for using an evolutionary approach to solve the complex problem of passive
underwater acoustic sensor deployment for military surveillance.

2.7.1 A Comparison of Sensor Detection Models in the Literature
Two sensor detection models are commonly considered in the sensor deployment strategy
literature, binary and probabilistic. The former was used in the underwater sensor
deployment strategy in [4], among other works, while the latter was used in the popular
virtual forces deployment strategy in [25] and later, in [13]. This brief comparative study
has a principle purpose of illustrating the need for using Urick’s Passive Sonar Equation
(PSE) to calculate the sensing coverage of a field of acoustic sensors. For clarity and
ease of presentation, the sensing capabilities of a field of 5 underwater acoustic sensors,
with non-overlapping circular sensing coverage, are measured using a Monte Carlo
simulator called MUSICALTM [68]. As will be seen in this study, and in subsequent
chapters, the sensing capabilities of a sensor field can be measured as a cumulative
probability of detection (CPD) over time, which can only be calculated via simulation.
Each simulation takes a probability of detection grid as input, which represents the
calculated sensing coverage of the field, based upon the sensor detection model used.
Before any comparisons between sensor detection models are made, the binary and
probabilistic detection models are first presented.

2.7.1.1 Binary Sensor Detection Model
The binary sensor detection model is rather straightforward in that an adversary is always
detected if it enters the circular sensing coverage region of a sensor and is never detected
if it does not, as quantified by the two equations below.
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"1, if d(s i , P) < r
PDbinary (s i ) = #
$0, otherwise

(2.2)

d(s i , P) = (xi " x) 2 + (yi " y) 2

(2.3)

!
!

Equation 2.2 shows that if an adversary is at a point P in an AOI, which is a Euclidean
distance d (defined in Equation 2.3) away from some sensor si, that is less than its sensing
range r, it is detected with a probability of 1 [13]. Otherwise, if the adversary does not
come within the sensing range of the sensor, the probability of detection PDbinary for that
sensor is 0.

2.7.1.2 Probabilistic Sensor Detection Model

Figure 2.3 - Probabilistic Sensor Detection Model

Three different calculations for the probability of detection of an adversary are possible
in the probabilistic detection model, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. A sensor’s probability of
detection is based upon the sensing range r of the sensor, an uncertainty in the sensor’s
sensing range re, and the proximity of the adversary to sensor si. Each respective
probability of detection calculation is used, depending on if an adversary is within the
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dark grey (innermost) circle of detection, light grey (outermost) circle of detection, or
outside of both circles entirely.

!
!

'1, if r " re # d(s i , P)
) %
PD prob (s i ) = (e" $a , if r " re < d(s i , P) < r + re
)0, if r + r & d(s , P)
e
i
*

(2.4)

a = d(s i , P) " (r " re )

(2.5)

Piece 1 of Equation 2.4 corresponds to the innermost circle of detection in Figure 2.3,
where an adversary is detected with a probability PDprob of 1 if it comes within a distance
less than the difference of the sensing range and the sensing range error [25]. At such a
close proximity, a sensor can always detect an adversary.
When an adversary is within a distance from the sensor of r + re, but outside of the
innermost circle, it is detected with an exponentially decaying probability, shown as the
outermost circle of detection in Figure 2.3. In Piece 2 of Equation 2.4, a (defined in
Equation 2.5) is the adversary’s distance from the innermost circle of detection, where
there exists uncertainty in detection by the sensor, while ! and " are parameters that
define the rate of exponential decay in the probability of detection with distance [25]. A
few examples of the impact of ! and " on the rate of exponential decay for a single
sensing range and range error is shown in [25], but their individual effects were not
formally quantified.
Lastly, if the adversary is outside of both circles of detection, it cannot be detected,
according to Piece 3.
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2.7.1.3 Sensing Capabilities Using the Passive Sonar Equation

Figure 2.4 - Sensing Coverage Using the PSE

Figure 2.4 shows a probability of detection grid that was calculated by the PSE for a 100
by 100 kiloyard (kyd) AOI, based upon assumed sensor locations and using
representative environmental and sensor system parameters. It should be noted that to
obtain the probability of detection grid, the signal excess values calculated using the PSE
were converted to an instantaneous, or stationary, probability of detection, via the method
described in Section 5.2.2.
Each pixel in the grid represents a 1 by 1 kyd grid cell, and its color is indicative of its
stationary probability of detection (PDS) of an adversary at that cell. For example, a
green pixel means that the PDS ranges from [0.50,0.60). The sensing range of each
sensor can be then calculated using this grid, as it is equal to the Euclidian distance from
the sensor to the farthest away grid cell, within its circular sensing coverage region, that
has a PDS of at least 0.50. Note, however, that this calculation of sensing range only
holds for circular sensing coverage regions. In this case, each sensor has a calculated
sensing range r of 11 kyd.
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The probability of detection grid shown in Figure 2.4 is used as input in MUSICALTM,
which evaluates the field’s capability for sensing underwater adversaries over time, in the
form of a cumulative probability of detection (CPD). Since the probability of detection
grid only represents an instantaneous probability of detection of an adversary, it does not
reflect the ability of the sensor field to detect adversaries over time. Thus, the purpose of
using the grid in simulation is to temporally measure a sensor field’s detection
capabilities against adversaries that are traversing the AOI, to mimic how a sensor field
would perform in an actual mission.
100 simulations were run in MUSICALTM for 12 hours of simulation time against 5000
randomly placed adversaries, whose course changed every hour in a random fashion.
During each simulation, the number of uniquely detected adversaries was counted each
time a sensor “looked” for adversaries, where one look occurred every 5 minutes, to
determine the CPD of the sensor field. The average CPD, called CPDSIM, over the 100
simulations, thus represents the expected performance of the sensor field in practice.
For the probability of detection grid calculated using the Passive Sonar Equation, the
CPDSIM of the sensor field was 0.8896, meaning that nearly 89% of the 5000 adversaries
were detected, on average, by the sensor field, in 12 hours. This CPDSIM will be
considered the benchmark value for this field of 5 sensors when comparisons are made
with the sensing capabilities of the binary and probabilistic detection models.

2.7.1.4 Sensing Capabilities Using the Binary Detection Model
A probability of detection grid of the same sensor field was calculated for the binary
detection model using the sensing range r of 11 kyd, as determined from the probability
of detection grid generated by the PSE.
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Figure 2.5 - Sensing Coverage Using the Binary Detection Model

As can be seen in Figure 2.5, the probability of detection is 1 for the entire circular
sensing coverage region of each sensor. When the above probability of detection grid
was simulated, its CPDSIM was 0.8004, a decrease of approximately 11.11% from the
benchmark. The main reason for the underestimate in sensing performance is due to the
fact that the binary sensor detection model only allows for sensors to detect adversaries
out to a given sensing range, making it impossible to detect adversaries beyond that
range. However, when using the PSE, detection is still possible beyond its calculated
sensing range, but at a diminished probability of below 0.5. Over time, these results
show that the ability to detect out to longer distances, even at a diminished probability of
detection, results in a significant number of detections being made at these distances.
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2.7.1.5 Sensing Capabilities Using the Probabilistic Detection Model
Case
1
2
3

r (kyd)
11
11
11

re (kyd)
5
10
10

!
0.125
0.125
0.0625

"
1.0
1.0
1.0

Table 2.2 - Parameters Used for the Probabilistic Detection Model

Three possible cases of the probabilistic detection model are shown in Table 2.2, which
illustrate how the model can produce similar sensor detection capabilities to the PSE if
the parameters of the model are carefully tuned.
Case 1 of the Probabilistic Sensor Detection Model

Figure 2.6 - Sensing Coverage Using a Probabilistic Detection Model (Case 1)

For Case 1, with a sensing range r of 11 kyd, an uncertainty in the sensing range re of 5
kyd, and ! and " values of 0.125 and 1.0, respectively, the probabilistic detection model
produces the probability of detection grid in Figure 2.6. When this grid was simulated,
the CPDSIM of the sensor field was 0.8031, an underestimate in field performance of
10.77% in comparison with the benchmark. Notice that an re of 5 kyd produces a much
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larger innermost circle of detection than in the PSE case. Beyond this circle, the
probability of detection quickly decays to 0, at a distance of about 16 kyd from the
sensor. As a result, very few detections of low probability are possible outside of the 11
kyd sensing range, as compared with the PSE grid.
Case 2 of the Probabilistic Sensor Detection Model
Two modifications to the parameters of the probabilistic detection model need to be made
to more closely match the sensing performance of the PSE grid. First, the sensing range
uncertainty re should be increased so that the innermost circle of detection decreases in
size, to more closely match that of the PSE. Doing so also expands the outermost circle
of detection farther outward. Secondly, either ! or " should be decreased, so that the rate
of exponential decay in the outermost circle of detection is slower.
Rather than make two parametric modifications simultaneously, re was increased to 10
kyd and simulated, while leaving ! and " the same, to provide a clear understanding of
the effect of changing re.

Figure 2.7 - Sensing Coverage Using a Probabilistic Detection Model (Case 2)
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It can be seen in Figure 2.7 that the innermost circle of detection now has a sensing range
of only 1 kyd, but the sensors can also probabilistically detect adversaries out to 21 kyd.
Unfortunately, the exponential decay of the probability of detection is too rapid, resulting
in a CPDSIM of 0.7321, which is 21.51% less than the benchmark.
Case 3 of the Probabilistic Sensor Detection Model
To reduce the rate of exponential decay, the ! parameter was reduced by half, to 0.0625.
Note that the " parameter could also have been reduced, rather than only !, to curtail the
rate of exponential decay.

Figure 2.8 - Sensing Coverage Using a Probabilistic Detection Model (Case 3)

By cutting the value of ! in half, the resulting probability of detection grid in Figure 2.8
produced a CPDSIM of 0.9005, when simulated, which is within 1.23% of the benchmark.
The rate of exponential decay of the probability of detection in the outermost circle of
detection is now similar to the PSE grid, but slightly slower, as can be seen by visually
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comparing the grids in Figures 2.4 and 2.8. Since the rate of decay is slower than as seen
in the PSD grid, the result is an incrementally higher CPDSIM.
Clearly, the parameters of the probabilistic sensing model can be tuned in such a way that
the sensing capabilities of a sensor field matches the performance of the same field using
the PSE as a sensor detection model. It is also conceivable that by carefully modifying
the sensing range in the binary detection model, sensing performance can eventually
match the PSE model. However, it is important to consider that without having used the
PSE model initially to calculate the sensing range of a sensor, as well as its entire sensing
coverage region, it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to modify the
parameters of either model to match the sensing performance of the PSE. That is, there is
a “chicken or egg” problem in using either the binary or probabilistic detection model for
evaluating the acoustic sensing coverage of an underwater sensor field since without first
using the PSE, there is no way to determine what the parameters of each detection model
should be. Hence, it is recommended that the PSE be used exclusively as a detection
model, in conjunction with historical or in situ acoustic data, as it will provide a field
designer with a representative calculation of the sensing coverage of a sensor field
without the need to synthetically tune parameters in the model.

2.7.2 Game Theoretic Sensor Allocation
Due to the high costs of underwater sensors and sinks, there will be a limited availability
of these resources to a field designer, thus they must be utilized as efficiently as possible.
This is especially important in an area clearance scenario for a large AOI, where the goal
may be to prevent enemies from deploying mines or from illegally traversing a restricted
water space. Within a large AOI, it is highly likely that range dependence will be
exhibited, meaning that the acoustics within one region of an AOI may differ from
another. Using historical or in situ environmental data, the area can be divided into
regions of relatively uniform acoustics, or sectors, whose geographic size may vary.
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Since there are no obvious targets that an adversary would gravitate towards in an area
clearance scenario, such as a port, the field designer would normally be left to blindly
guess how to allocate the fixed number of sensors available to each sector. Instead,
sensor allocation should be done intelligently by determining the probability that an
intelligent adversary, who knows the size and acoustic characteristics of each sector,
would visit each sector, over time. The problem of calculating this so-called probabilistic
visitation of the intelligent adversary to each sector is complex since there are competing
strategies between the field designer and the adversary. For example, an adversary is
likely to avoid a sector with favorable acoustic characteristics (from the point of view of
the field designer) since the probability of detection of each sensor in that sector would
be high. At the same time, the adversary may also want to avoid sectors with poor
acoustic characteristics since the field designer could try to overcome this limitation by
deploying a large number of sensors to that sector. Thus, an adversary may choose to
patrol a sector with nominal acoustic characteristics more often.
Essentially, there exists an extremely large number of ways that a field designer could
choose to allocate n sensors across the sectors in an AOI, while an adversary could
choose to patrol any sector at any time. To properly capture all of the possible ways this
scenario can be played out, a game theoretic approach is recommended, using a minimax
matrix game, in particular. It is shown in [69] that a 2-player matrix game is able to
capture all of the possible outcomes of a given scenario and can be solved using the
Simplex method in polynomial time. By solving the matrix game, an optimal strategy for
playing the game can be derived for each player of the game. The optimal strategy for
the field designer is a probability distribution for choosing each possible sensor
allocation, to maximize the number of times the adversary is detected. On the other hand,
the adversary’s optimal strategy is a probability distribution for choosing which sector to
patrol, to minimize the number of times it is detected by a sensor field.
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2.7.3 Underwater Sensor Deployment Using an Evolutionary Approach
As discussed, the previously evaluated sensor deployment strategies are currently not
able to satisfy the needs of a passive underwater acoustic sensor deployment strategy. To
create a viable underwater deployment strategy, six factors must be considered
simultaneously, including sensing range, communications range, monetary costs, link
redundancy, probabilistic visitation, and range dependence. Having to include all of
these factors into deploying a sensor field becomes an extremely difficult optimization
problem, due to the ensuing complexity.
An evolutionary algorithm (EA) approach, however, is well suited to optimizing nonlinear objective functions [8], such as the sensing performance of a sensor field, while
applying several constraints. An EA is also a powerful offline search tool that can be
used to efficiently search a large solution space in a parametric manner, allowing field
designers to perform a wide variety of studies before a sensor field is deployed. The EA
searches will ultimately provide field designers with heuristics for determining the
composition of an efficient underwater sensor deployment. Lastly, the inherent
flexibility of an EA allows for the relaxation of assumptions, at the discretion of the field
designer, and the inclusion of many factors and constraints simultaneously, which is
imperative for this application.

2.8 Summary
In this chapter, a series of sensor deployment strategies from four categories, including
computational geometry, spatial geometry, grid-based, and evolutionary, were presented
and evaluated in terms of their inclusion of nine factors that could be used in a sensor
deployment strategy. Of those factors, six were deemed pertinent for passive underwater
acoustic sensor deployments for military surveillance. The pertinent factors included
sensing range, communications range, monetary costs, probabilistic visitation, and range
dependence. Overall, it was found that the sensor deployment strategies described tended
to ignore range dependence, and on very few occasions, considered probabilistic
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visitation, but used somewhat simplistic means to do so. Also, many works did not
consider both sensing and communications range simultaneously, which could result in
disconnected sensor networks.
In light of these findings, three suggested directions for future underwater acoustic sensor
deployment strategies to take were presented. It was first advocated that the Passive
Sonar Equation should be used as a detection model for acoustic sensors, as the other two
commonly considered detection models, binary and probabilistic, are not representative
of actual underwater sensor detection capabilities without significant tuning of model
parameters. Next, a game theoretic approach to sensor allocation in an area clearance
scenario was advised, as such an approach can fully capture all of the possible outcomes
of the scenario between a field designer and an intelligent adversary. Finally, it was
recommended that an evolutionary algorithm approach be utilized as an underwater
sensor deployment strategy since such algorithms are extremely flexible and can account
for numerous factors simultaneously.
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3 The Game Theory Field Design Model
Designing a field of passive underwater sensors for military surveillance applications is a
daunting task due to the voluminous areas that need to be well protected from stealthy
underwater vehicles. However, before using a deployment scheme to plan exact
locations for these sensors to be deployed, a field designer must undertake two main
analysis steps. These steps include determining the type of coverage required by the
sensor field and depending upon the type of coverage desired, execute an appropriate
allocation scheme for allocating sensors throughout the area of interest (AOI).
Three main types of sensor field coverage exist in the literature [6]. These include barrier
coverage [9,10,12,13,19,21], point coverage [15,22-25], and area clearance [4,8,11,1618,20,28], each of which is geared towards a specific purpose. Barrier coverage
scenarios consist of an AOI where there is a clear target that an enemy would attempt to
reach, such as a port or ship. [9,10,12,13,19,21] are prime examples of barrier coverage,
where the goal is to deploy sensors such that the probability of detecting an adversary
traveling either between a given starting and ending point or across all possible paths
through the AOI, is maximized. Hence, for barrier coverage, the sensor allocation
scheme is simply that all available sensors are used within the AOI in order to form a
barrier.
In point coverage scenarios, there are multiple points of interest that must be covered in
terms of sensing [6]. Point coverage scenarios impose relatively clear boundaries for
allocating sensors such that a set of points within an AOI is covered, while the remainder
of the area stays relatively void of sensors [6]. Thus, heuristic sensor allocation schemes
are necessary for point coverage scenarios based upon how strategically important each
point of interest is. One such example is the Virtual Forces algorithm in [25] that allows
specific points or regions within the AOI to be given preferential coverage over others by
assigning an importance value to that point.
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Area clearance scenarios [4,8,11,16-18,20,28], the subject of this work, consist of a
general area of the ocean being covered by a field of sensors. In an area clearance
scenario, the field’s purpose may range from preventing enemies from deploying mines
to averting illegal traversal and surveillance of a restricted water space. Sensor allocation
in this scenario is difficult since there are no obvious targets that an adversary would
gravitate towards, such as a port. Thus, the field designer is left to blindly guess as to
how to allocate a fixed number of available sensors throughout the AOI, unless one
additional step is added to the field design, an analysis of the acoustic characteristics of
the AOI.
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the underwater environment exhibits range
dependence. Therefore, it is possible to subdivide an AOI into regions of relatively
uniform acoustic characteristics, or sectors [32,70]. This can be accomplished by
analyzing historical or in situ acoustic data of an AOI during a particular time of year that
the sensor field will be deployed using a learning algorithm, such as a self-organizing
map (SOM). With a SOM, the acoustic data can be divided into a specified number of
sectors such that the acoustics within these sectors are close to uniform. Once the sectors
of uniform acoustic characteristics have been determined, the sensor allocation step can
be performed.
To date, no sensor allocation schemes have been proposed for an area clearance scenario.
In addition, underwater sensor deployment studies for area clearance scenarios, such as
[4], have yet to consider the notion of range dependence, which is potentially detrimental
to an underwater sensor field in practice. In [4], the authors attempt to completely cover
an AOI with a minimal number of sensors, assuming the sensing range in the AOI does
not vary with location. If this methodology were used in an AOI where the sea bottom
suddenly slopes down, the sensors on the slope would not achieve the same detection
performance as those residing on top of the slope. Hence, the assumption of range
independence may invalidate the analytically expected detection capabilities of an
underwater sensor field.
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The Game Theory Field Design (GTFD) model is proposed in this chapter to address the
need for a sensor allocation scheme for an area clearance scenario. This model uses a
game theoretic approach to determine probabilistically how often an intelligent adversary
would visit each sector, based upon an assumed speed and length of mission of the
adversary, along with the geographic size of each sector and its corresponding acoustics.
An adversary is considered intelligent if it also has the ability to compute the size and
acoustics of each sector and knows approximately how many sensors are available to the
field designer. On the other hand, an unintelligent adversary is unable to determine any
information about the sectors, does not know how many sensors the field designer
possesses, and is equally likely to visit any of the sectors at any time. Once the
probability of visitation to each sector is determined by solving a minimax matrix game,
the GTFD model calculates the number of sensors that should be allocated to each sector,
in order to maximize the field’s detection capabilities.
In this chapter, two studies are presented that will demonstrate the effectiveness of the
GTFD model’s sensor allocations in comparison with models that do not consider all of
the aspects of the GTFD model. First, a baseline study is shown that compares the
allocation schemes produced by GTFD with a scheme that allocates sensors randomly.
The study also provides a validation of the approach using simulation. A comprehensive
performance analysis of GTFD is then presented with comparisons made between two
possible sensor allocation schemes that consider either the size of each sector or the
achievable acoustic sensing range within a sector, not both, against intelligent and
unintelligent adversaries. These schemes are known as the Size-Aware Field Design
(SAFD) model and the Radius-Aware Field Design (RAFD) model, respectively.
Specifically, it will be shown how an intelligent adversary can exploit SAFD and RAFD,
as they do not simultaneously consider both factors appropriate to underwater sensor
allocation. It is worth noting that at this time, that there is no sensor allocation scheme
for an area clearance scenario in the literature, thus the above mentioned sensor allocation
schemes that could potentially be used by a field designer are also proposed and
compared with GTFD.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A discussion of underwater
acoustics and search theory is given in Section 3.1, followed by a formulation of the
minimax game used by GTFD, in Section 3.2. The GTFD model and its three competing
models are presented in Section 3.3 and a baseline study is presented in Section 3.4. In
Section 3.5, a comprehensive performance analysis of GTFD, in comparison with the
SAFD and RAFD models, is presented, and the results of this study are analyzed in
Section 3.6. Finally, a summary of the chapter is given in Section 3.7.

3.1 Acoustics and Search Theory
The main component of the GTFD model is a minimax matrix game that is solved in
order to determine an adversary’s probability of visitation to sectors of relatively uniform
acoustic characteristics. In order to quantify how the matrix game is populated, a
discussion of underwater acoustics and search theory is required.
To begin creating the matrix game, the sensing range, or sensing radius1, as it will be
called for the remainder of this chapter and Chapter 4, of a single sensor in each sector
must first be determined using the Passive Sonar Equation [2].
(3.1)

SE = SL ! TL + DI ! DT ! NL

where
-

SE = Signal excess at a grid cell (a small subdivision of a sector) with respect to
the location of the sensor.

-

SL = Source level is the intensity of the sound emitted by an underwater
adversary.

-

TL = Transmission loss is signal loss over distance as a result of its propagation
through the water and is indicative of a sector’s acoustic characteristics. This loss
is a result of both frequency-based absorption by the medium and geometric
spreading [2].
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-

DI = Directivity index is a gain that is based upon how well the sensor can
determine the direction sound is coming from.

-

DT = Detection threshold is the signal-to-noise ratio required to differentiate an
adversary from the medium.

-

NL = is indicative of the water depth, shipping level, and wind speed in a sector
[2].

Recall that all of the values in Equation 3.1 are in dB re µPa. A signal excess of 0
implies that the instantaneous probability of detecting an adversary in that grid cell is
0.50 and as the signal excess becomes more positive, the probability of detection
increases [2]. For the purposes of this work, the sensing coverage region of a sensor is
assumed to be circular. Within this sensing coverage region, all grid cells have a nonnegative signal excess value. Hence, the radius of the sensing coverage region is
considered to be the sensing radius r for any sensor allocated to that sector. As an aside,
Chapter 4 discusses how the GTFD model can be adapted to consider non-circular
sensing coverage regions.
Once the sensing radius r of a sensor is known, the probability of detection PD(t) for that
sensor within a sector of geographic area A against an adversary traveling at an average
speed veff for some time t can be calculated using the search equation derived by
Koopman in [71], i.e.,

PD(t) = 1" e

!

"WL
A

(3.2)

The standard definition of Equation 3.2 dictates that a searcher with a sweep width W
traverses a region of area A for some distance L, where L is the product of the sensor’s
average speed and the amount of time spent searching, veff and t, respectively [72].
Sweep width can be thought of as a broom sweeping the region, where any adversary that
comes into contact with the broom is assumed to be “swept up”, or detected, with a
1

The term “radius” is used instead of range because of the circular nature of the sensing coverage
regions, as a radius of a circle provides more clarity to the discussion than calling it the “range” of a circle.
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probability of 1. Conversely, adversaries not swept up are detected with a probability of
0 [72]. In this work, sensors are stationary, while the adversary is mobile, thus the
average speed of the sensor is called veff since its speed is relative to the adversary.
For the circular sensing coverage case, rotating an infinitesimally thin “broom” that has a
length of 2r, forms a circular sensing coverage region of sweep width 2r [72]. The
exponential in Equation 3.2 is a ratio of the search effort by the searcher to an area of the
region A, which indicates the probability of missing the adversary [72]. As a result,
Equation 3.2 represents the probability of detection of the adversary by a single sensor.
Knowing the probability of detection for a single sensor allows for an extended use of
Koopman’s search equation for multiple sensors, which is the cumulative probability of
detection CPD(t) for some number of sensors, NS, located within a sector [71].
(3.3)

CPD(t) = 1" (1" PD(t)) NS

!

Equation 3.3 implies that the sensing coverage region of each sensor is not only
independent, but also non-overlapping, allowing the “miss” probability of a single sensor
to be raised to the number of sensors in the sector. This computation of CPD(t) for each
sector becomes the basis for the minimax game presented in the next section.

3.2 Minimax Game Formulation
In this section, the minimax game used by the GTFD model to allocate sensors across n
sectors will be described in detail. There are two players in the game being played, a
field designer, who will be referred to as Colin, and the captain of an enemy underwater
vehicle, Rose. In this game, both Rose and Colin possess information about the acoustic
characteristics throughout an area of interest (AOI) and each then computes the same
number of sectors n of relatively uniform acoustic characteristics. As a result of this
computation, both players now agree upon the size and location of each sector.
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Additionally, Colin is given a fixed number of sensors that he must judiciously allocate to
each sector in order to detect Rose within a certain amount of time as Rose drives her
vehicle at a known average speed. Rose also knows exactly how many sensors Colin has
at his disposal. Thus her job is to use this knowledge, along with the size and acoustics
of each sector, to choose a sector to patrol for the duration of the game.

Figure 3.1 - Minimax Matrix Game Setup

The game shown in Figure 3.1 is known as a two-person zero-sum matrix game [69]. A
session of this game has been played when simultaneously, Rose chooses a row and
Colin chooses a column. These choices decide for one instance of the game the sector in
which Rose will patrol for the entire game. It also denotes the number of sensors Colin
will allocate to each sector during this game instance. Since Colin has a fixed number of
sensors, there are a finite number of ways (say, at most m) in which he can allocate these
sensors to n sectors. With each possible allocation of sensors, a cumulative probability of
detection can be calculated for each sector, which is represented by the value in each
matrix game cell. Each CPDi,j(t) measures the probability of detecting Rose should she
choose this particular sector, given some number of sensors allocated to the sector. The
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first subscript (1 ! i ! n) represents the sector Rose chooses and the second (1 ! j ! m)
represents the allocation of sensors that Colin has chosen.
This game is considered zero-sum because the sum of all single matrix cells, which are
selected due to the intersection of the row and column respectively chosen by the two
players, is zero. In Figure 3.1, only the positive value for CPDi,j(t) is shown, but implied
is a negative analog of that value [69]. The reason for this representation is that the
CPDi,j(t) in the matrix reflects the probability of Colin detecting Rose from Colin’s point
of view. However, from Rose’s point of view, her choice reflects the probability of being
detected by Colin. Ultimately, for each game instance, a winner and a loser will emerge
based upon the CPDi,j(t) in the cell of the intersecting row and column choices. Rose has
won if she goes undetected and has lost if she is detected, while Colin wins if he is able to
detect Rose, but loses if he is unable to do so.
Each player is given the entire matrix, which includes the CPDi,j(t) in all sectors for all
possible sensor allocations, and must determine their optimal strategy for playing the
game. This optimal strategy for each player, in most cases, turns out to be a mixed
strategy since the occurrence of a single equilibrium, or saddle, point is unlikely to occur
in such a large matrix [69]. Every matrix game has a particular value of the game v and if
each player plays his/her optimal strategy, he/she will receive the maximum payoff
possible, while minimizing the payoff of the other player. In this case, the payoff for
Rose is the number of times she can expect to go undetected, while for Colin, the payoff
is the number of times he can expect to detect Rose. Essentially, Colin is trying to
minimize the number of times Rose goes undetected by maximizing the number of times
he can detect her. On the other hand, Rose is trying to maximize the number of times she
goes undetected and minimize the number of times Colin can detect her.
To determine their respective mixed strategies that will tell Rose and Colin with what
frequency to choose a row and a column, respectively, two linear programs must be
solved, based upon the matrix game [69].
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3.2.1 Mixed Strategy for the Sensor Field Designer
First, the mixed strategy that Colin should use will be formulated, with the following
variables defined:
-

v is the value of the game, which is the same for both players, and can take on any
value;

-

T is the matrix represented in Figure 3.1 with i rows and j columns where i
represents each of the n sectors in the AOI. Similarly, j is one of the m possible
ways to allocate the fixed number of sensors Colin has at his disposal across the
sectors;

-

Y is a column vector of size m that represents Colin’s mixed strategy.

Given:

Ti,j

(3.4)

Minimize:

v

(3.5)

Subject to:
!
!

n

"T

y j # v,$ j

(3.6)

=1

(3.7)

y j " 0,# j

(3.8)

i,j

i=1
m

"y
!

j

j=1

!
As expected, in Equation 3.5, Colin is attempting to minimize the payoff for Rose, by
!
minimizing the value of the game. Constraint 3.6 states that for each row of the T matrix,

the value of the game cannot be exceeded. Since the y values contained in the Y vector
are probabilities, they must be positive and sum to 1, as shown in Constraints 3.8 and 3.7,
respectively. The result of solving this linear program (LP) is the probability distribution
with which Colin should choose each sensor allocation.
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3.2.2 Mixed Strategy for the Underwater Adversary
The dual of the LP for finding Colin’s mixed strategy is used to determine the mixed
strategy for Rose [69]. Its formulation uses the same value of the game v and matrix T, as
above, and is defined as follows:
-

X is a column vector of size n that represents Rose’s mixed strategy.

Given:

Ti,j

(3.9)

Maximize:

v

(3.10)

Subject to:
!
!

m

"T

xi # v,$ i

(3.11)

=1

(3.12)
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(3.13)
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!

i

i=1

!
The main difference between the LP for Rose and Colin is that Rose is attempting to
!
maximize the value of the game v, as shown in Equation 3.10. To do this, Constraint
3.11 allows for the value of the game to be exceeded for each column in the T matrix. By
solving this LP, Rose determines the probability distribution with which she should
choose a sector to patrol, which is also defined as Rose’s probability of visitation to each
sector P(S=i).
For this work, the only strategy of interest is that of Rose, due to practicality purposes. In
reality, it is much easier for an underwater vehicle to choose a sector to patrol than it is
for a field designer to repeatedly allocate and redeploy sensors to an AOI, thus Colin’s
optimal strategy is ignored. A single sensor allocation can be calculated by the GTFD
model through the use of the probability of visitation derived from Rose’s LP, as
discussed in the next section.
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3.3 The Game Theory Field Design Model and Competing Schemes
This section first presents the sensor allocation method used by the Game Theory Field
Design (GTFD) model. To provide a basis for comparison with the sensors allocations
created using the GTFD model, three competing sensor allocation schemes are proposed.
These schemes are known as the Random Field Design (RFD) model, the Size-Aware
Field Design (SAFD) model and the Radius-Aware Field Design (RAFD) model.

3.3.1 Sensor Allocation for the Game Theory Field Design Model
Once the adversary’s optimal strategy for playing the matrix game has been determined,
its probability of visitation to each sector P(S=i) becomes known. Using this probability
distribution, the GTFD model derives a single allocation of sensors AS across the n
sectors. The GTFD model consists of two steps, an initial sensor allocation and a
refinement step.
Sensors are initially allocated to each sector i by multiplying the number of sensors
available to the field designer # by the probability of visitation by the adversary to sector
i, as shown in Equation 3.14. This quantity is rounded to the nearest integer since
allocating a partial sensor is not possible.
(3.14)

A S i = round (" * P(S = i)),# i

!

Three degenerate cases can occur from solely using Equation 3.14, thus additional
heuristics are required as a refinement step for the GTFD model. All three of these cases
occur because of rounding errors caused by Equation 3.14. If the sum of the sensors in
allocation AS exceeds the number of available sensors #, one sensor is removed from each
sector, beginning with the sector that yields the largest sensing radius and continuing in
decreasing order of sensing radius, until the number of sensors in excess of # is zero.
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However, if the sum of the sensors in the allocation is less than the number of available
sensors, one additional sensor is allocated to each sector, starting with the sector that
yields the smallest sensing radius and continuing in increasing order of sensing radius,
until the number of sensors in the allocation reaches #.
Finally, if no sensors were allocated to a sector, which can occur if the sensing radius in
that sector is exceedingly larger than that of the other sectors, one sensor is removed from
the sector with the smallest sensing radius and added to the sector than contains zero
sensors. Rectifying rounding errors, as explained for these three cases, may result in a
suboptimal allocation, thus future work is planned to determine how to resolve this issue.
Given an allocation of sensors AS, using the GTFD model, the cumulative probability of
detection CPDS=i(t) against an adversary moving at an average speed of veff for a time t
can be determined for each sector i, using Equations 3.2 and 3.3. In turn, the detection
capabilities of the entire sensor field CPDGTFD(t) can is calculated using Equation 3.15.
n

CPDGTFD (t) = # CPD S=i (t) "P(S = i)

(3.15)

i=1

!

Since Rose will choose a sector only a certain percentage of the time, as stated by her
probability of visitation distribution, the actual contribution to the field by each sector
must therefore be that percentage of its detection capabilities, i.e. the sector’s detection
contribution. That is, a sensor field can only detect an adversary when it patrols the
sector the field is deployed to.
Take, for example, an AOI divided into four sectors. Assume Sectors 1, 2, 3, and 4 have
a CPDS=i(t) of 0.90, 0.85, 0.90, and 0.70, respectively, based upon a given sensor
allocation. At the same time, the adversary’s probability of visiting each sector is 0.1,
0.2, 0.25, and 0.45, respectively. Clearly, Sectors 1 and 3 have the highest CPDS=i(t) of
the four sectors. However, Sector 3 contributes the highest detection contribution, 0.225,
to the detection capabilities of the entire field, CPDGTFD(t), since an adversary will visit
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Sector 3 more often than Sector 1, whose detection contribution turns out to be only 0.09.
Summing the detection contributions of each sector, the overall field CPDGTFD(t) turns
out to be 0.09 + 0.17 + 0.225 + 0.315, or 0.80.

3.3.2 Competing Sensor Allocation Schemes
The first competing scheme, the Random Field Design model, begins by initially
allocating one sensor to each of the n sectors in the AOI, meaning that # - n sensors
remain available to the model. All remaining sensors are then randomly allocated across
the sectors. Clearly, this is not an approach that a field designer would use for sensor
allocation. However, it does provide a baseline case for comparison with GTFD.
A slightly more intelligent approach to sensor allocation is taken by the SAFD model,
which allocates sensors based only upon the geographic size (area) of each sector S.
$
'
&
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A S i = round " * n
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% j=1 (

!

(3.16)

According to Equation 3.16, SAFD will allocate sensors to each sector proportional to the
ratio of the geographic size of each sector to the size of the AOI. As a result, the smallest
sector will be allocated the fewest sensors, while the largest sector will be allocated the
most sensors.
Analogous to the SAFD model, the RAFD model allocates sensors to each sector by only
considering the sensing radius r that a sensor can achieve in each sector, based upon the
acoustic characteristics of the sector.
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The interpretation of Equation 3.17 is that the sensing radius of each sector i is compared
with the sensing radius of sector k, which affords the largest sensing radius of all of the
sectors. This ratio is then normalized by the sum of all of these ratios. As a result, the
sector with the smallest sensing radius is allocated the most sensors, the sector with the
second smallest sensing radius gets the second most sensors, and so on.
Rounding errors in the RAFD model are dealt with in exactly the same manner as that of
the three degenerate cases that occur in the GTFD model. On the other hand, the SAFD
model uses a similar methodology to the GTFD model except that it bases its decisions
on sector size, instead of a sector’s sensing radius.
Since each of the three proposed competing models have no means of calculating a
probability of visitation to each sector, they are only able to assume that each sector is
visited with a probability of 1/n. Therefore, the field detection capabilities for each
model CPDField(t) are determined using Equation 3.18.

1 n
CPDField (t) = " CPD S=i (t)
n i=1

!

(3.18)

As mentioned, a comparison with RFD is made only as a baseline case to show that
GTFD can, at a minimum, outperform a random sensor allocation scheme. However, the
purpose of comparing latter two models with GTFD is that each of the models only
considers either the size of a sector or the sensing radius within a sector, respectively,
when deciding how to allocate sensors, never both, as GTFD does. Making this
comparison will show unequivocally that considering both factors simultaneously is of
vital importance against an intelligent adversary. Recall that an intelligent adversary has
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the ability to compute the geographic size and acoustic characteristics of each sector and
knows approximately how many sensors are available to the field designer.
In comparing these two models with GTFD, what must be considered is that a game has
to be created and solved before a sensor allocation can be determined, and that these two
simpler models may be applied with much less computational effort. The tradeoff is
therefore the amount of additional computational effort expended to create each field in
order to achieve higher overall field detection capabilities when using GTFD, which is
the desired goal of any sensor allocation scheme.

3.4 Baseline Study
To compare GTFD with RFD, a 200 by 200 kyd AOI, consisting of four equally sized
sectors, was used, which is the most favorable scenario to RFD because of the simplicity
of the AOI. Each model was then compared in terms of their respective field CPD
values, which were calculated using Equation 3.15 for GTFD and Equation 3.18 for RFD,
for four sets of sensing radii that define the sensing radius for each sector of the field and
a given range of sensors available to the field designer. A brief simulation-based
validation is also provided at the end of this section for the GTFD model.
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3.4.1 Experimental Setup of the Baseline Study

Figure 3.2 - AOI Setup for Baseline Study

The sectors in the AOI, depicted in Figure 3.2, are 100 by 100 kiloyards in size and each
contains a circled number that represents the ranking of its sensing radius, with 1 being
the largest and 4 being the smallest. Four carefully chosen sets of sensing radii were
defined for this study, where a radius set consists of a sensing radius for each of the four
sectors.
Radius Set
1
2
3
4

Sector 1
(kyd)
7
9
12
23

Sector 2
(kyd)
6
7
9
19

Sector 3
(kyd)
5.5
5
6
15

Sector 4
(kyd)
5
4
4
11

Table 3.1 - Radius Sets Used in Baseline Study

Table 3.1 shows the four radius sets used in the study to cover a number of possible cases
of acoustic variability in an AOI, where the sensing radii are in kiloyards (kyd). Note
that the sensing radii in each subsequent radius set, beyond Radius Set 1, exhibit a larger
range between the highest and lowest sensing radius. Also, in most cases, beginning with
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Radius Set 2, each respective radius in a set is larger than the corresponding radius from
the previous set. As a result of these two phenomena, fewer sensors are required to cover
an AOI in terms of sensing with each subsequent radius set for Radius Sets 3 and 4 and
the same number of sensors for Radius Sets 1 and 2.
A range of available sensors was calculated for each radius set, based upon the sensing
radius and geographic size of each sector. As expected, more sensors were available
when Radius Set 1 was used than Radius Set 4, since the acoustics of the former are
much less favorable (to the field designer) than the latter. The range of available sensors
was determined by first calculating the number of sensors necessary for each sector #S=i
to attain a CPDS=i(t) of 0.95, using Equations 3.2 and 3.3, assuming an adversary patrols
a given sector for 12 hours at an average speed of 5 knots. It was considered superfluous
to have more sensors in a sector than #S=i since 0.95 is a reasonably large value. A
“maximum” number of available sensors #max was calculated by summing #S=i over the 4
sectors. The range of available sensors was then calculated as [round(0.3*#max),
round(0.9*#max)], with sensor allocations being created at 0.05*#max increments.
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3.4.2 Baseline Study Results

Figure 3.3 - Performance of Each Model Using Radius Set 1

Figure 3.3 shows the expected performance of a sensor allocation, its field CPD(t),
achieved using GTFD and RFD, as the number of available sensors increases. Note that
the performance of RFD, its CPDRFD(t), is calculated as the average performance over
1000 sensor allocations, to avoid any bias against the RFD model. As the number of
available sensors increases, the performance disparity between RFD and GTFD becomes
greater and reaches an improvement of 30.65% when the number of available sensors
reaches 70, suggesting that GTFD is allocating its available sensors more efficiently than
RFD.
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Figure 3.4 - Performance of Each Model Using Radius Set 2

Similarly, using Radius Set 2, GTFD once again creates the highest performing sensor
allocations in all cases. Its improvement over RFD increases as the number of sensors
available increases, illustrated by Figure 3.4, up to a maximum of 32.03%.

Figure 3.5 - Performance of Each Model Using Radius Set 3
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Once again, evidenced by Figure 3.5, the field CPD(t) using GTFD is well above RFD.
It is worth noting that with an increase in the range of sensing radii from between 4 to 9
kyd for Radius Set 2 to between 4 and 12 kyd for Radius Set 3, only a maximum of 61
available sensors were required. At this maximum number of sensors, the improvement
in using GTFD over RFD reaches its maximum value of 30.17%, which is slightly less of
an improvement than was seen for Radius Set 2 despite the larger sensing radii used.

Figure 3.6 - Performance of Each Model Using Radius Set 4

Finally, in spite of dramatically increasing the range of sensing radii to between 11 to 23
kyd for Radius Set 4, the smallest improvements in CPD(t) are seen, reaching a
maximum improvement of only 23.04% with 26 sensors. In fact, there actually is a
decrease in improvement when increasing the number of sensors from 26 to 29, to
21.83%. Since the sensing radii are relatively larger than in the previous radius sets, far
fewer sensors are required to achieve high levels of performance. Therefore, the RFD
model has a much greater chance of creating sensor allocations of high performance,
which, as seen in Figure 3.6, is higher than with any of the other radius sets. Essentially,
with such large sensing radii, RFD is able to get “lucky” with its allocations more often
than when the sensing radii are small.
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3.4.3 Analysis of Baseline Study Results
It may appear that the GTFD model shows an improvement over RFD simply because
RFD uses random sensors allocations, rather than applying “intelligence” to its
allocations. However, Table 3.2 illustrates the inner workings of the GTFD model to
show the value in using GTFD.
Radius Set
1
2
3
4

Sector 1
0.208
0.157
0.138
0.165

Sector 2
0.239
0.205
0.180
0.203

Sector 3
0.262
0.283
0.274
0.266

Sector 4
0.289
0.355
0.407
0.366

Table 3.2 - Average Probability of Visitation to Each Sector

Table 3.2 contains the average probability of visitation over all sensor allocations created
using each respective radius set, as a result of solving the minimax matrix game. While
the probability distribution calculated using Radius Set 1 is essentially the same as
assuming an equal probability of visitation to each sector because the sensing radii of that
radius set ranged only between 5 and 7 kyd, its value can be seen for Radius Sets 2, 3,
and 4. In these radius sets, the disparity between the largest and smallest sensing radii is
increasingly larger, meaning that the variability in acoustics between sectors is quite
significant, which is reflected in the probability of visitation to each sector. For example,
the sector with the largest sensing radius in Radius Set 3, Sector 1, is 12 kyd, while the
sector with the smallest sensing radius, Sector 4, is 4 kyd, a ratio of 3 to 1. A
corresponding ratio of 2.95 to 1 is therefore seen between the probability of visitation to
Sector 4 and 1, showing that the GTFD model accurately reflects the variability in the
acoustics between the sectors since Sector 4 should be visited nearly 3 times as often as
Sector 1 due to the relatively poor acoustics.
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Radius Set
1
2
3
4

Sector 1
14
12
4
9

Sector 2
16
15
5
12

Sector 3
19
19
8
16

Sector 4
21
24
12
24

Table 3.3 - GTFD Sensor Allocation Exemplar

GTFD’s sensor allocation for the highest number of available sensors for each radius set
is shown in Table 3.3. As expected, the sensor allocations follow the same trend as the
probabilities of visitation shown in Table 3.2 in terms of the ratio of sensors allocated to
the sectors with the worst acoustics to the best acoustics. While it is certainly plausible
that the RFD model could generate these sensor allocations by chance, its performance,
as measured by Equation 3.18, could never exceed that of GTFD because its calculation
of CPD(t) can only assume an equal probability of visitation to each sector. On the other
hand, the performance of GTFD is optimized for these sensor allocations due to the
probability of visitation distribution it uses. Furthermore, not considering a realistic
probability of visitation by an intelligent target, as in the RFD model, will likely lead to
suboptimal field performance in an actual area clearance scenario in the probable case
where significant variations in acoustic characteristics occur within the AOI, as is shown
in the next study.

3.4.4 Validation of the GTFD Model
In order to validate the GTFD model, a simulation-based validation, using MUSICALTM,
was conducted. Probability of detection grids created using Radius Set 4, for the same
range of sensors shown in Figure 3.6, were used as input in MUSICALTM. 100
simulations were run for each probability of detection grid for 12 hours of simulation
time against 5000 randomly placed adversaries, whose course changed every hour, in a
random fashion. During each simulation, the number of uniquely detected adversaries
was counted to determine the CPD(t) of the sensor allocation. The average CPD(t),
called CPDSIM, over the 100 simulations therefore represented the expected performance
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of the sensor allocation in practice, which was compared to the corresponding analytical
values for CPDGTFD(t) shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.7 - Validation of the GTFD Model

As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the simulations of each sensor allocation created using the
GTFD model produced very similar CPD(t) values to those derived analytically. The
difference between the analytical and simulated results ranged from 0.2% to 6.8%, with
larger differences for sensor allocations of 19 sensors or more. These slightly larger
disparities stem from the fact that the GTFD model uses Koopman’s search equation,
Equation 3.2, which assumes binary detection, while MUSICALTM used grids that were
derived using the Passive Sonar Equation (PSE). Therefore, as discussed in Section
2.7.1, there will be an underestimate in detection performance when using a binary
detection model instead of the PSE, assuming they both use the same sensing radius.
A 95% confidence interval of the difference between GTFD and simulation was
determined to be (-0.1315, 0.0801), meaning that there is no statistically significant
difference with 95% confidence between GTFD and simulation since the interval
includes 0. Additionally, the p-value for the difference in the two means of each model
was 0.615, which far exceeds the necessary 0.10 required to show that each “process” is
not different from the other, thus validating the GTFD model.
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3.5 Effect of Target Intelligence on Sensor Allocation Schemes
In this work, an adversary that chooses to patrol a sector with equal probability is
assumed to be an unintelligent adversary, meaning that it does not consider the
geographic size or acoustic characteristics of each sector. It also does not consider the
approximate number of sensors available to the field designer or the strategy used by the
field designer (allocation done randomly or based solely upon geographic size or acoustic
characteristics of the sector). Thus, Equation 3.18 can be used to calculate the CPDField(t)
of an unintelligent adversary for any sensor allocation scheme, including GTFD.
In contrast, an intelligent adversary takes advantage of all possible knowledge it can
ascertain, which is exactly what is done by Rose in the GTFD model. Additionally, an
intelligent adversary may uncover the sensor allocation scheme being used by the field
designer and adapt to it. That is, if is a high degree of predictability to the sensor
allocations, which may occur with the RAFD and SAFD models, the sensor allocation
scheme being used by a field designer could be surmised over time, through experience.
Once an intelligent adversary becomes apprised of the scheme employed by the field
designer, such allocations can be exploited by the adversary always choosing to patrol the
sector with the smallest detection capability, CPDS=i(t). Since a field designer can only
deploy a sensor field once, following this strategy will always result in the intelligent
adversary having the highest probability of not being detected by the sensor allocations
for RAFD and SAFD.
To compare the performance of the sensor allocations created by the GTFD model with
the SAFD and RAFD models, two experiments were run using Matlab against both
intelligent and unintelligent adversaries. The AOI for each experiment was 200 by 200
kiloyards in size and divided into 4 sectors of varying sizes, as discussed below, while an
adversary was assumed to patrol a sector for 12 hours at an average speed of 5 knots.
Two sets radius sets, Radius Sets 1 and 4 from the previous study, were used to exhibit
both small and large variations, respectively, in acoustics within an AOI to determine the
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resulting effect on the detection capabilities of the allocations generated by the three
models. Recall that Radius Set 1 had sector sensing radii of 7, 6, 5.5, and 5 kyd, while
Radius Set 4, which will be referred to as “Radius Set 2” for the remainder of this study,
had sector sensing radii of 23, 19, 15, and 11 kyd. As can be seen, the sensing radii in
Radius Set 1 have significantly less variation than in Radius Set 2, with a difference of 2
and 12 kyd, respectively, from the sector with the “best” acoustics (with respect to the
point of view of the field designer) to the “worst”. As such, the same range of available
sensors was used as in the previous study to create a series of sensor allocations for each
radius set, where Radius Set 1 had between 26 and 70 sensors to allocate and Radius Set
2 had between 9 and 29 sensors to allocate.

3.5.1 Experiment 1 – Sectors of Equal Geographic Size
Experiment 1 used the same AOI setup used in the previous study, shown in Figure 3.2,
which consists of four equally sized sectors that are 100 by 100 kiloyards in size.

Figure 3.8 - Performance for Experiment 1, RS 1 Against an Intelligent Adversary
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As can be seen in Figure 3.8, there is not a significant improvement in using GTFD over
either SAFD or RAFD against an intelligent adversary using Radius Set 1 in this field.
Improvement values ranged from 0.77% to 4.46% over RAFD and 2.89% to 6.78% over
SAFD. This is because the sensing radii are relatively similar and the sectors are of equal
size. Therefore, the use of game theory in this case is not going to achieve large returns
in terms of performance improvement in the field’s detection capabilities. Note,
however, that RAFD outperforms SAFD in all instances, as expected, since the sectors
are of equal size and only the sensing radii of each sector vary, meaning that the sensing
radius is more important to consider than the size of the sectors.

Figure 3.9 - Performance for Experiment 1, RS 2 Against an Intelligent Adversary

The results in Figure 3.9 show that when the sensing radii exhibit a larger range of values
and become much larger, a significant visual difference in performance is seen between
GTFD, SAFD, and RAFD for most cases. Specifically, it can be seen that only
considering the size of the sectors, as SAFD does, allows an intelligent adversary to
dramatically improve its chances of going undetected by the field simply by always
choosing the sector with the smallest sensing radius, Sector 4. This strategy causes the
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improvement in using GTFD over SAFD to range between 6.21% and 23.4%. As the
number of sensors increases, the performance of RAFD comes closer to that of GTFD
and does come within 0.79% of GTFD, but is also as far off as 12.9%. Somewhat
surprisingly, in the case of RAFD for this field setup, against an intelligent adversary, the
best strategy for the adversary is almost always to patrol the sector with the largest
sensing radius, the reasons for which are described in more detail in the next section.

Figure 3.10 - Performance for Experiment 1, RS 1 Against an Unintelligent Adversary
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Figure 3.11 - Performance for Experiment 1, RS 2 Against an Unintelligent Adversary

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show that against an unintelligent adversary, the performance of
each model is approximately the same, regardless of the radius set. Most important to
note is that there is little difference in detection capabilities of fields designed using
GTFD, whether the adversary is intelligent or unintelligent. By not making intelligent
choices about which sector to patrol in, the unintelligent adversary becomes vulnerable to
all of these allocation schemes since each sector is guaranteed to contribute 25% of its
detection contribution to the overall performance of the allocation. However, there is a
sharp drop off in performance for SAFD and RAFD when the adversary is intelligent as
opposed to unintelligent. This phenomenon occurs because an intelligent adversary can
determine exactly how to best exploit fields created using the SAFD and RAFD models.
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3.5.2 Experiment 2 – Sectors of Differing Geographic Size

Figure 3.12 – AOI Setup for Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, the same radius sets are used and are assigned to each sector in the same
way as the previous experiment. However, the geographic sizes of the sectors have been
altered in order to study the effect of these changes in size on each model. As can been
see in Figure 3.12, Sectors 1 and 3 are significantly larger than Sectors 2 and 4. By
changing the size of the sectors, it will be shown that considering only the sensing radius
within a sector will heavily degrade the performance of RAFD against an intelligent
adversary since the size of the sectors also becomes an important consideration. This
field setup will also have an adverse impact on SAFD since the sensing radii of the
sectors are still worthy of consideration as well.
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Figure 3.13 - Performance for Experiment 2, RS 1 Against an Intelligent Adversary

Figure 3.14 - Performance for Experiment 2, RS 2 Against an Intelligent Adversary
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A dramatic shift in results is experienced in Experiment 2, as shown in Figures 3.13 and
3.14, once the size of the sectors has been changed. Sectors 1 and 3 are approximately 3
times as large as Sectors 2 and 4, which expectedly causes RAFD to perform
significantly worse than GTFD and SAFD. For Radius Set 1, shown in Figure 3.13, the
improvement in using GTFD over RAFD varies between 16.7% and 41.6% for Radius
Set 1 and between 19.0% and 105% for Radius Set 2, as seen in Figure 9. Clearly, not
taking into account the size of the sectors has severely impacted the performance of
RAFD against an intelligent adversary. The improvement in using GTFD over SAFD,
however, is relatively minor for Radius Set 1, between 4.42% and 11.2%, since the
sensing radii vary little, thus only considering the size of the sector may be sufficient.
On the contrary, when Radius Set 2 is used, there is a much wider range in performance
improvement over SAFD from 4.34% up to 22.52%, since the difference in sensing radii
from sector to sector is much more profound than in Radius Set 1. GTFD performs quite
well in both scenarios because of its ability to consider both the size of the sectors and
their acoustic characteristics simultaneously, as well as being able to predict with relative
certainty the expected behavior of the intelligent adversary.

Figure 3.15 - Performance for Experiment 2, RS 1 Against an Unintelligent Adversary
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Figure 3.16 - Performance for Experiment 2, RS 2 Against an Unintelligent Adversary

Against an unintelligent adversary, there is a vast improvement in performance for both
SAFD and RAFD, as compared with that of the intelligent adversary. As in the previous
experiment, there is generally little drop off in performance exhibited by GTFD against
the unintelligent adversary, as can be seen in Figures 3.15 and 3.16.
There is only one case in which there is a large drop off in performance for GTFD, which
can be seen in Figure 3.16, when there are 9 sensors available to the field designer. Upon
closer inspection, in this case, there was only one sensor allocated to Sector 1 because the
probability of visitation was too low to merit more than a single sensor being placed in
this sector. The rectification of such a case will be studied further in future work. The
resulting penalty against the unintelligent adversary is somewhat severe since the
adversary will visit Sector 1 25% of the time, instead of approximately 8%, as predicted
using the GTFD model. Having only one sensor allocated to Sector 1 effectively lowered
its CPD(t) to 0.484 against the unintelligent adversary. However, in all of the remaining
cases, it becomes apparent from Figures 3.15 and 3.16 that the choice of sensor allocation
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model is essentially irrelevant against an unintelligent adversary for this particular
experiment. As in the previous experiment, this is a result of the unintelligent adversary
not being able to exploit the weaknesses in sensor allocation by the SAFD and RAFD
models the way an intelligent adversary can.

3.6 Analysis and Discussion
Two main themes are evident from the analytical results presented in the previous
section. First, it is important to consider both the geographic size and acoustic
characteristics of each sector within an AOI simultaneously against an intelligent
adversary. Second, sensor allocations created using the GTFD model perform equally
well, regardless of the adversary’s intelligence.

Experiment 1
Experiment 2

Radius Set 1
Radius Set 2
Radius Set 1
Radius Set 2

S1
1
0
0
0

SAFD Model
S2
S3
S4
0
0
10
0
1
11
0
2
9
0
2
10

S1
8
5
5
6

RAFD Model
S2 S3
2
0
3
2
0
6
0
6

S4
1
2
0
0

Table 3.4 - Choice of Sector by Intelligent Adversary Against SAFD and RAFD

Table 3.4 shows the number of times each sector Si was chosen by an intelligent
adversary against fields designed using SAFD and RAFD. Its main purpose is to exhibit
exactly how an intelligent adversary can exploit the SAFD and RAFD models’ sensor
allocations. Recall that the chosen sector had the lowest CPD of the four sectors for each
AOI and number of available sensors and was the CPDField(t) value shown in the plots for
these two models. For example, in Experiment 1 with Radius Set 1, against 10 out of the
11 sensor allocations using SAFD, the intelligent adversary nearly always chose Sector 4.
Essentially, this means that Sector 4 had the worst detection capability CPDS=i(t) of the
four sectors in 10 out of 11 sensor allocations.
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In Experiment 1, it can be seen that regardless of the radius set used, the intelligent
adversary will almost always choose Sector 4 against a field designer using SAFD
because the adversary can determine that the field designer is simply allocating sensors
evenly to each sector since the size of the sectors are equally sized. Furthermore, it also
knows that Sector 4 has the worst acoustics of the sectors, thus making this sector the
ideal choice for the adversary to go undetected in against SAFD.
The choice of sector is not as one-sided for RAFD in Experiment 1, especially with
Radius Set 2. However, the overall trend is that the intelligent adversary will choose
either Sector 1 or Sector 2 most of the time, which upon first glance appears to be
counterintuitive. While it is true that these sectors have the largest sensing radii of the
four sectors, recall that RAFD attempts to allocate more sensors to the sectors with the
worst acoustic characteristics, meaning that there will be fewer sensors in the sectors with
larger sensing radii. Given that the sectors are the same size, it stands to reason that the
intelligent adversary will be less likely to be detected in a sector with fewer sensors
having larger sensing radii than a sector with significantly more sensors having smaller
sensing radii. This phenomenon is evident for Radius Set 1, but for Radius Set 2, with
such large sensing radii, the trend is not always possible to follow since either Sectors 3
and 4 are the ideal sectors a third of the time. The choices of Sectors 3 and 4 as the ideal
sectors in four of the cases is likely a result of noise in the data due to the relatively small
number of sensors used for Radius Set 2.
When the relative size of the sectors becomes heavily skewed in Experiment 2, there is a
shift in sector choice for RAFD, while it remains essentially the same for SAFD. As the
analytical results made clear, the intelligent adversary can heavily exploit a field designed
using the RAFD model for this field setup by choosing the two sectors that are largest in
size. Using this model, Sector 4 will be unnecessarily allocated the most sensors because
it has the smallest sensing radii, despite being one of the two smallest sectors, while
Sectors 1 and 3 will not be given enough sensors, despite being much larger than Sector
4. The intelligent adversary thus takes advantage of the poor sensor allocation.
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An intelligent adversary can also make SAFD less effective by nearly always choosing
Sector 4, which of course has the smallest sensing radius and is smallest in size. The fact
that the model calls for the fewest sensors to be allocated to Sector 4 is exploited further
since these sensors have the smallest sensing radius, resulting in low detection
capabilities for that sector.
As can be seen, it is vital against an intelligent adversary that the field designer considers
both the geographic size of the sectors within an area of interest and the acoustic
characteristics of the respective sectors, simultaneously. The GTFD model essentially
encompasses the capabilities of the SAFD and RAFD models and examines them in a
balanced way, while taking into consideration how an intelligent adversary will use all
available knowledge to its advantage. While the time to create the matrix game will
increase when more sensors are available and are allocated across increasing numbers of
sectors, there are ways of reducing the size of the game while maintaining accuracy, so
that the computational complexity is kept at a reasonable level. This will be studied
further in future work. Furthermore, matrix games of manageable size can be solved
using the Simplex method in polynomial time, meaning that the greatest computational
complexity lies within the setup of the game itself and not in the solving of it [69].
The second important theme that needs to be considered is that regardless of the
intelligence of the adversary, GTFD performs equally well. The GTFD model is
optimized to face an intelligent adversary, however, the sensor allocations it produces are
such that the detection contributions of each sector are rather close to one another. Recall
that the detection contribution is the product of the probability of visitation by the
adversary to a sector and the CPDS=i(t) of the sensors allocated to that sector. Thus,
when an unintelligent adversary visits each sector with an equally likely probability, the
CPDS=i(t) of each sector will be nominally similar, resulting in essentially the same
CPDGTFD as against the intelligent adversary. This in turn, illustrates unequivocally that
the sensor allocations created using the GTFD model are robust in terms of their
detection capabilities.
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In contrast, both the SAFD and the RAFD models are using a degree of intelligence for
sensor allocation, but are not taking advantage of all available information, thus the
performance of both of these models can be heavily degraded by an intelligent adversary.
However, when an unintelligent adversary faces these sensor allocations, their
performance is elevated to the point of GTFD simply because each sector can contribute
blindly a percentage equal to 1/n of its detection capabilities to a field containing n
sectors, resulting, almost by chance, in good overall detection capabilities.

3.7 Summary
This chapter has shown the importance of considering all facets of an AOI when deciding
how to allocate a limited number of sensors to sectors of differing acoustic characteristics
and geographic size, as is done by the proposed GTFD model through a game theoretic
approach. Considering only one of these factors when designing a sensor field, which is
done in the SAFD and RAFD models, often results in an allocation that can be heavily
exploited by an intelligent adversary that utilizes all possible knowledge about the AOI
and the field designer’s habits and tendencies. Regardless of the intelligence of an
adversary, whether it has all the knowledge of the field designer, or if the adversary is
unintelligent and utilizes an under informed approach to undersea warfare, sensor
allocations created using the GTFD model perform equally well.
The GTFD model was first shown to outperform a random sensor allocation scheme, as a
baseline, by upwards of nearly 33%. Additionally the approach used by the model was
validated using simulation. Next, it was demonstrated for two field setups and sensing
radius sets, against intelligent adversaries, that the GTFD model provides varying levels
of field performance improvement, ranging from nominal to up to 105%, in comparison
with two somewhat intelligent sensor allocation schemes, the SAFD and RAFD models.
However, regardless of how miniscule or vast the improvement in detection capabilities
achieved by GTFD may be, over another sensor allocation model, the value of improving
detection performance cannot be overstated when high value units and human lives are at
stake.
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4 Game Theory Field Design Model Extension
Intelligently allocating underwater sensors to a large area of interest whose acoustic
characteristics vary throughout is a challenge, especially for an area clearance scenario.
In these scenarios, there is no apparent target for an adversary to gravitate towards, such
as a ship or a port. Thus, it is difficult to determine how the field designer should allocate
sensors so that their deployment locations can be planned efficiently. The Game Theory
Field Design (GTFD) model, proposed in the previous chapter, can achieve an intelligent
sensor allocation, using a game theoretic approach, for sensors with circular sensing
coverage regions.
In practice, however, the sensing coverage of an underwater sensor will likely be noncircular due to azimuthally dependent bathymetric phenomena such as slopes and
shelves, and other irregularities often experienced underwater [2]. Thus, an extension of
the GTFD model is required to compute the probabilistic visitation of an adversary to
regions of relatively uniform acoustic characteristics, or sectors, within an AOI, for
irregularly shaped sensing coverage regions.
The major contribution of this chapter, in addition to the extension of the GTFD model to
consider irregularly shaped sensing coverage regions, is two validations of the model.
First is an analytical comparison with sensing coverage regions whose shape is well
understood and the second uses simulation to validate the model for irregularly shaped
regions.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, a brief recap of search theory used in the
GTFD model is given in Section 4.1, followed in Section 4.2 by the model extension used
to consider irregularly shaped sensing coverage regions. An analytical validation of the
approach is provided in Section 4.3 and a simulation-based validation is presented in
Section 4.4. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Search Theory
A main component of the GTFD model is a minimax matrix game that is solved in order
to determine an adversary’s probability of visitation to sectors of relatively uniform
acoustic characteristics. In order to quantify how the matrix game is populated, a brief
recapitulation of the search theory used by GTFD is presented.
In the previous chapter, based upon acoustic characteristics in the AOI, a circular sensing
coverage region for a single sensor with sensing radius r is derived for each sector. The
probability of detection PD(t) for a single sensor within a sector of geographic size (area)
A against an adversary traveling at an average speed veff for some time t is then calculated
using the search equation derived by Koopman in [71].

PD(t) = 1" e

!

"WL
A

(4.1)

The standard definition of Equation 4.1 dictates that a searcher with a sweep width W
traverses a region of area A for some distance L, where L is the product of the sensor’s
average speed and the amount of time spent searching, veff and t, respectively [72]. The
sweep width can be thought of as a broom sweeping the region, where any adversary that
comes into contact with the broom is assumed to be “swept up”, or detected, with a
probability of 1. Conversely, adversaries not swept up are detected with a probability of
0 [72]. Sensors are assumed stationary, while the adversary is mobile, thus the average
speed of the sensor is called veff since its speed is relative to the adversary.
For the circular sensing coverage case, rotating an infinitesimally thin “broom” that has a
length of 2r, forms a circular sensing coverage region of sweep width 2r [72]. However,
for non-circular sensing coverage regions, the sweep width of that coverage region must
be calculated using the method derived in Section 4.2. The exponential in Equation 4.1 is
a ratio of the search effort by the searcher to the area of the region A, and is the
probability of missing the adversary [72]. As a result, Equation 4.1 represents the
probability of detection of the adversary by a single sensor.
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Knowing the probability of detection for a single sensor allows for an extended use of
Koopman’s search equation for multiple sensors, which is the cumulative probability of
detection CPD(t) for some number of sensors, NS, located within a sector [71].
(4.2)

CPD(t) = 1" (1" PD(t)) NS

!

Equation 4.2 implies that the sensing coverage region of each sensor is not only
independent, but also non-overlapping, allowing the “miss” probability of a single sensor
to be raised to the number of sensors in the sector. This computation of CPD(t) for each
sector becomes the basis for the matrix game in the GTFD model.

4.2 Sweep Width Calculation
To an observer, such as a submarine, a circular sensing coverage region appears to have a
sweep width of 2r, where r is the sensing radius of the coverage region, regardless of the
vantage point of the observer.

Figure 4.1 - Apparent Sweep Width Perceived by Observer k is ASWk

However, for a non-circular sensing coverage region, the apparent sweep width (ASW) of
the region differs depending upon the location of the observer, with respect to the region.
Figure 4.1 shows that observers at different locations perceive a significantly different
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ASW of the same rectangular region. This is captured in the aggregate by calculating the
mean ASW (also called the sweep width), the calculation of which is described below.

Figure 4.2 - Apparent Sweep Width of a General Shaped Region

Figure 4.2 shows a general sensing coverage region, centered at the origin, and a single
observer at (u,v) that is separated from the horizontal axis by an angle of $ radians.
Vector n is defined to be a unit vector orthogonal to (u,v)T, and for each boundary point
bj, the scalar projection r = n•b is calculated, where b is the boundary point's position
vector. After calculating the scalar projection for each boundary point, the ASW is
defined in Equation 4.3 as
(4.3)

ASW (" ) = max j (rj ) # min j (rj )
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The sweep width W of the region in Equation 4.4 is therefore the average ASW

1
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2"
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(4.4)
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which is approximated with a Riemann sum
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The sampling angles, $k*, and the associated step sizes %$k in Equation 4.5 are
determined as follows.
For practicality purposes, a discrete method for calculating sweep width is used, where
the region is represented graphically and divided into pixels of a given size. Doing so
effectively limits the number of observers to the fidelity (pixel size) of the boundary
points along the region. That is, if a region is n square kiloyards (kyd2) in size, the
number of boundary points that can be used for calculations will be directly proportional
to the size in square kiloyards of the pixels being used to represent the region.

Figure 4.3 - Discrete Calculation of Sweep Width

Given a relatively limited number of boundary points, say k discrete points, sampling
angles and associated step sizes must be used to improve the accuracy of the sweep width
calculation. Consider the case of the rectangular region in Figure 4.3. It can be seen
along the right side of the region that the angular step size between adjacent boundary
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points, %$a, is much smaller than the angular step size, %$b, seen along the top of the
region. If the angular step size were not considered, the top and bottom of the region
would be under sampled in comparison with the left and right sides of the region, likely
resulting in inaccuracies in the sweep width calculation. Hence, using the step size as a
weighting factor, in Equation 4.5, ensures that any under sampling is compensated for.
$y '
"k* = tan #1 & k )
% xk (

!

(4.6)

For a boundary point k, its sampling angle is calculated with respect to the origin, using
Equation 4.6, where xk and yk are the Cartesian coordinates of the boundary point.
(4.7)

*
"#k = #k+1
$ #k*
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The associated step size for a boundary point k is calculated using the difference between
the sampling angle of the adjacent boundary point counterclockwise to it, k+1, and the
sampling angle of the current boundary point, as shown in Equation 4.7.

4.3 Analytical Validation
Presented in this section is an analytical validation of the sweep width calculation WR in
Equation 4.5. Comparisons of the calculated sweep width are made with the theoretical
sweep widths for two well-understood shapes, a circle and a rectangle, for three pixel
sizes, 0.1, 1, and 2 kyd2. As mentioned, the sweep width of a circle Wcirc is calculated as
2r, where r is the radius of the circle.
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4.3.1 Circular Region Sweep Width Comparison

r
(kyd)

Wcirc
(kyd)

WR
0.1 kyd2

Error (%)

WR
1 kyd2

Error (%)

WR
2 kyd2

Error (%)

6.9
8.9
11.5
15
19.7
23.5

13.8
17.8
23
30
39.4
47

13.92
17.85
22.99
30.11
39.57
47.17

0.87
0.28
0.40
0.37
0.43
0.36

13.02
16.89
22.61
29.84
39.19
46.75

5.65
5.11
1.70
0.53
0.53
0.53

12.01
16.38
21.46
28.72
38.66
46.09

12.97
7.98
6.70
4.23
1.88
1.94

Table 4.1 - Comparison of Sweep Width for Circular Region

Table 4.1 shows the theoretical sweep width of a circular sensing coverage region Wcirc
and the calculated sweep width WR with sensing radius r between 6.9 and 23.5 kyd for
pixel sizes of 0.1, 1, and 2 kyd2, along with the associated error for each calculation. As
the pixel size increases, the error in the calculation also increases because fewer boundary
points exist due to the ensuing reduction in fidelity. On the other hand, as the radius
increases, the error in the calculation becomes smaller since more boundary points exist,
due to the relatively larger size of the sensing region.
Since a sampling problem will not occur for a circle, due to the even intervals of
boundary points, the sweep width of a rectangle is also investigated to validate the
effectiveness of the weighting factor used in Equation 4.5.
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4.3.2 Rectangular Region Sweep Width Comparison

Figure 4.4 - Calculating the Analytical Sweep Width of a Rectangle

Depicted in Figure 4.4 is a rectangle, rotated $ radians above the x-axis, with sides
measuring 2a and 2b. Using the values of & and the hypotenuse c and height h of the
inscribed triangle, the apparent sweep width of the rectangle, as a function of $, is
defined as
(4.8)

ASWrect (" ) = 2h

!

which is plugged into the integral in Equation 4.4 to obtain

Wrect =

!

4(a + b)
"

(4.9)

As a result, Equation 4.9 represents the theoretical sweep width of a rectangle Wrect with
sides measuring 2a and 2b.
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a (kyd)

Ratio
a/b

Wrect
(kyd)

WR
0.1 kyd2

Error
(%)

WR
1 kyd2

Error
(%)

WR
2 kyd2

Error
(%)

4
10
13.2
20
26.4
30
40

0.1
0.25
0.33
0.5
0.66
0.75
1

56.02
63.66
67.74
76.39
84.54
89.13
101.86

55.99
63.65
67.73
76.39
84.54
89.13
101.86

0.054
0.016
0.015
0
0
0
0

55.57
63.5
67.38
76.37
84.03
89.13
101.85

0.803
0.251
0.531
0.026
0.603
0
0.010

54.34
63.3
65.95
76.34
84.02
89.12
101.84

3.00
0.566
2.64
0.066
0.612
0.011
0.020

Table 4.2 - Comparison of Sweep Width for Rectangular Region

In Table 4.2, seven different rectangle sizes are considered, where b is fixed at 40 kyd
and a is varied from 4 to 40 kyd, so that the rectangle goes from elongated, to square, in
shape. As before, the error in sweep width calculations increases with increased pixel
size, but decreases with increased area of the rectangle. Note, however, that the error in
sweep width calculations for a rectangle is significantly smaller than for the circle case.

4.3.3 Discussion of the Accuracy in Sweep Width Calculations

r
(kyd)
6.9
8.9
11.5
15
19.7
23.5

Boundary
Points
0.1 kyd2
392
504
648
852
1120
1332

Error (%)
0.87
0.28
0.40
0.37
0.43
0.36

Boundary
Points
1 kyd2
36
48
64
84
112
132

Error (%)
5.65
5.11
1.70
0.53
0.53
0.53

Boundary
Points
2 kyd2
16
24
32
40
56
64

Table 4.3 - Number of Boundary Points for Circular Regions
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Error (%)
12.97
7.98
6.70
4.23
1.88
1.94

a (kyd)

Ratio a/b

4
10
13.2
20
26.4
30
40

0.1
0.25
0.33
0.5
0.66
0.75
1

Boundary
Points
0.1 kyd2
1760
2000
2128
2400
2656
2800
3200

Boundary
Points
1 kyd2
176
200
212
240
264
280
320

Error
(%)
0.054
0.016
0.015
0
0
0
0

Error
(%)
0.803
0.251
0.531
0.026
0.603
0
0.010

Boundary
Points
2 kyd2
88
100
104
120
132
140
160

Error
(%)
3.00
0.566
2.64
0.066
0.612
0.011
0.020

Table 4.4 - Number of Boundary Points for Rectangular Regions

A smaller error in the sweep width calculations for rectangular regions happens
principally because the number of boundary points available for the rectangles were far
greater than for the circles, resulting in improved accuracy in the calculations. For
example, with a pixel size of 1 kyd2, Table 4.3 shows that the number of boundary points
for the circle calculations ranged from 36 to 132, while there were 176 to 320 boundary
points available for the rectangle calculations, as seen in Table 4.4. More specifically,
using a larger number of boundary points tends to result in a smaller %$k, which
attenuates the error in the approximation of WR with the Riemann sum.

a (kyd)

Ratio a/b

Pixel Size
(kyd2)

Boundary
Points

Error (%)

4
10
13.2
20
26.4
30
40

0.1
0.25
0.33
0.5
0.66
0.75
1

2
5
6
10
13
15
20

88
40
32
24
20
16
16

3.00
2.80
12.0
2.34
9.29
18.2
4.57

Table 4.5 - Sweep Width Calculation Stress Test for Rectangular Regions

To provide a more evenhanded comparison between the calculations of sweep width for
rectangular and circular regions, a simple “stress test” was used for the rectangular
regions. In this stress test, as the area of the rectangle becomes larger, the pixel size used
was appreciably increased to reduce the number of boundary points that could be used for
the sweep width calculation. Noticeable errors can be seen in Table 4.5 for the rectangle,
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ranging from 2.34% up to 18.2% since there were only between 16 and 88 possible
boundary points. On the other hand, for circular regions with a pixel size of 2 kyd2, the
error ranged from 1.94% to 12.97% for between 16 and 64 boundary points.
As can be seen, the error in sweep width calculation is slightly larger for the rectangle
than for the circle once the pixel sizes are increased an incredible amount, to as high as
20 kyd2. Clearly, by increasing the pixel size, the runtime for the sweep width
calculations will be reduced, at a cost of appreciable error in the calculation. However, it
should be considered that the sweep width of an irregularly shaped sensing region would
only have to be calculated once per sector when being used by GTFD. Therefore, it
greatly benefits a field designer to use pixel sizes of 1 kyd2 or less, whenever possible,
depending upon the area of the sensing region.

4.4 Simulation-Based Validation
Further validation of the approach is provided in this section, where 3 irregularly shaped
sensing coverage regions are considered. First, the sweep width of each region was
calculated using 0.1 kyd2 pixels and the PD(t) of a single sensor was determined using
Equation 4.1. Next, the CPD(t) was calculated for 1 up to 12 sensors, using Equation 4.2.
Finally, these results were compared with simulations done using MUSCIALTM.
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Figure 4.5 - Sensor Region 1

Sensing Region 1, shown in the center of a 100 by 100 kyd AOI, in Figure 4.5, is able to
sense out to 11.5 kyd to the north and south, but can only sense out to 8.9 kyd to the east
and west. This could be the result of being on top of a slope that drops down to the east
and west and stays the same depth to the north and south. The calculated sweep width of
the region WR is 21.25 kyd. Using the calculated sweep width, the analytical detection
performance of the field, CPDKoopman(t), (denoted as “Koopman” in the plots below) was
determined using Equation 4.2 for 1 up to 12 sensors, whose sensing coverage did not
overlap, located in the above AOI against adversaries patrolling for 12 hours at 5 knots.
MUSICALTM was used to simulate this sensing region against 5000 randomly placed
adversaries, whose course changed randomly every hour, traveling at 5 knots, for 12
hours. During each simulation, the number of uniquely detected adversaries was counted
to determine the simulated detection performance of the sensor field, CPDSIM, denoted as
“Simulation” in the plots below.
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Figure 4.6 - Validation for Sensing Region 1

In Figure 4.6, the cumulative probability of detection values for the “Koopman” curve
closely coincide with that of the “Simulation” curve, regardless of the number of sensors
in the field. A 95% confidence interval of the difference between the models was (0.167, 0.207), meaning that there is no statistically significant difference with 95%
confidence between the analytically determined CPD and the simulation, as zero is
included in the interval. Additionally, a p-value of 0.839 was calculated for the
difference of the two means, which far exceeds the value of 0.10 required to show that
the two “processes” are not different.

Figure 4.7 - Sensing Region 2
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Figure 4.7 depicts Sensing Region 2, where the sensor can sense 23.5 kyd due north and
south, but only 6.9 kyd in all other directions. This could represent a sensor placed in a
chasm that rises up on the east and west and remains flat to the north and south. The
result is an elongated sensing region with a sweep width of 36.01 kyd.

Figure 4.8 - Validation for Sensing Region 2

For Sensing Region 2, the analytical and simulation results in Figure 4.8 again closely
coincided, with a p-value of 0.775 and a 95% confidence interval of (-0.146, 0.197).
Even for the first six points on the plot, where there is a detectable difference between the
two processes, the p-value was 0.682.
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Figure 4.9 - Sensing Region 3

Sensing Region 3, in Figure 4.9, represents a sensor that can sense out to 15, 11.5, and 15
kyd to the northeast, east, and southeast, respectively, and 6.9 kyd elsewhere. This
suggests that the sensor could be on top of a shelf that drops off to the west.

Figure 4.10 - Validation for Sensing Region 3

Lastly, Figure 4.10 shows that the analytical and simulated results for Sensing Region 3
coincide well. In this case, the p-value was 0.953 and the 95% confidence interval was (0.204, 0.191).
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The results shown in this section prove the validity of the sweep width calculation
method, presented in Section 4.2, for irregularly shaped sensing coverage regions, as the
p-values were all well above 0.1 and the 95% confidence interval included 0 for all three
sensing coverage regions.

4.5 Summary
This chapter has provided a highly accurate method for calculating the sweep width of an
irregularly shaped sensing coverage region. The calculated sweep width can then be
directly incorporated into the Game Theory Field Design model used to intelligently
allocate underwater sensors for area clearance scenarios. Two methods of validation
were provided for the aforementioned approach. First, analytically determined sweep
widths for both circles and rectangles of varying sizes were compared with the sweep
widths calculated using the proposed approach. It was found that the accuracy of the
calculations improved as the shapes became larger, since more boundary points were
available for calculations, and for the same reasoning, with a decrease in pixel size.
Finally, analytically determined detection capabilities of sensor fields with irregularly
shaped sensing coverage regions were compared with Monte Carlo simulations of these
regions. In all, three sensing coverage regions were considered, with the analytical and
simulated results closely coinciding in all cases.
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5 The Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary
Algorithm
Once a sensor allocation scheme has been executed, an underwater sensor field designer
must carefully plan the deployment locations of the sensors, using a deployment scheme.
As discussed in Section 2.7.3, the use of an evolutionary approach is highly
recommended for solving the complex problem of underwater acoustic sensor
deployment for military surveillance.
An evolutionary algorithm (EA) approach is well suited to optimizing non-linear
objective functions [8], while applying several constraints, which is a necessity for
underwater sensor deployments. An EA is a powerful offline search tool that can be used
to efficiently search a large solution space in a parametric manner, allowing field
designers to perform a wide variety of studies before a sensor field is deployed. The EA
searches will ultimately provide field designers with heuristics for determining the
composition of an efficient underwater sensor deployment. Lastly, the inherent
flexibility of an EA allows for the relaxation of assumptions at the discretion of the field
designer and the inclusion of several relevant factors for underwater sensor deployments.
Deploying underwater acoustic sensors for military surveillance purposes poses several
challenges to field designers. Two major challenges are addressed in this work. First,
determining the impacts of the underwater channel on the sensors in terms of sensing and
communication capabilities is difficult. Secondly, the number of sensors available to
field designers is limited by the high costs of such sensors and the associated high costs
for deployment of these sensors [3].
Looking at the first challenge, the underwater channel introduces signal attenuation due
to geometric spreading and absorption by the medium. Moreover, multipath and manmade and ambient noise causes significant interference [1,3,4]. As a result, sensing and
communications ranges, bandwidth, and data rates are limited [3]. Also, extremely high
propagation delays occur since the propagation speed of a signal in water is 5 orders of
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magnitude slower than in the terrestrial channel [3]. Such high delays will severely limit
channel utilization and throughput. It must also be noted that the speed of sound in
water, and therefore delays, is range dependent, meaning that it varies by geographic
location because sound speed is dependent upon water temperature, depth, salinity, and
time of year [2,5]. For these reasons, adopting models and studies conducted for
transmission over terrestrial channels is not a viable option.
Permanent losses in connectivity between sensors may occur due to the existence of
shadow zones that cannot be accounted for a priori. Bubble clouds, caused by crashing
waves, can cause intermittent disruptions in connectivity [3]. As this work focuses on
acoustic sensors, both underwater sensing and communication are done acoustically.
Thus, both are affected by the problems of the underwater channel [1].
To address the above challenges, six main factors of paramount importance for
underwater military surveillance networks, as mentioned in Section 2.6.2, are focused on,
including

•

sensing range

•

communications range

•

monetary costs

•

link redundancy

•

range dependence of the environment

•

probabilistic visitation

Many of the more popular sensor deployment strategies, such as the ones noted in
[4,9,10,25], tend to focus mainly on the sensing range of a sensor and the resulting
sensing coverage of the sensor field. However, it is important to consider both the
sensing range and the communications range. If sensors are deployed such that they are
not within communications range of each other and/or a sink, it becomes impossible to
aggregate the sensed data.
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Communications range: As this work takes into account the communications range of a
sensor, it was important to decide on a topology that would help aggregate the data.
Mesh and cluster topologies are two of the more popular topologies used in ad hoc
networks and hence, are considered here. These two topologies are presented in more
detail in Section 5.1 and, as will be discussed, each has a unique effect on the sensing
capabilities of a sensor field.
Monetary costs: Cost is a major factor in underwater sensor networks. Hence, it is
logical that the limited number of sensors available to the field designer should be
deterministically deployed in an efficient manner, rather than randomly deployed [4].
Studies in this chapter, and the next, assume a limited number of sensors, which are to be
deployed with the goal of maximizing field sensing capabilities, while meeting the
connectivity requirements of the chosen topology.
Link redundancy: The characteristics of the underwater channel can result in intermittent
and even permanent losses of connectivity. This requires multiple communication paths,
or link redundancy. Link redundancy is especially important if the sensor field is to be
deployed in a particularly harsh environment.
Range dependence denotes the non-negligible effect sensor location has on sensing and
communications ranges. This is an artifact of the variability of sound speed and
bathymetric phenomena, such as changes in depth over a region, which in turn varies the
transmission loss of sound over distance [2]. Such variabilities suggest that an
underwater sensor deployment strategy should utilize environmental data from historical
databases, or in situ, to calculate realistic values for sensing and communications ranges
throughout an area of interest.
Probabilistic visitation is the likelihood that an adversary will visit a sector, which is
defined as a particular region of unique acoustic characteristics. An area of interest could
be comprised of several such sectors [5], as a result of variabilities in the environment. If
it can be probabilistically determined that an adversary is more likely to visit one sector
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over another, more sensors should be allocated to that sector. Probabilistic visitation can
be computed for an area clearance scenario using the Game Theory Field Design model,
presented in Chapter 3. This knowledge provides a field designer with an allocation
scheme suited to each sector.
Link redundancy, range dependence, and probabilistic visitation are important factors that
have rarely been considered in the literature, according to the literature review presented
in Chapter 2. By not considering all six of the above factors, and the correlated effects, in
an underwater sensor deployment scheme, the result could be an ineffective sensor
deployment. The Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm (USDEA),
which is proposed in this chapter, however, considers all of these factors.
Besides proposing the USDEA in this chapter, a standard benchmarking of the algorithm
is conducted to validate the approach used by the USDEA. This study compares the
performance of the algorithm with a hill climbing (brute force) approach and a random
search. As noted in Chapter 2, none of the sensor deployment strategies in the literature
have taken into account all six factors that were highlighted earlier, and often times they
are not optimizing the same objective function. Hence, a performance comparison
between the proposed USDEA and the works cited in Chapter 2 would be unfair.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A presentation of the topologies
used in the USDEA is provided in Section 5.1, followed by a detailed discussion of the
USDEA in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents the benchmarking study and the chapter is
summarized in Section 5.4.

5.1 Sensor Field Topologies
Two predominant topologies used in ad hoc networks are considered in this work, the
mesh topology and the cluster-based topology. Each has its unique strengths and
weaknesses. Mesh fields provide redundant communication paths through the network to
enhance connectivity. However, this could reduce the sensing coverage of the field, as
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the sensors have to be placed closer together in order to achieve the desired level of
connectivity. On the other hand, cluster fields, with one hop clusters formed around
dedicated cluster heads, will result in single points of failure. Sensing coverage can be
improved by increasing the number of clusters. For the purposes of communications,
these topological constraints are imposed on the USDEA. This section provides the
details on how the mesh and cluster based topologies are created and evaluated by the
USDEA.

5.1.1 Mesh Fields
A mesh field is deployed such that each sensor is within the communications range of
some number of other sensors, to provide multiple communication paths through the
network. Recall that multiple communication paths are necessary for overcoming
problems such as losses in connectivity caused by shadow zones and bubble clouds.
Such losses in connectivity can result in delays in transmitting time critical sensed data
(when an adversary is within the sensing range of a sensor) to a floating surface station.

Figure 5.1 - Example Mesh Field

In a mesh field, link redundancy is measured by determining the minimum cut set size,
which is the number of links that must be removed in order to segment a network [33].
In Figure 5.1, for example, if a shadow zone removed the link between Nodes 4 and 5
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and Nodes 3 and 5, the network would be segmented. As a result, information about a
target detected by Node 7 could not be relayed to Node 1, which would be highly
problematic, assuming Node 1 is the node closest to a floating surface station. Stoerr’s
algorithm [33] applies graph theory to determine the minimum cut set size of a mesh
field.
A logical inference is that as the minimum cut set size of a mesh field is increased, an
appreciable decrease in the sensing coverage by the field will result.

5.1.2 Cluster Fields
Cost is a major consideration in cluster fields, as there are not only a limited number of
sensors, but also, a limited number of dedicated high-energy cluster heads that can
communicate directly with a surface station. These cluster heads act as sinks for the onehop cluster client sensors and transmit the aggregated data to the surface stations. One
hop clusters, as opposed to multi hop, minimize latency in transmitting detection data to
the surface station.

Figure 5.2 - Example Cluster Field
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Figure 5.2 shows a cluster field of 4 clusters. The nodes with arrows pointing to them are
eligible to be cluster heads, based upon their location. The following method is used to
determine such eligible cluster heads prior to deployment.
A node is a cluster head if it has the highest degree locally. That is, it has the most nodes
within its communications range compared to all of its neighboring nodes. All nodes one
hop from a cluster head are therefore not eligible to be a cluster head. Note that in
Cluster 4, all of the nodes have a degree of 2, thus any of them can be a cluster head.
As opposed to mesh fields, where the sensors create a single region of sensing coverage,
cluster fields will have multiple clusters scattered throughout a sector, with their own
unique sensing coverage regions.

5.2 The Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm
This section describes how a sensor field is represented in the USDEA and discusses each
of the steps used in the algorithm.

5.2.1 Sensor Field Representation
Sensor fields are represented in the USDEA as an unordered set of n Cartesian sensor
locations, as shown below in Equation 5.1.
F = {(xs1 , ys1 ),(xs2 , ys2 ),...(xsn , ysn )}

(5.1)

F is a chromosome and each 2D Cartesian coordinate, which represents a sensor location,
!

is a gene. Note that each sensor is assumed to be at the same depth for the purposes of
this work, as the metric under consideration is the sensing capabilities of the sensor field.
As the sensors under consideration are acoustic, a 2D deployment for sensing purposes is
sufficient since the entire water column is uniformly insonified by an adversary [2]. In
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cases where a surface duct is present, the sensors should be deployed below the duct, due
to the likelihood that an adversary will spend a large portion of its patrol time well below
periscope and duct depth [2]. 3D sensor deployment is planned as a future study to
reduce the effects of multipath on communications by sending transmissions in the
vertical, rather than horizontal, channel as often as possible. However, that is beyond the
scope of this work.

5.2.2 Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm Steps
The steps in the execution of the USDEA are listed below.
Step 1: Initial Population Construction
Step 2: Field Evaluation and Fitness Calculation
Step 3: Sort Fields by Fitness
Step 4: Remove Least Fit Fields from Population
Step 5: Crossover
Step 6: Mutation
Return to Step 2 until Max Generations Reached
In Step 1, the algorithm begins by creating an initial population of mesh or cluster fields
within a single sector. An area can be divided into sectors using a learning algorithm,
such as a self-organizing map (SOM), that can analyze historical or in situ acoustic data
for that area during a particular time of year that the sensor field will be deployed. The
sectors are obtained so that the acoustics within are close to uniform. Each sensor field is
independently optimized per sector, with a fixed number of sensors being allocated to
each sector prior to the start of the algorithm. For an area clearance scenario, the Game
Theory Field design model described in Chapter 3 should be used for sensor allocation.
The fitness of each sensor field is determined and then the fields are sorted by fitness,
with the top performing fields surviving to the next generation. Lastly, evolutionary
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operators, crossover and mutation, are performed on the surviving population members
before the next generation begins.
Each of the steps in the USDEA is discussed in more detail below, except for Steps 3 and
4, as they are self-explanatory.

Step 1: Initial Population Construction
In Step 1 of the USDEA, an initial population of mesh or cluster fields is constructed
within a sector, using the algorithm below.
Assume Rcomm is the communications range of a sensor within the sector. For both
topologies, the first sensor is placed at a random location. With mesh fields, the next
sensor is placed at a random distance Rd from the first sensor at a random angle & where,

!

!

Rd = [0, Rcomm ]

(5.2)

0 " # < 360

(5.3)

Each subsequent sensor location is derived based upon the location of any of the
previously placed sensors, chosen at random, using Equations 5.2 and 5.3.
For cluster fields, the same method is followed, except that a sensor can be placed based
upon the location of a currently existing sensor, or can be deployed to a random location,
which will start a new cluster.

Step 2: Field Evaluation and Fitness Calculation
Each new sensor field constructed by the USDEA must undergo an evaluation step. First,
an undirected connectivity graph of the sensor field is generated. Each graph is
evaluated, as shown below, to determine its connectivity properties, which are compared
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with a threshold value defined for the sector. This threshold value is defined by the field
designer and depends on the harshness of the environment.
The threshold value is either a minimum cut set size (MCSS) in the case of a mesh field
or a maximum number of clusters (MNC) in the case of a cluster field. If the threshold
value is not met, the field is given a fitness of 0 in order to prevent it from surviving to
the next generation. For example, in a mesh field, if an MCSS of 4 is required and the
field only has an MCSS of 3, that field is given a fitness of 0, so that it is unlikely to
survive to the next generation. Alternatively, for a cluster field, if the number of clusters
exceeds the MNC desired by the field designer, the field will have a fitness of 0.
Using the undirected connectivity graph for each field, the MCSS or MNC is calculated,
as described in Section 5.1.
If the field meets the threshold value, the sector is divided into 1 square kiloyard grid
cells and the signal excess of each cell is calculated with respect to each sensor in the
field, using Urick’s Passive Sonar Equation [2].
(5.4)

SEi,j Sk = SL "TL " NL " DT + DI

!

where
-

SE = Signal excess at a grid cell at location (i,j) with respect to the location of
sensor k.

-

SL = Source level is the intensity of the sound emitted by an underwater
adversary.

-

TL = Transmission loss is signal loss with distance as a result of propagation
through the water and is representative of a sector’s acoustic characteristics. This
loss is a result of both frequency-based absorption by the medium and geometric
spreading [2].

-

DI = Directivity index is a gain based upon how well the sensor can determine the
direction of the sound emitted by an adversary.
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-

DT = Detection threshold is the signal-to-noise ratio required by the sensor to
differentiate an adversary from the medium.

-

NL = Noise Level is indicative of the water depth, shipping level, and wind speed
in a sector [2].

Recall that all values in Equation 5.4 are in dB re µPa and that a signal excess of 0
implies that the instantaneous, or stationary, probability of detecting an adversary in that
grid cell is 0.50. As the signal excess becomes more positive, the stationary probability
of detection (PDS) increases [2]. The probability is stationary as it is an average
detection probability by the sensors with respect to a particular grid cell and is not a
temporal measure of detection.
(5.5)

SEi,j = max(SE i,j s ,SE i,j s ,...,SE i,j s )
1

!

2

n

In Equation 5.5, the signal excess of a grid cell at location (i,j) is the maximum signal
excess of all n sensors in the sector, relative to that grid cell.
$
1 #16
&SE i,j " 0, 2 C
PDSi,j = %
&SE < 0,1# 1 C #16
' i,j
2

(5.6)

6

C = " Ai P i
!
P=

!

!

(5.7)

i=0

SE i,j

(5.8)

2 *SD

Equations 5.6 to 5.8, presented in [2], convert the signal excess of a grid cell to a PDS.
Equations 5.6 and 5.7 are a 6-degree polynomial curve fitting that allows for a conversion
from signal excess to PDS, where A = [1, 0.0705, 0.04223, 0.00927, 0.000152, 0.000277,
0.00000431]. In Equation 5.8, SD is the standard deviation of the normal distribution,
typically 6 dB, for passive sonar [2].
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Once the signal excess for each grid cell has been converted to a PDS, the overall fitness
of the sensor field is calculated using Equation 5.9.
length width

" " PDS
Fitness =

!

i=1

i,j

j=1

(5.9)

length * width

The fitness of the field is the average PDS across all grid cells in the sector. Parameters
length and width denote how many grid cells in the x and y direction, respectively, exist
within the sector. This fitness function provides little analytical meaning, but is useful
for predicting simulated sensor field performance. As the fitness function value
increases, it will be shown in the next chapter that the simulated sensing capabilities of
the sensor field also increases.

Step 5: Crossover
Crossover, Step 5 of the algorithm, is executed between a given percentage of the fittest
fields, starting with the highest, and a randomly chosen partner. Once a partner is
chosen, a random number of genes (sensor locations), chosen at random, between 1 and
n/2 (rounded down) are exchanged, resulting in two children.
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Figure 5.3 - An Example of Crossover

The crossover operator is demonstrated in Figure 5.3 between Parents i and j. Each
chromosome is of size 7, thus between 1 and 3 genes can be swapped in the crossover. In
this example, 3 sensor locations are swapped. As can be seen, sensor locations 1, 5, and
6 from Parent j are merged with the remaining sensor locations from Parent i, resulting in
Child 1. Similarly, sensor locations 1, 5, and 6 from Parent i are merged with the
remaining sensor locations from Parent j, resulting in Child 2. Each child’s fitness is then
evaluated, as defined in Step 2 of the USDEA.

Step 6: Mutation
Mutation is attempted per gene, with a mutation probability µm, specified by the field
designer, to reduce the rate of convergence of the USDEA and provide variation in the
population. A biased coin is flipped for each gene in all chromosomes, where the
probability of heads is equal to µm and tails is 1-µm.
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When the coin-flip results in heads, a new random sensor location is chosen for the gene
and the altered chromosome becomes a new population member. A sensor’s location
remains unchanged when a coin-flip results in tails.

Figure 5.4 - An Example of Mutation

In Figure 5.4, for example, the coin-flip resulted in heads for sensor location 4. A new
location for that sensor was chosen at random. As a result, Member 1 becomes a new
member of the population. The fitness of this member is then calculated in Step 2 of the
USDEA.

5.3 Benchmarking the USDEA
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the deployments strategies investigated in the literature often
have a different set of goals and use different metrics than the proposed USDEA, thus
making a direct comparison unsuitable. Instead, a benchmarking of the USDEA was
done similar to the evolutionary algorithm presented in [73]. This benchmarking study
has two main purposes. First, it will show that the evolutionary approach to sensor
deployment employed by the USDEA will provide better sensor field fitness, and
ultimately, better sensor field performance, than a brute force or a random search
approach. Second, it will validate the need to use the initialization step (Step 1) of the
USDEA in order to achieve high fitness values for both mesh and cluster fields.
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In [73], two comparisons were made during benchmarking, one with a random search
and the other, with a brute force search, in the form of a parallel hill climber (PHC)
algorithm.

5.3.1 Random Search
The random search consists of executing Steps 1 and 2 of the USDEA repeatedly for
some number of iterations. An iteration of the random search algorithm is called a
generation. At the end of the first generation, the fitness of the fittest field in the
population is recorded. After each subsequent generation, the algorithm compares the
fitness of the fittest field of the current generation with the fitness of the fittest field found
to date. If the former fitness is greater than the latter, the fitness of that sensor field
becomes the new fitness of the random search.

5.3.2 Parallel Hill Climber
A standard benchmarking approach for an evolutionary algorithm is a comparison with a
PHC algorithm, as it demonstrates the effectiveness of the crossover operator with
respect to simply taking a brute force approach (based exclusively on mutation) [74].
In a PHC algorithm, during the first generation, an initial population of sensor fields is
constructed. The fitness of each sensor field is then determined using Step 2 of the
USDEA. Steps 3, 4, and 5 are not used, but Step 6 is executed, where every gene in each
chromosome is mutated with a mutation probability of 1. Subsequent generations consist
of executing only Steps 2 and 6. At the end of each generation, a copy of the fittest
chromosome, which is the current local maxima, automatically survives to the next
generation, so that the fitness achieved by the PHC algorithm never decreases.
Two PHC algorithms are considered in this work, one that constructs its initial population
using Step 1 of the USDEA. The second creates its initial population using only random
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sensor locations, resulting in a purely random brute force search. These algorithms are
referred to as “PHC Init” and “PHC No Init”, respectively.
A comparison between these two PHC algorithms is used to validate the utility of Step 1
of the USDEA. If the fitness of the “PHC Init” is greater than “PHC No Init”, it is highly
likely that this is due to Step 1. The purpose of Step 1, known as the initialization step, is
to create mesh or cluster fields with a required minimum cut set size or maximum
number of clusters, respectively. On the other hand, not using an initialization step and
creating an initial population of sensor fields using only random sensor locations may
result in a mesh or cluster field that will not meet the threshold requirements.

5.3.3 Benchmarking Parameters
Parameter
Size of Sector
Number of Sensors
Population Size
Communications Range
Sensing Range
Minimum Cut Set Size (MCSS)
Maximum Number of Clusters
(MNC)
Crossover
USDEA Mutation Probability
Number of Generations
Number of Runs

Value
100 x 100 kiloyards
10
100
22 kiloyards
11 kiloyards
1 to 5 links
2 to 5
Top 70% of fields
0.05
300
10 runs per algorithm

Table 5.1 - Parameters Used in the Benchmarking Study

Table 5.1 records the parameters used for each algorithm in the benchmarking study.
Note that the communications range is twice the sensing range and that the sensing range
is derived using representative environmental data and sensor system parameters. The
communications range is assumed to be twice the sensing range so that sensing coverage
overlaps only occur as a result of the connectivity requirements for the mesh and cluster
fields, namely the topology’s MCSS or MNC values. Doing so allows for a study of how
effectively each algorithm can form each topology and then improve its fitness without
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imposing further restrictions by using a shorter communications range, which will
actually be done in the next chapter. In the remainder of this study, the fitness of mesh
fields are presented as studies under Case 1 and the fitness of cluster fields as Case 2. All
runs for each algorithm were done using Matlab2.

5.3.4 Case 1 – Mesh Fields
Mesh fields are desirable, due to their link redundancy, when the environment is harsh
since connectivity between sensors could be intermittently or permanently disrupted at
any time, without warning. A moderate link redundancy with an MCSS of 2 or 3 should
suffice for most networks. However, this study has been extended to an MCSS of 5 to
illustrate the complexity in improving fitness, and ultimately, sensing performance, of the
field, when imposing such a strict connectivity requirement.

Figure 5.5 - Benchmarking for a Mesh Field with an MCSS of 2

Figure 5.5 shows the average fitness of the fittest sensor field from each generation over
the 10 runs of each algorithm. In the case of mesh fields with an MCSS of 2, the PHC
without an initialization step, labeled in Figure 5.5 as “PHC No Init”, performed quite
2

A MacBook Pro with a 2.33 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 2 GB of RAM was used in these runs.
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poorly. This was a result of the algorithm using random sensor locations to construct its
initial population of sensor fields. In fact, the algorithm was unable to form a single
mesh field with an MCSS of 2 in 7 out of 10 runs, hence the low average fitness values.
In contrast, the PHC with initialization step, labeled as “PHC Init”, performed
significantly better than the “PHC No Init”, as seen in Figure 5.5, since it used Step 1 of
the USDEA to construct its initial population of sensor fields. As a result, the “PHC Init”
algorithm was able to construct many mesh fields with an MCSS of 2, which it could
then evolve using only mutation.
However, the USDEA, which uses not only a moderate amount of mutation, but also
crossover, outperformed the “PHC Init” algorithm by 6.53% after 300 generations. Since
both algorithms use Step 1 of the USDEA and mutation, it can be conjectured that the use
of crossover in the USDEA is quite valuable.
Lastly, the USDEA also outperforms the random search algorithm by 17.09% after 300
generations since the random search creates initial populations of sensor fields using Step
1 of the USDEA, but does not perform crossover or mutation to further evolve them.

Figure 5.6 - Benchmarking for a Mesh Field with an MCSS of 4
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When the MCSS increases to 4, shown in Figure 5.6, the performance improvement of
the USDEA over the “PHC Init” and the random search is less. The reason for this is
twofold. First, it is difficult to construct a field with an MCSS of 4, due to the strictness
of the connectivity requirements. Secondly, once a field with such high link redundancy
is successfully created, adjusting the locations of sensors, while still maintaining the same
level of connectivity, becomes quite complex.
Furthermore, since sensors must be deployed close together in order to meet connectivity
requirements, the fitness of the sensor field decreases in comparison with mesh fields
with smaller MCSS values.
Lastly, it is worth noting in Figure 5.6 that the “PHC No Init” never constructs a field
with fitness greater than zero. This signifies that using a pure brute force approach has a
high probability of failure for creating a field with an MCSS of 4. Such a finding
validates Step 1 of the USDEA for mesh fields since this step is able to construct many
fields that meet connectivity requirements for any MCSS investigated in this study.
The fitness improvement in using the USDEA over the PHC algorithms and the random
search for the remaining MCSS values is summarized below.

"a =

!

FitnessUSDEA
*100
Fitness a

(5.10)

The fitness improvement # achieved in using the USDEA over the PHC algorithms and
the random search after 300 generations is defined in Equation 5.10, where a is the
algorithm being compared with the USDEA.
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MCSS
1
2
3
4
5

#PHC_init
4.57%
6.53%
5.90%
6.69%
3.86%

#PHC_no_init
7.95%
256.07%
!
!
!

#Random
22.30%
17.09%
8.80%
4.51%
2.88%

Table 5.2 - USDEA Improvement Statistics for Mesh Fields

Table 5.2 shows the improvement in performance achieved by the USDEA over both
PHC algorithms and the random search for all MCSS values.
The improvement of the USDEA for an MCSS of 1 over the “PHC Init” is 4.57%, 7.95%
over the “PHC No Init”, and 22.3% over the random search. The increase in
improvement of the USDEA noticed over these three can be logically attributed to the
decreased intelligence in each algorithm. However, when the MCSS value is increased,
the relative improvement achieved with USDEA over the “PHC Init” and random search
decreases, as discussed above.
Sensor fields created by the “PHC No Init” algorithm never achieved fitness greater than
zero for MCSS values above 2 because a pure brute force approach lacks the intelligence
to create sensor fields with such strict connectivity requirements. Even with an
intelligent initialization step, the “PHC Init” has a difficult time creating mesh fields of
any MCSS value above 2. Thus, expecting a purely random approach to sensor
deployment, as used in the “PHC No Init” algorithm, to successfully create mesh fields of
any MCSS value above 2 is unrealistic.
Convergence: Convergence and convergence times are important criteria for evaluating
an evolutionary algorithm, as they measure how quickly an algorithm can reach a viable
solution. In evolutionary algorithm terms, convergence has occurred when the average
fitness of the population is extremely close to, or has reached, the fitness of the fittest
member of the population [74]. Essentially, the entire population has achieved
effectively the same solution (typically with slight variations), meaning that further
evolution will not produce significant fitness improvements in the population.
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Convergence time is therefore the number of generations an evolutionary algorithm must
be run for to achieve convergence of the algorithm.
The USDEA converges on average to a fitness value equal to 97.5% of the fitness value
at Generation 300 after only 25 generations, meaning that the point of diminishing returns
in using the algorithm has been reached at that time. However, it should be noted that the
USDEA’s fitness value after 25 generations is higher than any of the other algorithms for
mesh fields. The low convergence time of the USDEA is due to the combination of using
Step 1, along with both crossover and mutation. In terms of computation time, the
USDEA achieved convergence in 3 minutes. (As a note, the full 300-generation run of
the USDEA took 36 minutes on average to complete.)
Both PHC algorithms took an average of 12 minutes to run 300 generations, but never
converged. During the 12-minute runtime of the PHC algorithms, convergence never
occurred since very few mesh fields maintained their connectivity after being mutated
during each generation. As a result, the average fitness of the population could never
reach the fitness of the fittest sensor field. Even with the initialization step, the “PHC
Init” could obtain very few mesh fields with fitness above zero after mutation. Whenever
a field did not meet connectivity requirements, which was a common occurrence with the
PHC algorithms, its fitness was not evaluated. By not evaluating the fitness of a field,
computationally intensive fitness calculations could be skipped. Hence, the low runtime
for mesh fields were seen, using both PHC algorithms.
Runtime for the random search was 45 minutes on average. Numerous fitness
calculations had to be run for this algorithm, as the algorithm consists only of doing an
initialization step during each generation. This suggests that the initialization step is
quite effective in producing mesh fields that meet connectivity requirements since many
fields did meet connectivity requirements and thus had to have their fitness calculated.
While the importance of the initialization step and mutation is quite clear, the added use
of crossover in the USDEA cannot be understated.
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5.3.5 Case 2 – Cluster Fields
Cluster fields are valuable in situations where the environment is not particularly harsh
since they only require one-hop cluster clients to maintain connectivity with a cluster
head. As the number of clusters increases, a sensor field can attain more sensing
coverage because the clusters, as well as the sensors located within those clusters, can be
more spread out.
Unfortunately, there is a cost implication associated with adding more clusters to a field,
as each additional cluster requires an expensive cluster head to be added to the field for
data aggregation purposes. This portion of the benchmarking study shows that creating a
cluster field with an MNC of 2 is rather complex, but that deployment becomes less
complex with an increased MNC, albeit at a higher monetary cost for the field.

Figure 5.7 - Benchmarking for a Cluster Field with an MNC of 2

In the case of cluster fields with an MNC of 2, shown in Figure 5.7, the “PHC No Init”
takes approximately 200 generations to achieve fitness similar to “PHC Init”. This is
because creating a cluster field with two clusters is non-trivial since the formation of a
new cluster is very sensitive to the location of the sensors in the field, as discussed in
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Section 5.1.2. When sensors are deployed randomly, it is therefore difficult to ensure that
only 2 clusters are formed.
The random search achieves a low fitness, even after 300 generations, since it does not
evolve the cluster fields, using crossover or mutation, once they are formed. Once again,
the USDEA outperforms the other algorithms due to the combination of its initialization
step, crossover, and mutation.

Figure 5.8 - Benchmarking for a Cluster Field with an MNC of 5

From Figure 5.8, it can be noticed that when creating a field with 5 clusters, it is slightly
more beneficial for the PHC to use random sensor locations for the initial population,
which is denoted by “PHC No Init” having a higher fitness than “PHC Init”. It should
also be noted that the fitness when using 5 clusters is higher than with 2 clusters since the
clusters are more spread out and less sensing overlap occurs. Finally, Figure 5.8 shows
that deploying a 5-cluster field is less complex than a 2-cluster field since a purely brute
force approach outperformed the brute force approach with an initialization step that was
used to help form clusters.
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MNC
2
3
4
5

#PHC_init
5.94%
4.64%
3.70%
2.89%

#PHC_no_init
8.27%
4.71%
2.66%
1.24%

#Random
16.26%
15.12%
12.97%
11.85%

Table 5.3 - USDEA Improvement Statistics for Cluster Fields

Table 5.3 shows that the improvement in using the USDEA diminishes in comparison
with each algorithm after each MNC increment. This finding again suggests that the
deployment is easier when more clusters are formed since the clusters, and the sensors
located within them, can be more spread out. Of course, using additional clusters comes
at a cost of adding expensive cluster heads to the field.
Convergence: Similar to the mesh field benchmarking, the USDEA converges at
approximately 3 minutes of runtime. Comparatively, neither PHC algorithm converges
during the 300 generations. Even for an MNC of 5, there remains sensitivity in the
location of sensors in terms of causing additional clusters to form, as a result of mutating
every sensor location during each generation. Both PHC algorithms ran on average for
20 minutes, as they were able to achieve comparatively more cluster fields with the
required MNC value than with mesh fields. Once again, the random search took on
average 45 minutes to complete. Finally, the full 300 generations of the USDEA took 36
minutes to run on average.

5.4 Summary
This chapter proposed the Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm,
which simultaneously considers the six factors deemed pertinent for an underwater sensor
deployment in Section 2.6.2, using an evolutionary approach. These factors include
sensing range, communications range, monetary costs, link redundancy, range
dependence, and probabilistic visitation.
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Rather than make unfair comparisons between the USDEA and the sensor deployment
strategies in the literature that do not consider all of these factors, a benchmarking study
was conducted. The benchmarking study had two main outcomes. First, it showed that
the USDEA could outperform a brute force search, as well as a random search, in terms
of its fitness, which ultimately reflects a sensor field’s sensing capabilities in practice.
Second, it validated the need for an intelligent initialization step (Step 1 of the USDEA)
for constructing an initial population of sensors fields, especially when creating mesh
fields, due to their strict connectivity requirements, and for cluster fields of lower MNC
values. As a result of these two outcomes, the overall approach of the USDEA, including
its use of an intelligent initialization step, crossover, and mutation, was validated.
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6 Effects of Topology and Communications on Sensing
In the previous chapter, the Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm
(USDEA) was proposed and its overall approach of using an intelligent initialization step,
crossover, and mutation was validated using a benchmarking study. The benchmarking
study also alluded to the effects of the connectivity requirements of mesh and cluster
fields on the fitness of each field. However, since the fitness of a sensor field has little
analytical meaning in that it only measures the sensing capabilities of a sensor field on
average, the sensor fields must be simulated to quantify the sensing capabilities of the
field over time. This metric is therefore an indication of the sensor field’s performance in
practice, which begs the question of whether the improvements in fitness of a sensor field
by the USDEA are indicative of improvements in the sensor field’s sensing capabilities
over time. That is, a validation of the USDEA’s fitness function is required.
Three studies are presented in this chapter that are used to validate the fitness function.
The first study is an initial fitness function validation, or “sanity check”, used to show for
two exemplary USDEA runs (one mesh and one cluster field), that the sensing
performance of a sensor field does increase with increased fitness.
Besides validating the fitness function of the USDEA, the next two studies provide an in
depth study of the effects of the topology and the communications range on the sensing
capabilities of an underwater sensor field. Rather than attempt to determine the effects of
each of these factors simultaneously, the second study in the chapter focuses solely on the
effects of the connectivity requirements of mesh and cluster topologies on sensing
capabilities.
The final study, on the other hand, imposes communications range restrictions on top of
the connectivity requirements imposed by using mesh and cluster topologies, which
further impacts sensing capabilities of a sensor field. Essentially, these two studies,
neither of which has been conducted for an underwater sensor deployment to the
knowledge of the author, are the major contribution of this chapter. These studies best
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exemplify the deployment challenges faced by an underwater sensor field designer and
the design choices that are pivotal to successful operation of the field in terms of sensing
and communications.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. An initial fitness function
validation is presented in Section 6.1. A study of the effect of topology on the sensing
capabilities of a sensor field is discussed in Section 6.2 and the results are analyzed in
Section 6.3. Similarly, a study of the effect of the communications range and the
topology on field sensing capabilities is offered in Section 6.4 and its results are analyzed
in Section 6.5. The chapter is then summarized in Section 6.6.

6.1 Initial Fitness Function Validation
In this section, a simple sanity check study is done for a mesh field and a cluster field to
show that improvements to the fitness function of the USDEA do, in fact, indicate
improvements in the sensing capabilities of the sensor field in practice.
Two stages were involved in this study. In the first stage, for each topology, mesh and
cluster, the USDEA was run once with the parameters provided in Table 6.1 and the
fittest field at the end of each generation was saved.
Parameter
Size of Sector
Number of Sensors
Population Size
Communications Range
Sensing Range
Minimum Cut Set Size (MCSS)
Maximum Number of Clusters
(MNC)
Number of Generations
Crossover
Mutation Probability
Number of USDEA Runs

Value
100 x 100 kiloyards
10
100
22 kiloyards
11 kiloyards
2 links
3
25 generations
Top 70% of fields
0.05
1 per threshold value

Table 6.1 - USDEA Parameters Used in Initial Fitness Function Validation
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In the second stage, the most fit sensor field found after each generation was simulated
100 times, using MUSICALTM, which evaluates the field’s effectiveness in sensing
underwater adversaries. Simulations in MUSICALTM were run for 12 hours of
simulation time against 5000 randomly placed adversaries, whose course changed every
hour in a random fashion. During each simulation, the number of uniquely detected
adversaries was counted to determine the cumulative probability detection CPDSIM. This
value represents the expected performance of a sensor field in practice.

Figure 6.1 - Fitness of Fittest Field from Each Generation

As shown in Figure 6.1, the fitness of the fittest mesh and cluster fields from each
generation increased over time. The fitness disparity between the fields is due to the fact
that mesh fields, even with an MCSS of 2, require sensors to be placed close together in
order to meet this threshold value. On the other hand, cluster fields allow for sensors to
be placed as far away as possible from a one-hop cluster head, resulting in minimal
sensing overlap.
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Figure 6.2 - Average CPD of Fittest Field from Each Generation

Figure 6.2 shows the average CPDSIM over the 100 simulations of each sensor field. In
comparison with Figure 6.1, it can be seen that the CPDSIM improves as the fitness of the
fittest fields from each generation increases, meaning that the fitness function is a proper
indicator of simulated performance. Also included in Figure 6.2 is an “Ideal” curve,
which is the expected performance of a field of 10 sensors after 12 hours without any
communication constraints. The curve was determined analytically using Koopman’s
search equation, as discussed in Section 3.1, and is used for illustrative purposes as an
upper limit on the sensing capabilities of the field.
Clearly, the corresponding trend seen in fitness and CPDSIM is not entirely convincing, as
it was shown for only two runs of the USDEA. However, it does provide a basis for the
trends that will be seen in the next two studies. Namely, as the USDEA is run repeatedly
and the fittest field at the end of each run is simulated, it will be shown unequivocally
that there exists a strong correlation between fitness improvements and actual
improvements in field sensing capabilities.
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6.2 Effect of Topology on Field Sensing Capabilities
Using similar parameters to the benchmarking study, the effect of mesh and cluster
topologies, along with their respective threshold values, the minimum cut set size or
maximum number of clusters, respectively, is quantified in this study. The effect of mesh
and cluster topologies was isolated by making the communications range twice the
sensing range. By doing so, sensing coverage overlap results only from the connectivity
requirements imposed by each topology and not as a result of a limitation in
communications range.
As in the previous study, two stages were involved in this study. In the first stage, for
each topology, mesh and cluster, the USDEA was run 100 times each with the parameters
provided in Table 6.2 and the fittest field at the end of each run was saved. Note that the
USDEA was run for only 25 generations, as opposed to the 300 generations used in the
benchmarking study, since the algorithm converges after 25 generations. Also, the
sensing range of 11 kyd is assumed to have been derived from using representative
environmental data and sensor system parameters.
Parameter
Size of Sector
Number of Sensors
Population Size
Communications Range
Sensing Range
Minimum Cut Set Size (MCSS)
Maximum Number of Clusters
(MNC)
Number of Generations
Crossover
Mutation Probability
Number of USDEA Runs

Value
100 x 100 kiloyards
10
100
22 kiloyards
11 kiloyards
1 to 5 links
2 to 5
25 generations
Top 70% of fields
0.05
100 per threshold value

Table 6.2 - USDEA Parameters Used in Topology Study

Once again, in the second stage of the study, the most fit sensor field found after each
USDEA run was simulated 100 times, using MUSICALTM, to evaluate the field’s
effectiveness in sensing underwater adversaries. Simulations in MUSICALTM were run
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for 12 hours of simulation time against 5000 randomly placed adversaries, whose course
changed every hour in a random fashion. The cumulative probability detection CPDSIM is
then calculated based upon the number of adversaries detected during simulation.
The results presented in this study highlight the dependence of a field’s sensing
capabilities on the chosen topology and its associated connectivity requirements.
Additionally, they also illustrate the ability of the USDEA to improve the sensing
capabilities of a sensor field from the first generation to the last generation of evolution,
even with strict connectivity requirements.
In the remainder of this study and the subsequent study, the sensing capabilities of mesh
fields are presented as studies under Case 1 and the sensing capabilities of cluster fields
as Case 2.

6.2.1 Case 1 – Mesh Fields
In the following subsections, a series of cumulative probability of detection plots are
presented. These plots were generated by running MUSICALTM for mesh fields and
cluster fields of varying threshold values, using a communications range of 22 kyd with
an 11 kyd sensing range. They also include the “Ideal” curve, as described in the
previous study, for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 6.3 - Average CPD of Initial USDEA Mesh Fields

Figure 6.4 - Average CPD of Best USDEA Mesh Fields

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the average CPDSIM accretion over 100 simulations of the fittest
sensor field from each of the 100 USDEA runs done for each MCSS. The average
performance of the fittest mesh fields of the first (initial) generation is shown in Figure
6.3, while Figure 6.4 shows that of the most fit (best) mesh field after the 25th, and final,
generation. There is a significant increase in CPDSIM from the initial to the final
generation in all cases due to the effectiveness of the USDEA, which will be quantified in
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the next section. However, there is also substantial field performance degradation as the
MCSS is increased from 1 to 5 links since the sensors must be deployed closer together in
order to achieve higher MCSS values.

6.2.2 Case 2 – Cluster Fields
Cluster field performance is shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, similar to the mesh fields,
where the MNC is varied from 2 to 5 clusters, with 100 simulations done for each field
generated by the USDEA for each MNC value.

Figure 6.5 - Average CPD of Initial USDEA Cluster Fields
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Figure 6.6 - Average CPD of Best USDEA Cluster Fields

Significant performance improvements can be seen from the initial generation to the final
in all cases, where the sensing capabilities of the field improve with each additional
cluster added to the field. Recall that the addition of a cluster results in a new distinct
sensing coverage region in the field. When new a cluster is added, the number of
available sensor remains the same, (one of the regular sensors simply becomes a cluster
head) meaning that each cluster will have fewer sensors in it on average. As a result,
these clusters are less likely to have coverage overlaps than in clusters with more sensors
since the sensors must all be within communications range of the cluster head and fewer
sensors crowding around a cluster head allows for less overlap.
It is also worth mentioning that cluster fields with 4 and 5 clusters provided slightly
better sensing performance than the analytical ideal. Since the “Ideal” case assumes
detection is only possible within a fixed sensing range, which is not true of actual
underwater sensors, as detections can be made with low probability outside of a sensor’s
purported sensing range, this phenomenon can occur.
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6.3 Analysis and Discussion of Topology Study
This section provides an in depth analysis of the effect of the topology and associated
threshold values for both mesh and cluster fields. Additionally, this analysis is used to
validate the fitness function of the USDEA.

6.3.1 Case 1 – Mesh Fields
The following equations are used to calculate the metrics shown in the next two tables.

"USDEA =
" SIM =

Fitness Final
*100
Fitness Initial

(6.1)

CPDFinal
*100
CPDInitial

(6.2)

!
!

Equation 6.1 shows the improvement in fitness #USDEA from the fittest field of the first
generation to the fittest field of the 25th, and final, generation for a single threshold
(MCSS or MNC) value. Equation 6.2 represents !SIM, the improvement in CPDSIM after
12 hours of simulation time using the fittest field from the first generation to the fittest
field of the final generation.
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When a field’s threshold value ' is increased from its smallest value i to any higher value
n, there is a change in CPDSIM, which is represented in Equation 6.3. This change µi,n is
always a loss in the case of mesh fields. For example, in Table 6.3, below, a loss in
sensing capabilities of -37.05% is seen when increasing the MCSS from 1 to 3 links.
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Equation 6.4, however, denotes the change in fitness when incrementing from the
previous threshold value n-1 to the current threshold value n, which is known as the
marginal utility ( n-1,n of the increment. The marginal utility is always negative for mesh
fields. For example, increasing the MCSS from 2 to 3 links results in a change in CPDSIM
of -20.92%.
MCSS
1
2
3
4
5

#USDEA
44.50%
35.09%
25.28%
17.65%
11.72%

!SIM
45.71%
33.09%
22.85%
14.66%
9.65%

µ1,n
-16.13%
-37.05%
-57.42%
-74.04%

( n-1,n
-16.13%
-20.92%
-20.37%
-16.61%

Table 6.3 - Effect of Increasing Minimum Cut Set Size

Table 6.3 first shows the increase in fitness by the USDEA after 25 generations of
evolution for each MCSS. It can be seen that there is a decrease in #USDEA as the MCSS
increases since the added strictness of the communications requirements causes the
sensors to be deployed closer together. Furthermore, optimizing their deployment
locations becomes exceedingly difficult while maintaining connectivity requirements.
The !SIM after 12 hours of simulation time also decreases as the MCSS increases for the
same reasons. It is worth noting that improvements in fitness and CPDSIM for each
MCSS closely coincide with one another. The fact that they similarly increase validates
the fitness function of the USDEA.
Additionally, it can be seen in Table 6.3 that as the MCSS is increased above one link,
there is a significant loss in CPDSIM due to an increased strictness of the connectivity
requirements. Field designers must therefore consider how much loss in sensing
capabilities is acceptable for reaching various levels of link redundancy since it is
significant with each MCSS increment, as demonstrated by the marginal utility.
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6.3.2 Case 2 – Cluster Fields
MNC
2
3
4
5

#USDEA
28.54%
27.24%
26.12%
23.43%

!SIM
24.90%
25.97%
25.01%
21.20%

µ2,n
17.82%
25.60%
27.90%

( n-1,n
17.82%
7.78%
2.30%

Table 6.4 - Effect of Increasing Maximum Number of Clusters

In contrast with mesh fields, in the case of cluster fields, the addition of a cluster results
in a gain in CPDSIM, according to the µ2,n column in Table 6.4. A positive marginal
utility is also seen, but it decreases as the maximum number of clusters (MNC) is
increased. This decrease in marginal utility represents a tradeoff between increasing
sensing capabilities and the cost of adding expensive additional cluster heads. As more
clusters are added, the USDEA is able to achieve higher increases in #USDEA, and as a
result, !SIM, since deployment becomes relatively less complex. This is an inverse of the
effect in mesh fields, where adding more link redundancy to the field (increasing the
MCSS) results in smaller increases in #USDEA and !SIM, as deployment becomes more
complex.
Once again, the improvements in fitness and CPDSIM for each MNC closely coincide with
one another, which validate the fitness function of the USDEA, as it is indicative of
simulated sensor field performance.
By using simulations to determine the CPDSIM for mesh and cluster fields of varying
threshold values, field designers are able to clearly see tradeoffs in performance for each
topology and threshold value and are given a temporally valid metric. When using a
mesh field, it must be considered how much sensing coverage a field designer is willing
to sacrifice to achieve a desired level of link redundancy, which will be dependent upon
the harshness of the environment. If the environment is not particularly harsh, a field
designer will want to consider using a cluster field, but must be conscious of the
associated cost for adding additional clusters to the field to improve sensing capabilities.
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It is also worth noting that none of the sensor deployment works discussed in Chapter 2
use simulations and merely consider average values of sensor field performance, such as
the stationary probability of detection [4,8-10,25], which are not indicative of sensor field
performance over time.
While it is unlikely that the communications range will be double the sensing range
because communications are done at frequencies on the order of kHz [1] and underwater
vehicles tend to emit sound at frequencies in the low kHz and below range [2], the overall
trends seen in this study will continue when the communications ranges are more
realistic, as done in the next study.

6.4 Effect of Communications Range on Field Sensing Capabilities
Having looked at the effect of mesh and cluster topologies, and their associated threshold
values, on a field’s sensing capabilities when the communications range is not a limiting
factor of the sensing range, this study imposes an additional restriction of more realistic
communications ranges.
The same two stages from the previous study are used in this study, with the USDEA
parameters shown below in Table 6.5, except that shorter, limiting communications
ranges were considered. As before, the USDEA was run 100 times for each of the
topologies using the two communications ranges and the fittest field from each run was
saved. MUSICALTM is also run 100 times for each field and the CPDSIM is calculated.
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Parameter
Size of Sector
Number of Sensors
Population Size
Communications Range
Sensing Range
Minimum Cut Set Size (MCSS)
Maximum Number of Clusters
(MNC)
Number of Generations
Crossover
Mutation Probability
Number of USDEA Runs

Value
100 x 100 kiloyards
10
100
11 and 5.5 kiloyards
11 kiloyards
1 to 5 links
2 to 5
25 generations
Top 70% of fields
0.05
100 per threshold value

Table 6.5 - USDEA Parameters Used in Communications Range and Topology Study

The communications ranges used in this study were 11 and 5.5 kyd, which are equal to
and half of, respectively, the sensing range that can be achieved by each sensor. Such
communications ranges force sensing overlap between sensors and thus reduce a field’s
sensing capabilities as a result. In addition, connectivity requirements imposed on the
sensor fields, for each topology, will further reduce a field’s sensing capabilities.

6.4.1 Case 1 – Mesh Fields
In the following subsections, a series of cumulative probability of detection plots are
presented. These plots were determined by running MUSICALTM for mesh fields and
cluster fields, using the two communications ranges. Included in each plot is the “Ideal”
curve, which is shown for illustrative purposes. In Figures 6.7 to 6.10, the curves for
MCSS 3 and 4 are omitted to avoid clutter, as these curves fall between the curves for
MCSS 2 and 5 and do not provide any added knowledge.
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Figure 6.7 - Average CPD of Initial USDEA Mesh Fields Comms Range = 11 kyd

Figure 6.8 - Average CPD of Final USDEA Mesh Fields Comms Range = 11 kyd

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the average CPDSIM accretion over 100 simulations of the fittest
sensor field from each of the 100 USDEA runs done for each MCSS. As in the previous
study, the average performance of the fittest mesh fields of the first (initial) generation is
shown in Figure 6.7, while Figure 6.8 shows that of the most fit (best) mesh field after the
25th, and final, generation. There is an obvious increase in CPDSIM from the initial to the
final generation in all cases due to the effectiveness of the USDEA. As expected,
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increasing the MCSS from 1 to 5 links decreases the performance since sensors must be
deployed closer together in order to achieve higher MCSS values.

Figure 6.9 - Average CPD of Initial USDEA Mesh Fields Comms Range = 5.5 kyd

Figure 6.10 - Average CPD of Final USDEA Mesh Fields Comms Range = 5.5 kyd

When the communications range for the sensors in a mesh field is reduced to 5.5 kyd,
improvement in sensor field performance is difficult to achieve, as seen in Figures 6.9
and 6.10. This is especially evident as the MCSS increases since both connectivity
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requirements and the strict communications range make optimization of the sensor
locations quite complex. Also, it should be noted that the achievable field performance
with a communications range of 5.5 kyd is much less than that of 11 kyd due to the
closeness with which the sensors must be placed to provide the desired connectivity.
It is also worth mentioning that the impact of the communications range on the sensing
capabilities of a sensor field is much more significant than the impact of the connectivity
constraints imposed by increasing the MCSS. This is intuitive since a reduction in
communications range by half must result in the sensors being deployed at least twice as
closely. However, increasing the MCSS does not necessarily result in such a significant
change.

6.4.2 Case 2 – Cluster Fields
In contrast to the relatively low dependence of sensing performance on the MCSS value
of the mesh fields, the performance of cluster fields shows significant dependence on the
number of clusters.

Figure 6.11 - Average CPD of Initial USDEA Cluster Fields Comms Range = 11 kyd
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Figure 6.12 - Average CPD of Final USDEA Cluster Fields Comms Range = 11 kyd

For cluster fields, a high level of improvement in performance can be realized for all
MNC values from the initial fields, shown in Figure 6.11, to the final fields, shown in
Figure 6.12. Less strict connectivity requirements afforded by the use of one-hop clusters
allows for more flexibility in sensor locations during optimization of the cluster fields.
As the number of clusters increases to 5, field performance is able to reach nearly that of
the “Ideal” case, even with a communications range equal to the sensing range. With
each additional cluster added to the field (increase in MNC), unique sensing coverage
regions are formed and less sensing overlap occurs since fewer sensors are attempting to
communicate with the cluster head.
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Figure 6.13 - Average CPD of Initial USDEA Cluster Fields Comms Range = 5.5 kyd

Figure 6.14 - Average CPD of Final USDEA Cluster Fields Comms Range = 5.5 kyd

Reducing the communications range to 5.5 kyd still results in good sensing capabilities,
compared to the “Ideal” case, as seen in Figures 6.13 and 6.14. As would be expected,
there is degradation in performance of the cluster fields when the communications range
is halved. However, the reduction in sensing capabilities for the same decrease in
communications range is not as significant as seen in the mesh fields since the
connectivity requirements of cluster fields are much less strict.
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6.5 Analysis and Discussion of Communications Range Study
This section provides an in depth analysis of the sensor field performance results shown
in the previous section. A comparison is also made between these results and the
simulated sensor field performance results from the previous study, where the
communications range of the sensors was double the sensing range, or 22 kiloyards. It is
unlikely that a communications range would be double the acoustic sensing range of a
sensor due to the relatively high frequencies used for communications underwater, thus
the 22 kyd sensing data is only used here for illustrative purposes.
Besides determining the impact of the shorter communications ranges on the sensing
capabilities of the field, the fitness function of the USDEA is once again validated, based
upon the simulation results.

6.5.1 Case 1 – Mesh Fields
Similar to Section 6.3, the four metrics shown in the following two tables, as well as the
first two tables in the next subsection, are calculated using Equations 6.1 through 6.4,
respectively.
MCSS
1
2
3
4
5

#USDEA
41.36%
18.63%
12.99%
8.54%
5.07%

!SIM
39.76%
16.83%
11.51%
7.69%
4.43%

µ1,n
-25.97%
-41.93%
-57.35%
-69.13%

( n-1,n
-25.97%
-15.97%
-15.41%
-11.79%

Table 6.6 - Effect of Increasing MCSS, Communications Range 11 Kiloyards

Table 6.6 first shows the increase in fitness by the USDEA after 25 generations of
evolution for each MCSS with a communications range of 11 kyd. It can be seen that
there is a decrease in #USDEA as the MCSS increases since the added strictness of the
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connectivity requirements causes the sensors to be deployed closer together. The !SIM
after 12 hours of simulation time also decreases as the MCSS increases for the same
reasons. As in the previous study, the improvements in fitness and CPDSIM for each
MCSS closely coincide with one another, providing validation for the fitness function of
the USDEA.
Additionally, Table 6.6 shows that as the MCSS is increased above one link, there is a
significant loss in CPDSIM due to an increased strictness of the connectivity requirements.
Also note that marginal utility actually decreases with each MCSS increment. This
suggests that the impact of the MCSS on sensing capabilities decreases as the MCSS
increases.
MCSS
1
2
3
4
5

#USDEA
17.96%
6.97%
3.61%
2.01%
0.95%

!SIM
16.56%
6.42%
3.55%
1.94%
0.77%

µ1,n
-15.88%
-23.79%
-30.86%
-36.40%

( n-1,n
-15.88%
-7.90%
-7.07%
-5.54%

Table 6.7 - Effect of Increasing MCSS, Communications Range 5.5 Kiloyards

When decreasing the communications ranges from 11 kyd to 5.5 kyd, there is little
opportunity to increase the sensing capabilities of the sensor field beyond an MCSS of 2,
as seen in the first two columns of Table 6.7. Such a short communications range by
nature causes a large amount of sensing overlap. Under strict connectivity requirements,
it is even more complex to optimize the deployment.
Comms
Range
(kyd)
22
11
5.5

MCSS 1

MCSS 2

MCSS 3

MCSS 4

MCSS 5

0.8164
0.5666
0.3575

0.7030
0.4498
0.3085

0.5957
0.3992
0.2888

0.5186
0.3601
0.2732

0.4691
0.3350
0.2621

Table 6.8 - Average CPD at 12 Hours of Simulation Time for the Best Mesh Fields
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Table 6.8 shows the average CPDSIM after 12 hours of simulation time for
communications ranges of 22, 11, and 5.5 kyd for each MCSS value. There are two
intuitive trends of note in this table. First, the CPDSIM for each communications range
decreases as the MCSS increases. Secondly, the CPDSIM decreases for each MCSS value
as the communications range decreases.

' CPD%
*
$
"# ,$ = ))
&1,, *100
( CPD% #
+

!

(6.5)

To quantify the second trend, let )*," be the change in CPDSIM when the communications
range of a sensor is reduced from * kyd to " kyd for a threshold value ', as given in
Equation 6.5. This change is always negative for a mesh field, (and consequently, a
cluster field) as seen in Table 6.9.
MCSS
1
2
3
4
5

)22,11
-44.09%
-56.29%
-49.22%
-44.02%
-40.03%

)22,5.5
-128.36%
-127.88%
-106.27%
-89.82%
-78.98%

)11,5.5
-58.49%
-45.80%
-38.23%
-31.81%
-27.81%

Table 6.9 - Effect of Decreasing Communications Range in Mesh Fields

The profound effect the communications range has on the sensing coverage of a mesh
field can be seen in Table 6.9. For all MCSS values, the change in sensing capabilities
when reducing the communications range from 22 to 11 kyd varies from -40.03% to 56.29%. Far worse is the change when the communications range is reduced by a factor
of 4, to 5.5 kyd, which reaches upwards of -128.36% for an MCSS of 1. When reducing
the communications range from 11 to 5.5 kyd, the loss is not as significant as in the
previous case.
However, the changes when reducing the communications range from 22 to 11 kyd and
11 to 5.5 kyd are far larger for each MCSS than any marginal utility value shown in
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Tables 6.6 and 6.7, respectively, when incrementing the MCSS. Only when the MCSS is
increased by more than one link does such a large change occur.

6.5.2 Case 2 – Cluster Fields
MNC
2
3
4
5

#USDEA
17.59%
20.12%
21.24%
22.11%

!SIM
14.58%
18.53%
20.99%
22.90%

µ2,n
28.24%
45.56%
56.48%

( n-1,n
28.24%
17.32%
10.92%

Table 6.10 - Effect of Increasing MNC, Communications Range 11 Kiloyards

For cluster fields, the addition of a cluster results in a gain in CPDSIM, according to the

µ2,n column in Table 6.10. A positive marginal utility is also seen, but it decreases as the
maximum number of clusters (MNC) is increased, which represents a tradeoff between
increasing sensing capabilities and the cost of adding expensive additional cluster heads.
As in the previous study, when more clusters are added, the USDEA is able to achieve
higher increases in #USDEA, and as a result, !SIM, since deployment becomes relatively less
complex.
MNC
2
3
4
5

#USDEA
9.21%
12.55%
14.09%
17.29%

!SIM
8.58%
12.82%
15.08%
19.08%

µ2,n
33.82%
58.02%
75.88%

( n-1,n
33.82%
24.20%
17.86%

Table 6.11 - Effect of Increasing MNC, Communications Range 5.5 Kiloyards

Similar to the results in Table 6.10, Table 6.11 shows increases in !SIM with each
additional cluster added to the field. However, these increases, and their marginal
utilities, are even larger when the communications range is reduced to 5.5 kyd. This
implies that adding clusters when the communications range is short is extremely
beneficial to increasing the field’s sensing capabilities. At the same time, however, the
USDEA is not able to improve the #USDEA of these fields as much as in the 11 kyd case,
since the communications range is much shorter. Lastly, it should be noted that in both
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tables, the improvements in fitness and sensing capabilities of the field similarly
increased, again validating the fitness function.
Comms
Range
(kyd)
22
11
5.5

MNC 2

MNC 3

MNC 4

MNC 5

0.7434
0.5652
0.4669

0.8759
0.7248
0.6248

0.9337
0.8227
0.7378

0.9508
0.8844
0.8212

Table 6.12 - Average CPD at 12 Hours of Simulation Time for the Best Cluster Fields

In Table 6.12, as the MNC increases, there is an increase in CPDSIM as each additional
cluster is added to the field. This is opposite to the effect seen in mesh fields (Table 6.7)
where the CPDSIM decreases with an increase in MCSS. However, there is still a
decrease in CPDSIM as the communications range decreases, in the case of cluster fields.
MNC
2
3
4
5

)22,11
-31.53%
-20.85%
-13.49%
-7.51%

)22,5.5
-59.22%
-40.19%
-26.55%
-15.78%

)11,5.5
-21.05%
-16.01%
-11.51%
-7.70%

Table 6.13 - Effect of Decreasing Communications Range in Cluster Fields

Table 6.13 shows that the loss in CPDSIM when the communications range is reduced is
not nearly as significant as in the case of mesh fields, shown in Table 6.8. There are two
main reasons for this finding. First, the connectivity requirements for a cluster topology
are not as strict as mesh fields above an MCSS of 1. More importantly, cluster fields
allow for a variety of sensor coverage regions that are scattered throughout an area,
instead of all sensing coverage being located in a single region, as in a mesh field. This
inherent flexibility in sensor deployment allows cluster fields to perform quite well, even
with a short communications range.
The main drawback of a cluster field is that there exists a bottleneck at the cluster head,
thus connectivity is not robust within the network. When an environment is especially
harsh, a mesh field is likely to be required, even though its sensing capabilities are
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hindered by the connectivity requirements. A future course of study will consider the use
of a meshed multihop cluster topology to determine its feasibility in terms of sensing
capabilities with the added connectivity requirements to the cluster.
This analysis has shown the impact of both the communications range and a sensor
field’s topology on the sensing capabilities of a sensor field and further validated the
fitness function of the USDEA. No such study exists in the literature to the knowledge of
the author.

6.6 Summary
The Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm (USDEA) has shown the
ability to create highly capable sensing fields, even with strict communications ranges
and connectivity requirements. It provides underwater sensor field designers with a
deployment scheme that not only takes into account six factors of the utmost importance
to underwater sensor networks (sensing and communications range, sensor and
deployment costs, link redundancy, range dependence, and probabilistic visitation), but
also, two topologies that are well suited to the underwater environment, mesh and cluster.
This study not only provided three separate validations of the fitness function of the
USDEA, but also provided two studies that quantified the effects of topology and
communications range on the sensing capabilities of an underwater sensor field. The first
quantitative study showed the effects of the topology itself by using a communications
range of twice the sensing range, so that any sensing coverage overlap resulted from the
topology used and its associated connectivity requirements. In the next study,
communications range restrictions were imposed on top of any connectivity requirements
to determine the effects of communications range on sensing capabilities.
It was determined from these two studies that cluster fields are superior to mesh fields in
terms of field sensing capabilities when covering a large area of interest, regardless of the
communications range used. However, mesh fields with an MCSS of two or more links
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will likely be required when environmental conditions are especially harsh, in order to
maintain connectivity between sensors, the surface station, and the decision makers.
Also, as a result of these two studies and the initial validation study, it was shown that
improvements in fitness by the USDEA corresponded to similar improvements in
simulated field sensing capabilities, thus validating the fitness function of the USDEA.
Finally, since the USDEA is run offline and produces quality sensor fields within a mere
25 generations of evolution, a substantial number of parametric studies can be run in a
reasonable amount of time for sensor field planning purposes without having to deploy
any sensors a priori. Future work includes an extension of the USDEA to consider 3D
deployments, resulting in improved efficiency of communication along the path from the
underwater sensors to a floating surface station.
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7 Sensor Deployment Imprecision
Once sensor locations have been determined for an underwater sensor field using a
deployment scheme, the sensors must be physically deployed. Sensors in military
applications are typically dropped into the water from an airplane or helicopter or shot
out of a gun from the deck of a surface ship [4]. Using these mechanisms, there exists the
distinct possibility of human and/or mechanical error, where the sensors may not be
deployed to precisely their intended location. Such errors in sensor deployment will be
referred to in this chapter as deployment imprecision. Even in the absence of human or
mechanical error, the laws of physics may also be a source of deployment imprecision,
due to the trajectory the sensor takes through the water as it sinks to the bottom of the
ocean before the sensor is elevated to some operating depth via a pump mechanism [4].
Deployment imprecision impacts the sensor field in two distinct ways. First, the sensing
coverage of the sensor field may be impacted in that the coverage calculated by the
deployment scheme will no longer hold due to the sensors not residing in their intended
locations. However, it is possible that the impact on sensing may be positive or negative
since the imprecise deployment may actually cause sensors to be spread further apart,
reducing redundant sensing coverage. On the other hand, sensors could also end up being
deployed closer together, resulting in more sensing coverage overlap, and therefore
reducing aggregate sensing coverage for the field.
Secondly, and more importantly, is the effect deployment imprecision may have on the
communications between sensors. That is, if sensors are deployed too far apart, there
exists the possibility that they will be beyond the communications range of one another
and will not be able to communicate. As discussed in Chapter 6, for both mesh and
cluster fields, the purpose of the USDEA is to maximize the sensing coverage of a field
given the limitation of the communications range of the sensors and the connectivity
requirements imposed by the topology itself. Essentially, the USDEA creates sensor
fields where the sensors are spread out as far apart as possible, given a maximum
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communications range, while meeting connectivity requirements for the topology under
consideration.
In the case of cluster fields, where the cluster client sensors need only stay within
communications range of the cluster head3, the optimization done by the USDEA deploys
the cluster clients as far away as possible from the cluster head, as the communications
range will allow. Similarly, for a mesh field with a minimum cut set size (MCSS) of 1,
where sensors need only be within communications range of one other sensor, the
USDEA places sensors such that they are on the edge of the communications range of a
single neighboring node. Because the USDEA calls for sensor locations that are as far
apart as possible, any imprecision in deployment may lead to a break in connectivity.
However, as the MCSS of a mesh field increases to n links, sensors are typically
deployed closer together since each sensor must be within communications range of at
least n sensors. As in the MCSS of 1 case described above, sensor deployment
imprecision may result in link breaks, causing the network to not meet connectivity
requirements.
Due to imprecision in deployment, a field designer who desires a certain k-connectedness
will have to deploy sensors closer than that permitted by the communications range of the
sensors, which will result in a reduced range called the effective communications range.
A field designer desires a sensor field with robust connectivity and therefore, sets a
threshold k-connectedness value. This chapter investigates the effect of deployment
imprecision on the connectivity of mesh fields, which start with an MCSS of value of 1
link and go up to 5 links. Specifically, the impact of increasing deployment imprecision
on the effective communications range required for maintaining connectivity with a
desired probability of connectivity is analyzed.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A method for calculating the
maximum acoustic communications range of an underwater sensor in the absence of
3

Recall that cluster fields consist of 1-hop clusters.
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historical or in situ acoustic data is first discussed, using Urick’s Passive Sonar Equation
as a design check, in Section 7.1. Next, a methodology used to investigate deployment
imprecision is presented in Section 7.2, followed by results and analysis in Section 7.3.
A summary of the chapter is given in Section 7.4.

7.1 Acoustic Communications Range Calculation
Research in the area of acoustic communications for underwater sensor networks
includes a rich collection of survey articles that describe the challenges inherent in such
communications, such as attenuation caused by absorption and geometric spreading, as
well as interference due to multipath and ambient and man-made noise [34,75-83]. Most
of these articles also suggest network protocol solutions, including ways to properly
implement the physical, medium access, routing, transport, and application layers so that
the long delays caused by the slow speed of sound in the medium can be overcome given
the challenges mentioned early. In addition, low-power and software-defined acoustic
modems have been proposed, to reduce the cost of the underwater sensor units, so that
they are more economically viable for commercial applications [84-88]. One way to do
this is to reduce the size of the transducer, which results in not only lower transmit power,
but also, lower cost of the modem.
While all of these works provide significant contributions for underwater network
protocol design, as well as hardware design, they do not include a practical treatment of
the problem of underwater acoustic communication that can be directly used by a sensor
field designer for sensor deployment purposes. Specifically, in order to utilize a
deployment scheme such as the USDEA, a field designer must at a minimum possess a
method for determining a reasonable estimate of the communications range in an area of
interest (AOI), or sector, so that sensor locations can be properly planned. Ideally, a field
designer would be able to use historical or in situ acoustic data to accurately calculate
communications range estimates as this data would properly capture the peculiarities of
the acoustics within an AOI. In the absence of environmental data, a collection of
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analytical equations is presented in this section that can be used to calculate a
communications range, as a design check.
Over time, a large collection of modulation schemes have been experimented with in the
underwater channel, such as differential phase shift keying (DPSK), including M-ary and
their variants [89,90], frequency shift keying (FSK), including multiple, frequencyhopped, and quadrature [90-92], quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) variants, such
as 16-QAM [90], and custom modulation schemes [93]. In addition, direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) has been demonstrated in the underwater channel with some
success [94]. Regardless of the modulation scheme used, a commonality among all of
these schemes is that as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit, or Eb/N0, of a
transmission increases, the associated bit error rate (BER) decreases [95,96]. Note that
SNR per bit will be referred to as SNR for the remainder of this discussion.
Given this notion, the first step in determining a communications range estimate for an
entire AOI, or a sector within it, is for a field designer to determine an acceptable BER,
which is application dependent. Time sensitive applications, such as surveillance of
submarines, cannot tolerate delays incurred by retransmission of failed data transfers
because any erroneous transmissions related to a higher BER can result in failure of the
mission [1]. However, time insensitive applications, like water quality monitoring, can
tolerate data retransmissions or can use averaged values of readings over a period of time,
thereby being almost immune to BER. Given a desired BER, an SNR can determined
using empirically derived SNR vs. BER curves for a given modulation scheme, including
those found in [89,91,93].
Urick’s Passive Sonar Equation
(7.1)

SNR = SL " TL " NL + DI

!

Equation 7.1 [83,84,86,87] is Urick’s Passive Sonar Equation rewritten to consider
underwater acoustic communications, where
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-

SNR = Per bit Signal-to-Noise Ratio of the transmitted signal, or Eb/N0.

-

SL = Source level is the intensity of the transmitted signal, which is dependent
upon the transmit power [86].

-

TL = Transmission loss is the signal loss due to absorption by the medium and
geometric spreading [2].

-

NL = Noise level includes noise due to the shipping level, wind speed, and depth
of the AOI [2].

-

DI = Directivity index denotes the gain based upon how well the acoustic
modem’s receiver can determine the direction of the transmitted signal [84].

Looking more closely at the quantities in Equation 7.1, whose units are in dB re µPa, the
source level is based upon the transmit power used for the signal, which is a major design
consideration, as a higher SL, though good for achieving a lower BER, will result in more
rapid battery power consumption [84,86,87]. A high directivity index is desirable, but
such an improvement in an acoustic modem leads to increases in the cost of the modem,
as a more complex receiver is required [84,86,87]. The noise level of the environment is
essentially fixed for that particular environment. Shallow-water environments, which are
typically considered to have a depth of less than 328 ft (100 m), have an NL on the order
of 70 dB, as any shipping, waves, and wind will have a more pronounced effect in a
shallow area [84]. However, when the depth exceeds 328 ft, a deep-water environment
will introduce less noise on average because there is more area for the noise to spread out
over. In such an environment, noise level values can be as low as 50 dB [2].
A more practical interpretation of Equation 7.1 is that since the DI is constant for a given
receiver being used and the NL is constant given the environment under consideration,
the only choices the field designer has is in the SL and the SNR, which are governed
entirely by the TL. Hence, the following two equations for calculating TL in both deep
and shallow water environments are presented.
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Transmission Loss in Shallow Water
(7.2)

TL = 10 * log r + "r #10$3

!

Equation 7.2, for TL in shallow water, consists of two terms [2]. First is the cylindrical
spreading loss of 10*log r, where r is the range, in yards, over which the signal travels.
When a signal is emitted from a source, it spreads out radially and equally in all
directions, initially forming a spherical shape [2]. As the signal spreads, the intensity of
the signal is reduced, meaning that the transmission loss increases with range. In the case
of shallow water, the spreading almost immediately becomes cylindrical, as the upper and
lower boundaries of the medium, the surface and bottom, respectively, prevent the signal
from radiating further outwards. Instead, the signal spreads along the boundaries,
forming a cylinder [2].
The second term in Equation 7.2 is the absorption loss term, where the absorption
coefficient * is in dB per kiloyard; hence, a factor of 10-3 is required to convert the range
r into kiloyards. The absorption coefficient is described in more detail below.
Transmission Loss in Deep Water
(7.3)

TL = 10 * log r0 +10 * log r + "r *10 #3

!

Equation 7.3 is the transmission loss equation for deep-water environments, where r0 is
the range within which spreading is spherical and beyond which the spreading becomes
cylindrical [2]. Hence, r0 is called the transition range. When r " r0, the spherical
spreading loss is equal to 20*log r (which is the combination of the first two terms). For
r > r0, 10*log r0 is the transmission loss due to spherical spreading and 10*log r is the
loss due to cylindrical spreading.
The transition range, as measured in the literature, has yet to be met with a consensus,
since the experiments used to perform these measurements were not conducted under the
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same conditions or even with the same equipment, making the measurements of r0
disparate [2]. These measurements have been published as 1.6 to 4.0 kyd [97], 40 to 150
kyd [98], 3 kyd [99], and 90 to 250 kyd [100].
The absorption coefficient * is also calculated differently, depending upon the source, as
the measurements for this value were taken at differing depths and water temperatures.
Thorp’s Absorption Coefficient Equation for Deep Water at 4°C

"=

!

0.1 f 2
40 f 2
+
+ 2.75 *10 #4 * f 2 + 0.003
2
2
1+ f
4100 + f

(7.5)

Thorp’s equation, Equation 7.5, is reproduced above, and is valid up to a depth of 3000 ft
at a water temperature of 4°C [101]. This equation indicates that the absorption
coefficient, and consequently, the absorption loss, increases with increased frequency,
where frequency f is in kilohertz (kHz). Absorption is postulated to be the result of the
viscosity of the water and a chemical reaction, known as ionic relaxation, between the
sound wave and the salt (magnesium sulfate) and boric acid present in the ocean [32].
Jurdak’s Absorption Coefficient for Shallow Water at 4 and 20°C
&0.0601# f 0.8552
(
(9.7888 # f 1.7885 *10 -3
"='
(0.3026 # f % 3.7933
()0.504 # f %11.2

1$ f $6
7 $ f $ 20,
20 $ f $ 35,
35 $ f $ 50,

(7.6)

Fisher and Simmons [102] conducted several experiments in shallow water at 4°C and
!

20°C. Equation 7.6 is the average of the absorption coefficient measurements from the
two experiments, as calculated by Jurdak in [84-87].
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Fisher and Simmons’ Absorption Coefficient Equation for Deep Water at 4°C
(7.7)

" = " 0 (1#1.93*10 #5 * d)

!

Lastly, Equation 7.7 [103] is used to calculate the absorption coefficient for deep water at
4°C, where d is the depth in feet and *0, shown in Equation 7.8, is the absorption
coefficient at zero depth, as measured by Fisher and Simmons in [102].

"0 =

!

0.075 f 2
36 f 2
+
+ 4.1*10 #4 * f 2
(0.8 2 + f 2 ) (5000 + f 2 )

(7.8)

Clearly, a field designer must take care in determining which absorption coefficient
equation to use, as they are dependent upon the depth and temperature at which the
measurements of the coefficient were taken.
Communications Range Calculation Equations
As discussed, TL is a function of both range and frequency, while SNR is a desired value
by the field designer to achieve a specified bit error rate. SL provides a tradeoff between
transmit power and energy savings. In light of these observations, Equation 7.1 can be
rewritten in terms of the transmission loss TL, which will now be referred to as the Figure
of Merit (FOM), which indicates a transmission loss budget. That is, the transmission
loss acceptable for the given parameters of the Passive Sonar Equation. Equation 7.9,
below, represents the FOM.
(7.9)

FOM = SL " NL + DI " SNR

!

The FOM can be interpreted as the residual of the transmitted signal that reaches a
receiver after factoring in noise, the desired SNR of the field designer, and gain at the
receiver. Using the TL budget and the frequencies under consideration, the acoustic
communications range of a sensor can be calculated.
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Given a center frequency fc and a bandwidth BW, Equation 7.10 shows the highest
transmission frequency fmax that should be considered when calculating the
communications range when using QAM, FSK, or PSK as modulation schemes since
most of the signal resides in the main lobe of these waveforms [95,96].

fmax = fc +

!

BW
2

(7.10)

However, this phenomenon may not be the case for custom modulation schemes. Recall
that as the frequency increases, the absorption loss also increases, meaning that the
communications range when communicating at the lower end of the frequency spectrum
will be greater than at the upper end. Proper design therefore dictates that a safe estimate
of the communications range should be calculated using fmax.
(7.11)

TL(Rcomms, fmax ) = FOM

!

To calculate the communications range Rcomms for a desired SNR, in the absence of
historical or in situ acoustic data at those frequencies, Equation 7.11 can be used. Note
that Rcomms must be solved for using numerical methods.
Parametric Exemplar of Rcomms vs. FOM
As an example of the effect of FOM on Rcomms, consider the following parameters.
-

SL = 200 dB

-

NL = 50 dB

-

DI = 10 dB

-

SNR = 15 dB

-

fc = 35 kHz

-

BW = 5 kHz

-

d = 5000 ft (deep water)
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For the above parameters, fmax is 37.5 kHz, while the lowest possible transmission
frequency, fmin, is 32.5 kHz, and the FOM is calculated to be 145 dB. Using Equation 7.3
to calculate the deep water TL and Equation 7.7 to calculate the absorption coefficient for
deep water, the communications range Rcomms at fmax is 9.475 kyd. However, the
communications range at fmin is 11.753 kyd, an increase of 2.278 kyd, or approximately
24%. To assist in ensuring that connectivity can be established between sensors
regardless of frequency, the safe Rcomms to be considered is 9.475 kyd.
Similarly, by increasing SL to 210 dB, the FOM will be 155 dB and Rcomms increases to
10.684 kyd, a 12.76% improvement, at the cost of decreasing battery power more rapidly.
By merely altering the FOM accordingly, parametric studies can be done quite simply in
determining how a field designer may consider changing the SL to save on energy, the DI
to save on sensor costs, and the SNR to improve or worsen the bit error rate at a cost of
reducing or increasing, respectively, the acoustic communications range.
The Rcomms thus calculated can be used in a sensor deployment scheme, such as the
USDEA, or as the initial communications range Rinit required to conduct a deployment
imprecision study, as discussed in the next section.

7.2 Deployment Imprecision Methodology
A methodology for studying the effect of deployment imprecision on the connectivity of
an underwater sensor field is presented in this section, using the initial communications
range Rinit derived from the previous section or from acoustic or in situ environmental
data. The sensing range of the sensor Rsensing can be derived using environmental data, as
shown in Section 3.1.
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Figure 7.1 - Sensors Deployed at a Distance of Rinit kyd Apart

Figure 7.1 shows two sensors that are deployed at a distance apart of Rinit, i.e. the two
sensors are in communications range of one another. If the sensing range Rsensing = Rinit,
then the sensing coverage will be overlapping. This overlap in sensing coverage becomes
even more pronounced as the ratio of the communications range to the sensing range
becomes smaller. Ideally, a sensor deployment scheme attempts to create deployments
such that sensors are spread out as far as possible. However, if the sensors are not
deployed exactly to their planned locations, the scenario as shown below, in Figure 7.2,
could occur.

Figure 7.2 - Breaks in Connectivity Due to an Imprecise Deployment

In Figure 7.2, two sets of mesh fields are shown, each containing 5 sensors deployed with
a minimum cut set size (MCSS) of 2, meaning that each sensor must be within the
communications range of at least 2 other sensors, to meet connectivity requirements. The
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black sensors represent the planned sensor locations for the field, while the black lines
are bidirectional links between the sensors indicating that the sensors are within
communications range of each other. On the other hand, the gray sensors indicate
locations that the sensors were actually deployed to, along with the associated
communications links after this deployment. Notice that as a result of deployment
imprecision, there are two broken links in the lower right corner of the network, causing
the MCSS of the network to become zero and therefore no longer meeting connectivity
requirements. For the purposes of this work, any time the connectivity of a mesh field
does meet the intended MCSS for the field, the network is considered disconnected.
Recall that there are two main causes for deployment imprecision. The first cause is
human and/or mechanical error caused by the deployment of the sensors from a moving
vehicle, such as an airplane or helicopter, or being shot out of a gun from the deck of a
surface ship. When deploying a sensor from an airplane, for example, it is possible that
an operator does not trigger the mechanism used to eject the sensor from the plane at the
correct instant or the mechanism does not eject the sensor in a timely manner. Secondly,
regardless of the occurrence of human or mechanical error, the dynamics of a sinking
object can further compound the deployment imprecision, as described by the equation
below [4].
(7.12)

FW + FB + FR + FC = "V # a

!

In Equation 7.12, FW is the weight force (mass times gravity) of the sensor as it sinks to
the bottom of the ocean. FB is the buoyant force caused by the displacement of the water,
by the sensor, during the sinking process. FR is the resistance force by the water on the
sensor, which is based upon the cross sectional area of the sensor. Finally, FC is the force
exerted by the current of the ocean on the sensor [4].
According to Newton’s First Law of motion, by definition, these forces must sum up to
the term on the right hand side, which consists of the acceleration a of the sensor as it
sinks, the density of the sensor +, and its volume V [4]. The product of the density and
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volume is the mass of the sensor, which when multiplied by the acceleration vector, is
equal to the force of the sensor exerted on the medium. Ultimately, the object will sink to
the bottom of the ocean, at which point, the forces on the left hand side of Equation 7.12
will equal the right hand side, and the sinking motion of the sensor will cease.
At this point, it is possible that the sensor is not at its exact intended location, as specified
by the deployment scheme, due to the above factors.
Rather than attempt to quantify the individual effects of the forces presented in Equation
7.12, or speculate on the impact human or mechanical error can have on deploying
sensors without any empirical evidence, the Deployment Imprecision Monte Carlo
Engine (DIMCE) was developed to model deployment imprecision of a senor field
stochastically.

Algorithm 1 – Deployment Imprecision Monte Carlo Engine (DIMCE)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

count = 0 # number of times the connectivity was maintained
for (num = 1; num " N; num++) do
for (i = 1; i " m; i++) do
offset = rand(0, rmax)
angle = rand(0, 360)
new_sensor(i).x = field.sensor(i).x + (offset * cos(angle))
new_sensor(i).y = field.sensor(i).y + (offset * sin(angle))
end for
if (connectivity maintained) then
count++
end if
end for
PCfield = count / num

Algorithm 1 perturbs all m sensor locations of a given sensor field N times by randomly
choosing a perturbation vector # with which to modify the deployed position of each
sensor from its planned position. The magnitude of # is denoted in Line 4 as an offset,
which can range from zero to some maximum value rmax, where rmax is in kiloyards and
represents the maximum expected deployment imprecision. Line 5 denotes the direction
of #, which can be any value between 0 and 360 degrees. A new position is calculated
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for each sensor where its x and y coordinates are adjusted by their corresponding
perturbation vector components, as shown in Lines 6 and 7, respectively. Once all of the
sensor locations have been perturbed, an undirected graph of the network is generated
based upon the initial communications range Rinit and the MCSS is measured using
Stoerr’s algorithm [33]. If the MCSS of the perturbed sensor field meets the originally
intended MCSS of the field, a counter is incremented. At the end of N perturbations, the
probability of connectivity of that field PCfield is calculated in Line 13.
Typically, a field designer has an expectation of the sensor deployment retaining its
intended connectivity, based upon the accuracy of the deployment mechanism used. This
expectation will be referred to as a desired probability of connectivity PCdesired. For
example, if the sensors are deployed from a precise gun on the deck of a stationary ship,
the PCdesired may be 0.95. However, if the sensors are deployed from an airplane
traveling at 200 mph, a realistic estimate of the PCdesired may be 0.8.
To achieve a PCdesired for a sensor field, the field designer will have to make concessions
in the form of a reduced communications range when planning the sensor locations. The
reduced communications range, identified earlier as an effective communications range
Reff, will be used in the deployment scheme, as opposed to the initial communications
range Rinit that is actually achievable. The use of Reff as a communications range in the
deployment scheme is necessary so that the connectivity is robust in the face of
deployment imprecision.
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Algorithm 2 – Effective Communications Range Calculation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

PCfield = 0 # actual probability of connectivity of the field
guard_value = 0 # decrement value of the communications range
Reff = Rinit
while (PCfield < PCdesired && Reff > 0) do
Reff = Reff – guard_value
field = execute USDEA
PCfield = DIMCE( field )
if (PCfield / PCdesired " 0.5) then
guard_value = 0.5
elseif (PCfield / PCdesired " 0.75) then
guard_value = 0.3
else
guard_value = 0.1
end if
end while

A proposed algorithm for calculating Reff for any sensor field with m sensors, a desired
MCSS, an Rinit, and a PCdesired, is presented as Algorithm 2. Essentially, Algorithm 2
continues to execute until the PCdesired is met or the effective communications range is 0
kyd, which means that the PCdesired is not achievable given the parameters of the sensor
field. To obtain Reff, the best field generated by the USDEA, in Line 6, is saved. This
sensor field is then passed to DIMCE and the PCfield is calculated.
Next, depending upon the ratio of PCfield to PCdesired, a heuristic decrement value (whose
units are in kyd), called the guard value, is determined via Lines 8-14 to speed up the
algorithm. For example, a ratio of 0.5 indicates that the effective communications range
must be decreased significantly in order to achieve the PCdesired, thus the guard value is
set to 0.5 kyd. However, as the ratio becomes larger, the guard value is reduced, to
improve the communications range estimate. Note that this heuristic is not necessary, but
provides a significant speed up in the algorithm, as opposed to always using a constant
guard value of 0.1 kyd, for example. It is also worth noting that the guard value is
subtracted from Reff only if the PCdesired is not met.
At every loop iteration, the USDEA is executed, resulting in a new sensor field, which is
passed to DIMCE for perturbation. The new field is perturbed and Algorithm 2
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calculates a Reff to meet the PCdesired for any sensor field using the given parameters. It
was shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that the USDEA generates sensor fields that can achieve
high sensing performance. Therefore, it can be asserted that the best field generated by
the USDEA would be considered a candidate field to be used by a field designer.
However, given that an evolutionary algorithm is stochastic by nature, Algorithm 2
should be executed several times, in order to get the expected value of Reff for a sensor
field. Future work would include a study to determine the number of times Algorithm 2
should be executed to obtain a reliable estimate for Reff.

7.3 Deployment Imprecision Results and Analysis
This section presents an initial study of the effect of deployment imprecision on mesh
fields with an MCSS of 1 up to 5 links determined using DIMCE and Algorithm 2, with
the following parameters.
Parameter
Rinit
PCdesired
rmax
Number of Runs of Algorithm 2
Size of Area
Number of Sensors
Sensing Range
Minimum Cut Set Size (MCSS)
Population Size
Number of Generations
Crossover
Mutation Probability

Value
11 and 5.5 kiloyards
0.80, 0.90, 0.95
0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 kiloyards
10
100 x 100 kiloyards
10
11 kiloyards
1 to 5 links
100
25
Top 70% of fields
0.05

Table 7.1 - Deployment Imprecision Study Parameters

In this study, the effective communications range is calculated for mesh fields consisting
of 10 sensors, located in a 100 by 100 kyd AOI, with initial communications ranges of 11
and 5.5 kyd. Three PCdesired values have been used, including 0.80, 0.90, and 0.95, which
correspond to low, medium, and high connectivity robustness, respectively. Each of
these PCdesired values are subject to maximum deployment imprecision ranges rmax of 0.1
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up to 1 kyd, which correspond to low to extremely high imprecision. Algorithm 2 was
run 10 times for each rmax and PCdesired pair, starting at each Rinit, with the average Reff of
these runs shown in the plots. Increasing rmax will have a profound effect on the Reff
required to achieve the PCdesired, as shown below.

7.3.1 Reff for an Initial Communications Range of 11 kyd

Figure 7.3 - Reff of Each MCSS for Various rmax (PCdesired = 0.8)

It can be seen in Figure 7.3 that as rmax increases from 0.1 kyd to 1 kyd, the effective
communications range decreases, as would be expected. For example, with an MCSS of
1, Reff is 11 kyd at a low maximum deployment imprecision of 0.1 kyd, meaning that the
initial communications range did not need to be decreased at all to achieve a PCdesired of
0.80. However, when the rmax is increased to 0.75 kyd, the effective communications
range is reduced to approximately 3.75 kyd. Additionally, at an rmax of 1 kyd, an MCSS
of 1 cannot be achieved at all for a PCdesired of 0.80, as indicated by an Reff of zero.
A second trend, which upon first glance may appear counterintuitive, noticeably occurs at
a maximum deployment imprecision of 0.75 kyd, where the effective communications
range increases with the MCSS, up to an MCSS of 4 links, and then decreases beyond
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that point. That is, increasing the connectivity requirements improves the effective
communications range until an MCSS of 4. After which, the effective communications
range is adversely impacted because of the requirement of even closer deployment of the
sensor to achieve the high connectivity.
Recall that, by definition, a mesh field with an MCSS of 1 only requires each sensor to be
in the communications range of one other sensor. As such, a deployment scheme will
take advantage of this loose connectivity requirement and spread the sensors as far out as
possible in order to increase the sensing coverage of the network, similar to the example
shown in Figure 7.1. However, as the MCSS is increased to n links, to meet the more
strict connectivity requirements of the network, sensors must be in the communications
range of a minimum of n other sensors. Therefore, the sensors naturally must be
deployed closer together, as the MCSS increases. This essentially results in the sensors
having a communications range of less than Rinit before any perturbations occur.
Given this notion, increasing the MCSS ultimately improves connectivity robustness, up
to a certain point, since even relatively large perturbations will not disrupt the
connectivity of the sensors since they were initially deployed so close together. Thus, the
connectivity of the network has a relatively high probability of remaining intact. Clearly
there is a limit to this phenomenon since when the MCSS is increased from 4 to 5 links,
the effective communications range decreases. For example, a decrease from 9.7 kyd to
6 kyd is seen for the 0.75 kyd maximum deployment imprecision range curve in Figure
7.3.
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Figure 7.4 - Reff of Each MCSS for Various rmax (PCdesired = 0.9)

When the PCdesired is increased to 0.90, shown in Figure 7.4, the effective
communications ranges decrease drastically for an rmax of 0.75 kyd and above for all
MCSS values. Also, an rmax of 0.5 kyd impacts a sensor field with an MCSS of 1, but
shows better performance in terms of Reff for higher MCSS values. This is because
requiring that the connectivity of the field should remain intact 90, instead of 80, percent
of the time, the Reff under these conditions must be decreased to meet the more stringent
PCdesired requirement. In all other cases of an rmax of 0.5 kyd, however, the Reff remains
comparatively high.
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Figure 7.5 - Reff of Each MCSS for Various rmax (PCdesired = 0.95)

Figure 7.5 shows that for an additional increase of 0.05 in the PCdesired, to 0.95, only
maximum deployment imprecision ranges of up to 0.25 kyd remain viable for all MCSS
values. Once again, the stringency of the PCdesired expected by the field designer cannot
be achieved when deployment imprecision increases beyond 0.25 kyd, unless the sensors
are deployed extremely close together. When the deployment imprecision reaches 1 kyd,
it is impossible to achieve a PCdesired of 0.95 under these conditions.
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7.3.2 Reff for an Initial Communications Range of 5.5 kyd

Figure 7.6 - Reff of Each MCSS for Various rmax (PCdesired = 0.8)

A reduction in the initial communications range to 5.5 kyd yields trends similar to those
seen in the 11 kyd case. As seen in Figure 7.6, for a PCdesired of 0.8, the effective
communications range is very low for a maximum deployment imprecision range of 0.5
kyd and above. Reducing the communications range by half compounds the impact of
deployment imprecision since the range is already short, thus smaller errors in
deployment can more easily lead to disconnected sensors.
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Figure 7.7 - Reff of Each MCSS for Various rmax (PCdesired = 0.9)

In Figure 7.7, the increase in the PCdesired considerably reduces the effective
communications range of the network, even for an rmax of 0.25 kyd with an MCSS of 3 or
more.

Figure 7.8 - Reff of Each MCSS for Various rmax (PCdesired = 0.95)
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Finally, Figure 7.8 shows further reductions in the effective communications range to the
point where only an rmax of 0.1 kyd can support an acceptable value for Reff.
This preliminary study has shown the profound effect of sensor deployment imprecision
on the connectivity of a mesh field as well as the feasibility of achieving a field
designer’s PCdesired. If a field designer wants a sensor field to meet connectivity
requirements upwards of 95% of the time, while maintaining a large effective
communications range, despite deployment imprecision, a highly precise method of
sensor deployment must be used. However, if the field designer is able to relax the
connectivity requirements, less precise methods of sensor deployments can be tolerated,
while still achieving a relatively large effective communications range.

7.4 Summary
This chapter began with a discussion of how a sensor field designer can analytically
calculate the communications range of a sensor, as a design check, in the absence of
historical or in situ environmental data. It was concluded in this discussion that for
standard modulation schemes, such as QAM, FSK, and PSK, a safe communications
range, based upon the highest possible transmission frequency, should be incorporated
into a sensor deployment scheme.
Even though the communications range is considered “safe”, in terms of sensor field
design, there is a possibility of sensor deployment imprecision, depending upon the
accuracy of the deployment mechanism used and the trajectory of the sensor as it sinks to
the ocean floor. A methodology was presented that allows a field designer to calculate an
effective communications range that should actually be used in the sensor deployment
scheme, which is calculated based on a desired level of robustness in the connectivity of
the sensor field and a maximum deployment imprecision range.
Finally, a sensor deployment imprecision study was conducted for mesh fields with
MCSS values of 1 up to 5 links, assuming high, medium, and low levels of desired
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connectivity robustness (probability of connectivity) under low to high deployment
imprecision ranges, for initial communications ranges of 11 and 5.5 kyd. As would be
expected, it was found that the effective communications range decreased as the desired
probability of connectivity and deployment imprecision ranges increased, and when the
initial communications range was cut in half. However, it was also shown that in many
cases, the effective communications range actually increased when the MCSS increased
above 1, up to a point, and then decreased again.
The main reason for this is that in the case of an MCSS of 1, sensors need only be in the
communications range of one other sensor and thus are deployed as far apart as possible,
dictated by the communications range. However, as the MCSS is increased to n links, to
meet the more strict connectivity requirements of the network, sensors must be in the
communications range of a minimum of n other sensors. Therefore, the sensors naturally
must be deployed closer together, as the MCSS increases. As a result, when the actual
sensor locations are different from the planned sensor locations, due to deployment
imprecision, there is a higher probability that they will maintain their desired level of
connectivity since they were initially supposed to be deployed close together. Of course,
this phenomenon only occurs up to a certain point, after which the effective
communications range will begin to decrease.
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8 Conclusion
This dissertation began in Chapter 1 by highlighting the significant challenges to
underwater sensor field designers. Namely, the impact of the underwater environment on
the sensing and communications capabilities of sensors and the high costs of sensors and
their deployment, both of which have to be considered and combined into a
comprehensive underwater sensor deployment strategy. Five steps that should be taken
by a field designer when designing an underwater sensor field for surveillance purposes
were also identified. These steps are 1) determine the type of sensing coverage required,
2) determine the number of available sensors, 3) execute a sensor allocation scheme, 4)
execute a sensor deployment scheme, and 5) physically deploy the sensors. Collectively,
these steps are referred to as a deployment strategy.
Chapter 2 discussed nine factors that have been considered in the literature for both
underwater and terrestrial deployment strategies. The existing sensor deployment
strategies in the literature were then evaluated in terms of their inclusion of these factors.
Of the nine factors, six were identified as pertinent to an underwater sensor deployment
strategy, along with logical arguments given for each. Among these six factors were
sensing range, communications range, monetary costs of sensors and their deployment,
link redundancy, range dependence, and probabilistic visitation.
Given the importance of these factors, three suggested directions were identified for
underwater sensor deployment. First, a sensor detection model was advocated for, which
consisted of Urick’s Passive Sonar Equation (PSE), coupled with representative historical
or in situ environmental data. Such a model best represents the sensing capabilities of an
underwater sensor, as was shown through an exemplary study. It was concluded in the
study that the binary and probabilistic detection models, two detection models often used
in the literature, could approximate the sensing capabilities of a sensor derived using the
PSE by properly refining model parameters. However, it was not possible to determine
these parameters without first having utilized the PSE as a basis for comparison.
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Second, the use of a game theoretic approach was supported for sensor allocation in an
area clearance scenario because of its ability to properly capture the complexities
introduced by considering range dependence in a large area of interest. Finally, an
evolutionary approach for creating an underwater sensor deployment scheme was
championed, as such an evolutionary approach is inherently flexible and allows for the
consideration of many factors simultaneously.
The Game Theory Field Design (GTFD) model was proposed in Chapter 3 as an
underwater sensor allocation scheme for an area clearance scenario. GTFD intelligently
allocates a given number of available sensors to sectors of relatively uniform acoustic
characteristics, while taking into account the acoustic characteristics and geographic size
of each sector. Based upon these two factors, GTFD first determines the probability of
visitation to each sector by an intelligent adversary that is also apprised of such
information. Using the probability of visitation, a sensor allocation is then derived.
Considering that no such sensor allocation scheme exists in the literature, three
competing models were proposed, including a random sensor allocation and two models
that allocated sensors by only considering the acoustic characteristics or the size of each
sector called the Size-Aware Field Design (SAFD) model and Radius-Aware Field
Design (RAFD) model, respectively. A baseline study showed that GTFD outperformed
the random sensor allocation model for a number of cases of acoustic variation
throughout an AOI. Lastly, a second study that compared GTFD with SAFD and RAFD
discussed how an intelligent adversary could take advantage of these models and
concluded that the GTFD model is equally effective against both intelligent and
unintelligent adversaries.
Chapter 4 provided an extension of the GTFD model that allowed it to consider not only
circular sensing coverage regions, as assumed in the original model, but also, irregularly
shaped sensing coverage regions. A highly accurate method for calculating the sweep
width of such an irregularly shaped sensing coverage region, which could be incorporated
directly into GTFD, was presented and was validated in two ways. The first validation
compared the analytical sweep widths of circular and rectangular regions with those
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calculated by the new sweep width calculation method. It showed that the sweep
calculations become more accurate when smaller pixel sizes and larger regions are used,
as more boundary points are available for the calculations. Second, a simulation-based
validation compared the analytical sensing performance of irregularly shaped sensing
coverage regions with simulations of these regions, the results of which coincided quite
well.
In Chapter 5, an evolutionary approach to underwater sensor deployment, the Underwater
Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm (USDEA), was proposed, which considers
all six factors pertinent to underwater sensor deployment. It not only integrates all six
factors into the deployment scheme, but also provides two topologies best suited to the
underwater environment, mesh and cluster. Since no deployment schemes in the
literature consider all of these factors, making a comparison unfair, a standard
benchmarking study of the algorithm was conducted instead. In this study, the fitness of
the USDEA after 300 generations of evolution, using sensor fields consisting of mesh and
cluster topologies, was compared with that of two parallel hill climber (PHC) algorithms,
i.e. a brute force approach, and a random search algorithm. One PHC algorithm used an
initialization step, which is also used by the USDEA, to intelligently construct an initial
population of sensor fields, while the other constructed them randomly. Besides showing
that the USDEA outperformed the PHC algorithms and the random search for all cases of
mesh and cluster fields considered, the study also validated the need for an initialization
step. An initialization step is especially required for mesh fields because of their inherent
fragility in maintaining connectivity. Furthermore, the whole USDEA approach, which
consists of an initialization step, crossover, and mutation, was validated.
Two studies are conducted in Chapter 6 using the USDEA. The first study was used to
quantify the impact on the sensing capabilities of a sensor field, due to the topology and
associated connectivity requirements imposed by it. In the second study, an additional
restriction of a relatively short communications range was imposed on top of the
connectivity requirements of each topology. It was determined from these two studies
that cluster fields are superior to mesh fields in terms of field sensing capabilities when
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covering a large area of interest, regardless of the communications range used. However,
mesh fields will likely be required when environmental conditions are especially harsh, in
order to maintain connectivity between sensors, the surface station, and the decision
makers.
Finally, Chapter 7 presented two methodologies; the first was for calculating the
communications range of a sensor in the absence of historical or in situ acoustic data,
while the second was for determining the impact of deployment imprecision on the
ability of a mesh field to maintain a desired level of connectivity. Inaccuracies in sensor
deployment can result from the sensor deployment method used and the trajectory the
sensor takes as it sinks to the ocean floor. As such, a method for calculating an effective
communications range with which to plan sensor deployment locations, which is often
shorter than the actual communications range, was presented in this chapter. This
method takes into account a maximum possible deployment imprecision range and a
desired probability of connectivity by the field designer, which quantifies the robustness
of the connectivity of the deployment. It was shown that regardless of the actual
communications range, the effective communications range that should be used when
designing the field decreases as the maximum deployment imprecision range and the
desired probability of connectivity increases.
In achieving the objective of this dissertation, which was to provide underwater sensor
field designers with an intelligent passive underwater acoustic sensor deployment
strategy for an area clearance scenario that faithfully captures the limitations imposed by
the underwater channel and the cost of sensors and their deployment, four goals were
accomplished. Each goal, defined in Chapter 1, was achieved as follows.
To address Goal 1, the Game Theory Field Design model was developed to intelligently
allocate sensors across sectors of an AOI for an area clearance scenario. Goal 2 was
achieved by deriving a highly accurate method for calculating the sweep width of
realistic sensing coverage regions that could be used directly by the sensor allocation
scheme. The Underwater Sensor Deployment Evolutionary Algorithm, an evolutionary
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sensor deployment scheme that considers the six main factors in underwater sensor
deployment, was formulated to address Goal 3 and was shown to produce highly capable
sensor fields. Finally, Goal 4 was accomplished by the conception of a methodology for
measuring the impact of sensor deployment imprecision on the connectivity of a sensor
network that calculates an effective communications range with which to plan sensor
locations, using the USDEA.
This dissertation has presented a comprehensive, pragmatic approach to passive
underwater acoustic sensor deployment for military surveillance purposes that is meant
specifically for practitioners in this area. Its main purpose was to faithfully mimic the
limitations seen in reality, such as environmental and monetary constraints, and provide a
method for planning underwater sensor deployments that can be directly used by field
designers. While most of this work consists of heuristic methods, this is ideal for
practitioners, as it will allow them to rapidly conduct strategic, parametric studies in a
manner that is tailored to their specific needs.
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